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Foreword

We must use a scientific attitude to analyse and criticise
what has been undesirable in the past so that more care
will be taken in later work, so that this will be performed
better. Mao Zedong (1942)

Writing at the start of the 20th century, the American historian G Waldo
Browne declared China to be a country whose “gigantic possibilities are
dwarfed by its present realities”. A century later – and especially after the past
decade when reform and modernisation have really taken off – a visitor to any
one of China’s thriving coastal cities might well feel that those possibilities
have now evolved into an impressive reality. But the fact is that China’s
chosen path is one which still holds significant challenges ahead if today’s
“present realities” are to be overcome and the country’s undoubted “gigantic
possibilities” fully realised. Many of these challenges present tremendous
opportunities for investors; but some pose potential risks too.

This study looks in depth at why China will not, in our judgement, be
deflected from its chosen path, notwithstanding the challenges and inevitable
setbacks, and seeks to explain why. The nub of the issue is not whether reform
will continue – it will – but the pace of change and its economic, social,
political and market implications for China itself, for its neighbours and for
the regional and global economies. We examine these in the context of the
next decade or thereabouts, which more or less coincides with the expected
“lifespan” of the “fourth generation” leadership which will take over the helm
in January 2003. We also consider the risks which today’s realities pose to
both a smooth transition in general and investors in particular.

Throughout the present decade, markets will pay ever greater attention to
China, not least because of the impact of recent accession to the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and the boost which that should give both to the pace of
reform and to opportunities for foreign investors. Farther out, that attention is
not likely to diminish – indeed, the contrary; if our projections prove to be
anything like accurate, the size of China’s economy will climb the world
rankings from sixth largest today to the second largest by 2030, after the US.

China’s growing importance on the global stage poses three key questions for
investors, which we attempt to address:

• “What are the opportunities and risks?”

• “Should we be there?”

• “How do we go about doing business there?”

John Llewellyn Paul Sheard
Global Chief Economist Chief Economist, Asia
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1. The Long March To Modernisation

It doesn’t matter if a cat is black or white; if it catches
mice it is a good cat. Deng Xiaoping (1962)

Putting China in its own context

As with any society, it is not possible to detach modern China from its history.
Indeed, given the length of its history and the richness of its culture, it is all
the more important to consider China against the backdrop of its past if one is
properly to understand its present. Not to do so risks serious – and, for
investors, potentially costly – misunderstandings. And we may be sure that
neither the present generation of China’s leaders nor the next is likely to lose
sight of the country’s past when charting its future.

An era of economic decline

In 1820, China’s economy was the largest in the world, accounting for some
30% of global GDP. However, over the next 150 years China slid down the
world economic rankings. The combination of anarchy, warlordism, foreign
suppression, civil war and the Sino-Japanese conflict saw China’s economy
depart from the world stage, with its share of the global economy slipping to
just 4.5% by 1950 (figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Long-run GDP in China and the rest of the world
(average annual growth rate)
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Source: Maddison, A: “The World Economy: A Millennial Perspective” (OECD, 2001) p. 262

For the purposes of this study we have concentrated on the 20th century, in
particular the period since 1978 when Deng Xiaoping (vice-premier at the
time) first launched free-market reforms and the Open Door policy. Key
earlier events are listed in the chronology in Annex A.

Imperialists undermine imperialism

Albeit not without its ups and downs, imperial China spanned over two
thousand one hundred years. Ironically, it was largely thanks to the efforts of
imperialists, both in and outside China, that the era of imperialism finally
ended in 1911 with the demise of the Qing dynasty.

By the start of the 20th century, both the Qing dynasty and China as a whole
had been seriously weakened by foreign occupation of the country’s fringes
and capital. China had signed the extraterritorial “unequal treaties” of the 19th

century under duress. The treaties forced open its borders on terms strongly

China’s history is central
to understanding its present

and its future

Between 1820 and 1950, China’s
share of global GDP fell

from 30% to 4.5%

A century ago China had
been seriously weakened by

foreign occupation
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favouring the non-Chinese parties, ie the powers of Europe (notably Britain
which set the precedent with the 1842 Treaty of Nanjing after the First Opium
War), Russia, Japan and the United States. They ceded territory, removed
China’s right to impose and enforce the rule of its own law within its borders
and allowed foreign governments to determine tariffs. It was not unusual for
them to oblige China to pay indemnities for losses incurred by foreigners in
wars and through civil unrest. There was no reciprocity. Their one-sided
nature was an affront, and a spur, to Chinese nationalist sentiment and a
disaster for the Qing dynasty.

In the wake of foreign suppression of the Boxer Rebellion in 1900, Chinese
officials set about far-reaching reform aimed at turning China into a
constitutional monarchy, wresting power back to the centre from increasingly
autonomous provinces, modernising the machinery of government and
strengthening China’s ability to resist foreign incursions. These efforts, based
on the 1868 constitutional settlement in Japan (seen as a modernisation model
after its defeat of China in 1895), were even supported by conservatives who
had blocked similar changes just two years previously. But the imperial
reformers were also sowing the final seeds of the regime’s destruction. For
their efforts, commendable though they were in many respects, served to
strengthen sentiment against Manchu rule by opening the way for a coalition
of interests against the dynasty and creating the means for it to come together.1

This was exploited by the republican Sun Yat-sen, the leading “first
generation” revolutionary revered to this day by communists and nationalists
alike; and by the supporters of a constitutional monarchy who were frustrated
by what they saw as the unnecessarily slow pace of reform. By late 1911,
various provinces were following Hubei’s example and declaring their
independence; and on 1 January 1912 imperial rule ended with the founding of
the Republic of China. The downfall of the Qing dynasty had been so rapid
that China was completely unprepared to cope with republicanism.

Centrifugal forces

The “present realities” facing the new republic, initially led by Sun Yat-sen,
were even more daunting than those which had confronted the Qing dynasty.
The challenges of industrialisation and China’s international relations were
compounded by the need to establish new institutions of governance. It
quickly became apparent that ideology was no substitute for military power.

Within months of the republic being declared, Sun Yat-sen was obliged to
cede the presidency to the northern warlord Yuan Shikai, the first in a
succession of post-imperial leaders with close military ties which was to
remain unbroken until the 1990s. But President Yuan was no republican. In his
efforts to create a strong and centralised government, he tried to establish a
new imperial dynasty with himself at its head. Combined with his parlaying
with foreign powers to raise much needed finance (notably the Twenty-One
Demands which President Yuan signed in January 1915 and which, in their
original form, would have turned China into a de facto Japanese protectorate),
this led to a republican backlash which even the powerful warlord could not
resist. When President Yuan died in 1916, China was, if anything, even more
fragmented for all his centralising efforts than it had been in 1912 – a state of
affairs which was to continue until 1949.

A new nationalism

The Nationalist Party, or Kuomintang (KMT), had been founded in 1912 by
Sun Yat-sen and his colleagues to fight China’s first parliamentary elections.

1 The difficulties with which the Qing dynasty had to grapple were compounded by its own
“foreign” origins, ie in the Manchu conquest of China in 1644, a source of increasing resentment
among the ethnic Chinese Han in the south of the country in particular.

In 1912, the new republic faced
challenges even more daunting

than those which had confronted
the Qing dynasty
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Victory and subsequent efforts to curb Yuan Shikai’s power cost its leader,
Song Jiaren, his life and led to the party being crushed militarily and banned in
1913. However, nationalist sentiment was stronger than ever, uniting
individuals and factions promoting a range of extra-nationalistic ideologies.
This gave rise to the May Fourth Movement, named for the day in 1919 on
which protests broke out in Beijing (and, later, nationally) at the decision of
the Versailles Peace Conference to pass defeated Germany’s Shandong
concession to Japan rather than restoring the province to Chinese rule.

The KMT owed much of its subsequent revitalisation to support – material and
moral – from the Soviet Union, which was keen to protect the revolution in
Russia and promote communism more widely. By 1924, with what passed for
a national government in Beijing increasingly enfeebled, Moscow was
bolstering Sun Yat-sen’s nationalist stronghold in the south of China and
making strenuous attempts to bring the KMT and the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP), founded in 1921, into coalition (see box 1.2). The KMT/CCP
alliance quickly created an ideologically-based military machine intent on –
and probably capable of – reunifying the country and ending foreign incursion.

From republic to people’s republic

In 1926, the KMT/CCP National Revolutionary Army – under the leadership
of Chiang Kai-shek following the death of Sun Yat-sen in 1925 – broke out of
Guangdong province and won a series of military victories against warlords as
it worked its way north. But the Communist-inspired revolutionary fervour
which accompanied these victories was not consistent with Chiang Kai-shek’s
political leanings. In 1927, he set about crushing communist insurrections in
the cities, thereby forcing the CCP into the countryside, and driving a wedge
between the KMT and the CCP which persists to this day.

In 1927, a split opened between the
CCP and KMT which remains

manifest today in China/Taiwan
relations

Box 1.1: Confucianism – The Core Philosophy

As the official philosophy of the state, Confucianism predates the imperial era and provides a key common thread
right up to the end of imperial rule in 1911. It was officially discredited in 1919 as a barrier to modernisation, and
denounced in the turbulent times after the communists came to power in 1949 and during the Cultural Revolution.
But its official demise for much of the 20th century contrasts with the continuing influence through to the present of
the teachings of Confucius (born Kong Qiu and styled Zhong Ni, 551-479BC). Indeed, in the past decade or so
Confucianism has made something of an official comeback thanks to:

• The status of Confucius as a major “homegrown” philosopher whose teachings were at the heart of a great and
long-lasting civilisation and of whom modern China can be proud;

• Interest in “Asian Values” (at least until the time of the 1997 Asian financial crisis) to justify the political and
social status quo, as the Open Door policy of 1978 and onwards has led to China’s gradually assuming a
greater role on the global stage and being more exposed to the impact and influences associated with
globalisation;

• A potential bridge towards settlement with Taiwan, where Confucianism was resurrected in 1949 and remains
strong.

Confucian ethical teachings include the following values:

• Hsiao: love within the family and respect for one’s parents.

• Chung: loyalty to the state and respect for authority.

• Li: ritual, propriety and etiquette.

• Yi: righteousness.

• Xin: honesty and trustworthiness.

• Jen: benevolence towards others (the highest Confucian virtue).
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Mao Zedong, who had represented Hunan at the founding meeting of the CCP,
led one of the communist units which were scattered across rural southern
China. He was among the first to identify the need to root the party in
“peasant-power” and develop its own military capability if it was to succeed in
its objectives (see box 1.3). Both this rural legacy and the strong ties to the
military remain important factors in the party hierarchy’s thinking to this day.
For “voluntarist” leaders like Mao Zedong, who believed strongly in the
power of will to change the world, these were even more powerful.

Rural revolution followed, although repeated attempts by the new Red Army
to take cities were unsuccessful. Nevertheless, the CCP’s success outside the
urban areas was sufficient to spark repeated “bandit suppression campaigns”
by the KMT government in Nanjing. These campaigns reached their apex in
1935, when the CCP was driven out of southern China and forced to embark
on the Long March to the north to save itself from military oblivion. This was
a defining time in the CCP’s history, a triumph of voluntarism over the then
“present realities” of having to fend off a militarily superior foe, division in
the party ranks, and a march which took almost a year and crossed nearly
10,000km of largely inhospitable terrain, reducing Mao Zedong’s original
force of 100,000 to around 10,000 in the process. Nevertheless, the party
would probably still have been defeated by the nationalists had it not been for
the kidnapping of Chiang Kai-shek in December 1936 by some of his own
generals, who obliged him to work with the communists against Japan, which
still held Shandong and which had seized Manchuria in 1931.

July 1937 marked the start of the Sino-Japanese war, which re-united the CCP
and the KMT in the “United Front” until 1945. The war weakened fatally the
southern-based KMT, which never recovered from Japan’s Ichigo offensive in
1944. It deeply scarred China as a whole – in 1995 President Jiang publicly
stated that China had suffered 35 million dead and injured. And it involved the
United States centrally in China (largely in support of Chiang Kai-shek, even
though he proved a less than cooperative ally), leading to the US renouncing
extra-territoriality in 1943 and treating China as a “great power”.

In the north, the CCP, headquartered at Yanan, had expanded its geographical
power base and – thanks to Mao Zedong’s redefinition of the revolution as the
defence of the people from the foreign invader – its popular support. By 1945,
Mao Zedong had emerged as the party’s paramount leader, with around two
million men under arms. Despite US attempts to broker a settlement, civil war
resumed in 1947 and the weakened and corrupt KMT had no adequate
response to the Red Army. In early 1949, Chiang Kai-shek and his supporters
were driven into de facto exile in Taiwan and would have faced oblivion had it
not been for the Korean conflict in 1950 which caused the US to intervene to
protect the island from communist invasion. But the mainland was lost to the
KMT and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was born on 1 October 1949.

Initial progress…

In power, the CCP set about two things. First, it consolidated its position by
permeating every aspect of life in China through the establishment of
hierarchies of committees, the restriction of movement from the rural areas to
the cities, a clampdown on dissent and dissenters, and a quest for ideological
purity. In short, Mao Zedong established a regime which was authoritarian
even by historical standards. Second, the party sought to turn China into a
modern state by far-reaching land reform, Soviet-assisted industrialisation, and
the introduction of education and healthcare systems. Surrounding these was
the envelope of new nationalism. Thanks to these measures, by 1953, when
the first Five-Year Plan was launched, order had been restored nationally for
the first time in 40 years and the economy returned to its pre-1937 level of
output. Real economic output proceeded to double during the 1950s.

The Long March remains a
defining time in the CCP’s history

The start of the Sino-Japanese war
reunited the CCP and the KMT

But civil war resumed in 1947 and
the KMT was driven from the

Mainland in 1949

The CCP sought to consolidate its
position and modernise the state
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…subsequent setbacks…

But ideology soon got the upper hand as, in 1958, Mao Zedong – seeking a
Chinese model – launched the Great Leap Forward via the communisation of
agriculture, which led to around 20 million deaths in the famine of 1959-62
and helped trigger 30 years of Cold War with “revisionist” Moscow. At the
same time, the party strengthened its grip on power and tied its well-being
even more closely to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) as the guardians of
political purity. No sooner had China begun to recover from the Leap than
Mao Zedong, no longer head of state but still paramount leader and supported
by his radical wife Jiang Qing and the other members of the “Gang of Four”,
plunged the country into the Cultural Revolution in 1966 as he sought to arrest
the rise of what he saw as a “new bourgeoisie” in the party ranks. So violent
and widespread was the upheaval as various factions struggled for supremacy
that Mao Zedong was forced to order the PLA to step in; even then it was not
until 1969 that some semblance of order was restored.

The ideologically-driven Great
Leap Forward and Cultural

Revolution undermined the Party’s
early economic successes

Box 1.2: The Chinese Communist Party – The Political Lynchpin

Despite the economic liberalisation which China has seen since 1978, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) retains
its grip on political life, a grip which China’s leaders have no intention of relinquishing in the foreseeable future.

Like Russia’s, China’s Communist Party, born in Shanghai in 1921, was the child of urban intellectuals (with Moscow
acting as mid-wife). However, it was soon forced back on a rural power base, not returning to the cities until it had
decisively wrested power from the KMT in 1949. Simultaneously, it developed its own military capability – the Red
Army, which evolved into the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) – without which it could neither have seized nor, in all
probability, retained power (box 1.3). In the face of KMT military pressure, the party undertook the Long March to
Yanan in northern Shanxi in 1935, an event exploited by Mao Zedong to gain the upper hand over his more Moscow-
oriented rivals, and one which remains central to understanding the internal machinations of the party to this day.

Today’s CCP is led by a Politburo Standing Committee comprising seven “third generation” leaders, among whom
no one individual enjoys the sort of power which Mao Zedong or Deng Xiaoping commanded (see boxes 1.4 and
1.5). The party’s primacy – including over the government – is enshrined in China’s constitution, which demands
adherence to “the four cardinal principles”: “Keep to the socialist road; uphold the dictatorship of the proletariat;
uphold the leadership of the Communist Party; uphold Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought.” This is
reinforced by the party’s control of key appointments – all leading positions in government are held by senior party
members – and by its direct involvement in all levels of the administration.

The CCP sees the Chinese constitution as its tool rather than a straitjacket. As such, constitutional amendments –
which are frequent – have almost invariably been aimed at protecting or consolidating the party’s grip on power
(even if they have not always had the desired effect). This even applies to the gradual introduction of elected
representation in rural areas since the late 1980s, which was driven by the unpopularity of, often incompetent, party
appointees at the local level. And it almost certainly applies to President Jiang Zemin’s call at the party’s 80th

anniversary celebrations in July 2001 to allow private businessmen to become members (in practice about one-fifth
of the 1.5 million business owners are already), reflecting the dismantling of previously key party structures in State
Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and the growing need to establish ties into the private sector as it takes over or replaces
SOEs. For, with party membership currently just 65 million – ie far fewer than the number of people now employed
in the private sector – it needs to retain some semblance of control over as many institutions as possible.

While the four cardinal principles are still applied rigidly in the world of politics (if more than somewhat nuanced in
economic policy to allow the emergence of what the 14th party congress in 1992 described as the “socialist market
economy”), in the past 20 years Marxism has lost its grip on the people – arguably leaving China without an all-
embracing ideology for the first time since Confucius. This has encouraged the party to place additional emphasis
on its other original driving – and binding – force, ie nationalism.

One of Deng Xiaoping’s more remarkable successes was his handing over of power in an orderly fashion well
before his death. This is set to be repeated in the autumn of 2002 when the present leadership hands over to the
“fourth generation” (see box 2.1). That change in leadership is expected to offer continuity in policy terms and it
will likely be left to the “fifth generation” – many of whom were educated in part at least outside China and the
Soviet bloc – to bring in new approaches to modernisation and reform a decade or so thereafter. The extent to which
China as a whole is prepared to exercise some degree of patience with the party in the interim remains to be seen.
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Box 1.3: PLA – The People’s Liberation Army

The roots of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) lie in the 1927 KMT/CCP split, causing the latter to realise it
needed its own military capability. The Red Army, as was, evolved via the Eighth Route Army into the PLA at the
start of the civil war in 1946. It swept the CCP into power in 1949 when, for the first time since the First Opium War
(1838-42), China had a government with the military means to secure the country’s borders and enforce its will
nationally. After the disaster of the Great Leap Forward (1958-62), the PLA became the principal upholder of
Maoism and the key player on behalf of the radicals in the Cultural Revolution (1966-68). Units of the PLA played an
equally important part in ending that era after Mao Zedong’s death in 1976 by acting on behalf of the party’s liberal
faction and arresting the Gang of Four. Although Deng Xiaoping (see box 1.4) subsequently obliged the PLA to
withdraw from politics, it came back into play in 1989 during the Tiananmen Square protests; but it did so in a
manner consistent with the instructions of the civil authorities (ie the party), returning to its barracks when martial law
was rescinded. The PLA’s absolute responsibility to the party was confirmed when a new national defence law was
promulgated in 1997. The chief of general staff, currently General Fu Quanyou, remains a major influence within the
party.

The PLA is controlled by the CCP’s powerful Central Military Commission, chaired by President Jiang Zemin (see
box 1.5). One key question arising from the hand-over to the next generation of leaders in 2003 is whether Jiang
Zemin will retain the Commission chair, thereby becoming the power behind the throne. Another is the extent to
which the military will continue to play a role in China’s broader decision-making.

The PLA (which includes the navy and airforce) has been directly involved in the Korean War (1950-53); border clashes
with India (1962), the Soviet Union (1969) and Vietnam (1979); battles with Taiwan over outlying islands (1953-4
and 1958); and clashes with Vietnam in the South China Sea (1974 and 1988). It aided the North during the Vietnam
conflict (1964-75). And it quelled insurrection in Tibet in 1959.

The PLA has undergone repeated metamorphoses and modernisations. The lessons of the 1990-91 Gulf War and the
1999 Kosovo conflict (brought home by NATO’s accidental bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade), plus the
removal for the first time in centuries of a military threat to China’s land borders following the recent rapprochement
with Russia, have triggered another rethink of military doctrine and modernisation round. Increasingly, China’s
attention is focussed on its maritime borders and continental shelf – in particular Taiwan, the emerging more
proactive Japanese defence policy in the region, and disputed territorial claims in the economically and strategically
important South China Sea (see box 7.2). This all implies greater professionalism (as opposed to weight of numbers),
strengthened air and naval capability, an emphasis on integrated land/sea/air operations and greater technological
capacity. The impact of the events of 11 September 2001 on Chinese military doctrine remains to be seen.

In March 2001 finance minister Xiang Huaicheng caused a stir by announcing a 17.7% increase in the official
military budget to 141bn renminbi ($17bn), or 12.8% of total government expenditure, with the emphasis on
improving pay and investing in hi-tech capability including cyber warfare. The move was widely seen as a calculated
reaction by Beijing to the perceived threat of US Missile Defence proposals and the then prospect (now reality) of
Washington approving extensive US arms sales to Taiwan. However, this budget line is perhaps as little as one-third
of China’s total military expenditure. Notably, payment for arms imports is buried elsewhere in the budget (in the past
few years Russia has become a major supplier of submarines and aircraft for the PLA); China’s own arms sales
provide the PLA with significant additional revenues; the pensions bill is a separate budget line; and so is the
600,000-strong paramilitary People’s Armed Police. Between 1978 and the late 1990s, the PLA also benefited from
its extensive commercial activities (in civil sectors as well as the manufacture of military hardware). Although much
of that activity has been taken out of PLA hands and brought under the umbrella of the Commission on Science and
Technology for National Defence, the military is likely still profiting from related revenue. In total, China’s military
expenditure is probably already on a par with Japan’s and is rising much more quickly. But it remains small compared
with the US defence budget of $296bn for 2001 (rising by $33bn, almost double China’s official defence budget, in
2002). And, existing nuclear and missile capabilities notwithstanding (see box 7.3), it will not give China a truly modern
defence force before 2010 at the earliest.
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The net result for the economy was that the 1960s were a lost decade (figure
1.2). Economic output shrank by almost one-third between 1960 and 1962;
and, just when the economy was beginning to regain its lost ground, the
Cultural Revolution caused output to shrink again, this time by 10% in 1967-
68. We estimate that without the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural
Revolution, GDP per capita today would be more than double its actual level.

Figure 1.2: China’s real GDP (% y-o-y growth)
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Politically, the consequent fragile standoff between the radicals and the
moderates, led by Premier Zhou Enlai, persisted until first Zhou Enlai himself
and then Mao Zedong died in quick succession in 1976. Zhou Enlai’s death,
and the popular demonstrations of support for him which followed, spurred the
Gang of Four to try to seize the initiative again. But Mao Zedong’s death
swiftly saw them arrested and subsequently disgraced as Hua Guofeng, who
had succeeded Zhou Enlai as premier, nominally took over leadership of the
party but, in reality, Deng Xiaoping gripped the levers of power (see box 1.4).

…eventual acceleration

Deng Xiaoping was fully and formally rehabilitated by 1977 when he was
appointed vice-premier. By 1979, he had persuaded the party that socialism
was not about the liberation of the proletariat per se but the liberation of
productive forces. This was the raison d’être for the introduction of free
market reforms – initially focused on restoring incentives for agricultural
production but soon broadening into other areas – and an opening up to the
wider world. It went hand-in-hand with the idea that national wealth was
synonymous with national strength – in effect, a complete reversal of the
thrust of Maoist thought since 1958 and, arguably, the critical watershed in
China’s modernisation. In 1982, the 12th party congress set about building
“socialism with Chinese characteristics”, which boiled down to a carte
blanche for any modernisation policies which did not threaten its rule.2 And

2 A plethora of (in some cases, similarly-named) bodies can make grasping the mechanisms of
governance in China confusing for the non-expert. A good starting point to understanding is to
separate party from government (always keeping in mind the former’s “compelling grip on
political life” – see box 1.2).
In principle, the party’s leading body is its Central Comm ittee (currently numbering just under
200 members) which is elected at each five-yearly National Party Congress (which next
convenes in the autumn of 2002 – the 16th congress). In practice, the Central Committee approves
policy decisions which have been made by the Politburo and, in particular, its Standing
Comm ittee where power in China ultimately resides (see box 1.5). Second to the Standing
Committee in terms of real power is the party’s Central M ilitary Comm ission, which controls
the PLA and whose chair is commander-in-chief (see box 1.3). The party takes responsibility for

When Mao died in 1976,
Deng Xiaoping gripped the

levers of power

Deng Xiaoping decreed that
socialism was about the liberation

of productive forces, opening the
way for free market reforms
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by the 13th congress in 1987, confronted with what amounted to “creeping
capitalism”, the CCP had accepted that China was in the “initial stage of
socialism” and that this was likely to persist for “a hundred years” as the
primary task of eliminating poverty was accomplished. Not that Deng
Xiaoping was able to win over the entire party. He constantly had to find a
balance between the reformists and the conservatives and between economic
progress and the political status quo.

Unsurprisingly, China’s economic performance mirrors the political
momentum of economic reform (figure 1.2). In the early 1970s, the economy
had started to recover; but the true inflection point was in 1978 – the
beginning of China’s tentative steps towards reforms. Since then, China has
been in the midst of two monumental transitions: from an agricultural society
to an industrial one, and from a command economy to a market-based one.
Associated with these transitions have been myriad economic reforms – most
notably increased integration with the rest of the world, privatisation of
agriculture, deregulation and intensified competition in industry, and the
introduction of modern macroeconomic management. These transitions would
be remarkable in their own right. But what makes them even more
extraordinary is how quickly China has changed. Bear in mind too that the
interplay of these two transitions is potentially destabilising and always
difficult to predict – witness the period of economic collapse in Eastern
Europe, in the former Soviet Union and in East Asia.

The political ups and downs of these years and the Tiananmen Square incident
which followed in 1989 are, perhaps, best represented by the personal history
of Zhao Ziyang. He was initially a protégé of Deng Xiaoping succeeding Hua
Guofeng as premier in 1980 (at the same time as Deng Xiaoping had
manipulated another protégé, Hu Yaobang, into the party chair).3 Zhao Ziyang
came to the premiership with a strong reformist reputation from his time as
party secretary in Sichuan. He quickly became the driving force behind both
the modernisation of industry and China’s opening up, notably through the
creation of special economic zones (SEZs).4 In many respects, he was the
father of the economic transformation of Guangdong and Fujian in particular.
However, his policies brought inflation and corruption, as well as an
increasing threat to the authority of both Beijing and the party. That threat was

disciplining its members through its Central Disciplinary Inspection Comm ission, which
usually takes precedence over the national legal system.
As for government, when the PRC was founded in 1949 the broad-based Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) was established as the national legislature.
Although it remains the focal point of the CCP’s “United Front” policy (by embracing the limited
number of officially authorised parties other than the CCP), it has since 1954 had a purely
consultative role – its legislative responsibilities having passed to the CCP-dominated National
People’s Congress (NPC), with which it meets back-to-back every five years. The NPC meets in
plenary (comprising around 3000 delegates) each spring, effectively to ratify decisions on policy
and government personnel changes which have already been determined by the CCP. Outside
plenary sessions such powers as are vested in the NPC are exercised by its Standing Comm ittee
(comprising around 100 NPC members). Every five years the NPC plenary session elects a State
President and the members of the State Council (or cabinet) which leads the work of the
government and is chaired by the Premier, but which delegates much of its power to the executive
Standing Comm ittee of the State Council. Beneath the State Council is an array of
Comm issions or super-ministries dealing with key policy areas, and the M inistries themselves,
most of which have branches at every level of territorial administration.
3 In the case of the CCP, the titles of “chairman” and “general secretary” are interchangeable.
4 The SEZs were set up in the early 1980s as test beds for market reforms and integration with
international markets. Shenzhen was joined by Zhuhai (next to Macau), Shantou (which has a
significant overseas Chinese business community) and Xiamen (a major port across the strait
from Taiwan). In 1984, 14 ports were given similar powers, provoking further concerns among
conservatives in Beijing. In 1988 Hainan Island was also awarded SEZ status. The setting up of a
plethora of smaller “zones” by the regional authorities (eventually totalling 9000) followed Deng
Xiaoping’s southern journey. The original zones – together with Shanghai – remain important
laboratories for new ideas – most recently banking and financial sector reform – although in April
2001 Beijing began the process of cutting back on tax breaks for foreign investors in the SEZs.
This move was seen in part as preparation for WTO membership; but it also reflects persistent
complaints from other, less developed parts of China that the SEZs are deepening regional inequalities.

Since the 1970s the pace of
economic reform has been

determined by political momentum

In the 1980s the pace of economic
reform encouraged inflation

and corruption
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the downfall of Hu Yaobang, who was sacked as general secretary in 1986 for
siding with pro-democracy students. Zhao Ziyang, who had leaned towards the
conservatives on political reform, took over Hu Yaobang’s portfolio too.
However, his continued support for economic reform, the momentum of which
reached what was to prove to be a temporary apex at the 1987 party congress,
made him enemies among the conservatives who were quick to attack him
when the economy began to overheat seriously in the latter part of the decade.
Zhao Ziyang was forced to surrender responsibility for economic management,
together with the premiership, to the conservative Li Peng (see box 1.5).

The consequent reining in of reform and austerity programmes helped trigger
popular discontent and paved the way for the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests
(the proximate cause of which was the death of Hu Yaobang). Within a month
of martial law being declared on 20 May, Zhao Ziyang had been sacked. What
exactly went on behind the scenes is unclear. But it is believed that Zhao
Ziyang opposed the use of force to quell the protests and, in so doing, fell foul
of his former mentor, Deng Xiaoping, who – although formally retired by this
time – had relinquished none of his power and, as such, rightly recognised
himself as one of the prime targets of the protests.5

Post-Tiananmen take-off

Extensive coverage in the international media (many representatives of which
had remained in Beijing after the visit earlier in the month of President
Mikhail Gorbachev, which marked the start of Sino-Soviet rapprochement
after nearly 30 years of Cold War), ensured that the Tiananmen Square
protests registered worldwide. There were huge demonstrations in Hong
Kong; the US and some European countries imposed economic sanctions
(although none broke off diplomatic relations); and China’s relations with
Britain were soured until after Hong Kong’s successful hand-over in 1997.

In the immediate aftermath, in China itself there was real fear of civil war in
what seemed to be a power vacuum in Beijing as the younger generation of
leaders proved themselves unable to cope. But on 9 June, the veteran Deng
Xiaoping’s television appearance marked the beginning of the process of
restoring something close to normality. He accused both domestic and
international forces of trying to stir up a counter-revolution and implied (with
justification) that the party had only been saved by the PLA. Jiang Zemin, who
had successfully defused demonstrations in Shanghai, was picked by Deng
Xiaoping to take over from Zhao Ziyang (see box 1.5). But it was not until
January 1990 that the security forces eased their grip and martial law was
lifted – possibly protracted slightly by concerns which the fall of the Berlin
Wall in November 1989 triggered in the minds of China’s leaders.

Even while Deng Xiaoping was ensuring the maintenance of the political
status quo, he was arguing that only economic reform could preserve socialism
in the medium term. When he felt the momentum was too slow in 1992, he
came out of (official) retirement to undertake a strenuous tour of the south of
China promoting more rapid reform. The effect was electric as China’s people
– or, at least, the minority who were in a position to do so – set about getting
rich. Growth took off and, despite sanctions, foreign investment – including in
regions other than Guangdong – boomed.

Overall, the 1990s were testing times economically for Chinese policymakers
not only because of the headwinds from structural reform, but also because of
wild swings in inflation and negative external shocks. In the mid-1990s, the
economy was overheating and monetary policy had to be tightened to rein in

5 Zhao Ziyang – who according to the official government report, “committed the serious mistake
of supporting the turmoil [of Tiananmen Square] and splitting the party” – remains under house
arrest in Beijing and has never been brought to formal trial.
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double-digit inflation. Not long after inflation was tamed, the external
environment turned sour with the outbreak of the 1997-98 Asian crisis. The
Chinese authorities lowered interest rates and pump-primed the economy with
fiscal spending, but resisted the temptation to devalue the renminbi (gaining
considerable international kudos in the process). These expansionary
macroeconomic policies were highly successful then and seem to be proving
likewise now – amid the contemporary global economic slowdown – in
cushioning China’s domestic economy from unfavorable external conditions.
The rate of real GDP growth steadily slowed from 14.2% in 1992 to 7.1% in
1999. However, GDP growth rebounded in 2000 to 8.0%, and in 2001 China
weathered the global economic downturn better than most other countries,
with GDP growth of 7.3%. In hindsight, Chinese policymakers were
remarkably successful in achieving a soft economic landing against such a
volatile external backdrop.

Box 1.4: Deng Xiaoping – The Father of Reform

The credit for launching and steering China’s economic rejuvenation in the latter part of the 20th century belongs
principally to Deng Xiaoping – more pragmatist than political philosopher even though many of his “theories” were
written into the CCP charter after his death.

Born in 1904, he studied in both Paris and Moscow. Returning to China in 1926, he helped the CCP establish its
rural roots after the KMT had driven it from the cities. The 1930s saw Deng Xiaoping and Mao Zedong making
common cause opposing party factions more closely tied to Moscow. Deng Xiaoping bore the brunt of the backlash
on behalf of the two of them. But he quickly made the first of a series of comebacks, taking part in both the Long
March and the 1935 Zunyi Conference when Mao Zedong triumphed over their opponents. From 1937 to 1952, he
was closely involved with the military, including a spell as political commissar of one of the most successful PLA
units. Appointed vice-premier for the first time in 1952, Deng Xiaoping joined the politburo in 1955 and ascended to
the highly influential post of general secretary in 1956. His leadership the following year of the purge of the One
Hundred Flowers Movement, which had been encouraged by Mao Zedong to voice opinions about the regime,
highlighted Deng Xiaoping’s lasting refusal to countenance criticism of the party.

His split with Mao Zedong resulted not from this incident but over Deng Xiaoping’s support for material incentives
and private plots to drive recovery from the disastrous communisation of the former’s Great Leap Forward. At the
start of the Cultural Revolution in 1966 Deng Xiaoping was stripped of power and sent into internal exile. But Mao
Zedong’s need for a capable administrator saw Deng Xiaoping return to Beijing in 1973, where he immediately set
about helping Zhou Enlai’s efforts to deepen rapprochement with the US. He was disgraced yet again after the death
of Zhou Enlai in 1976 but quickly reinstated after Mao Zedong’s death and re-appointed vice premier in 1977. This time
there was no going back. Deng Xiaoping consolidated his power base and in 1978 began rolling back the Cultural
Revolution, committing the party to economic reform and the Open Door policy. By 1979 he was effectively
paramount leader even though he eschewed the officially highest ranked posts of both the party and the government.

During this period and in the years that followed, Deng Xiaoping advocated “socialist” (as opposed to “capitalist”)
democracy and “socialism with Chinese characteristics” (where some were permitted to become rich more quickly
than others) as the guiding principles of reform. Within those parameters, his determination to see no weakening of
the party’s grip on power saw frequent changes of tack.

In 1990, having eased Jiang Zemin into the post of premier after the failure of his original protégé Zhao Ziyang,
Deng Xiaoping officially retired. However, lack of progress with the economy drove him in 1992 to undertake an
arduous tour of south China, his nanxun or “imperial tour” (also referred to as his “southern journey”), calling for
more reform momentum, asserting that the main danger to China was no longer from the Right but from the hard
Left, and stating that socialism would only work if it made people rich. The nanxun had a profound impact on both
the party and, more especially, the people. The impetus it gave the reform process survived Deng Xiaoping’s
eventual retirement from the political scene some months later and his death in February 1997. It may well prove to
be the decisive watershed in the modernisation of China.
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Box 1.5: China’s Leaders – The “Third Generation”

The members of China’s all-powerful politburo standing committee are, in order of seniority, as follows.

Jiang Zemin: General secretary of the CCP and president of the PRC, Jiang Zemin is the first person with no
military background to hold these offices. Born in 1926 and trained as a scientist, he first made his mark as a
bureaucrat in various industry-related roles before becoming first vice-minister, then minister, for the electronics
industry. In 1985, he was appointed mayor of Shanghai at a politically difficult time when China’s largest city was
looking on enviously at the economic freedom of Guangdong. In 1987, he became the city’s party head, his former
post going to Zhu Rongji (see below). It was the skill he showed in Shanghai, maintaining a balance between
economic reform and party control, which persuaded Deng Xiaoping to ease Jiang Zemin into the party leadership
in Beijing after the Tiananmen Square protests. More surprising was Jiang Zemin’s appointment to the chair of the
CCP’s powerful Central Military Commission when Deng Xiaoping formally retired later that year. But it was not
until after the latter’s “southern journey” in 1992 and Jiang Zemin’s wresting of the presidency from Yang
Shangkun in 1993 that he was able to consolidate his position and assume the mantle of paramount leader at the
15th national congress in 1997.

Li Peng: Chair of the National People’s Congress (China’s legislature), Li Peng is the adopted son of Zhou Enlai
and a dedicated party member. He was first elected to the politburo in 1985 and to its standing committee in 1987,
becoming premier in 1988. He is the leading conservative. Post-Tiananmen Square, Li Peng-style conservativism
dominated policy until Deng Xiaoping’s “southern journey” and Li Peng’s 1993 illness, which allowed then vice-
premier Zhu Rongji more control of the economy. But Li Peng remains very much in the driving seat politically,
thanks to his election as chair of the NPC in 1998 (when his two terms as premier ended), and will do until he steps
down in 2003.

Zhu Rongji: China’s premier, Zhu Rongji is notable as a genuine economic reformer with a strong grasp of
economics (although his training was as an engineer). Branded as a “rightist” in 1957, he was in semi-disgrace
until the 1980s when he brought his economic skills to bear first at the State Economic Commission and later,
under Jiang Zemin, in Shanghai. His political and economic successes in Shanghai were the springboard for his
appointment as vice-premier in 1991, renewing his partnership with Jiang Zemin. In 1992, he was appointed to the
politburo standing committee and given responsibility for economic policy, a position he was able to consolidate
during Li Peng’s long illness in 1993 and build on after his promotion to premier in 1998 (albeit not without
running into serious resistance to change among conservatives in Beijing and vested interests in the regions).
China’s joining the WTO is a personal triumph – and legacy – for Zhu Rongji. But his successes and undoubted
popularity, both at home and in the West, should not obscure the fact that his drive to reform the economy has
never been matched by a similar desire for political reform.

Li Ruihuan: Chair of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference since 1993, Li Ruihuan, who is
widely regarded as a liberal, originally made his name in construction before entering politics in the early 1980s.
His success in defusing demonstrations in Tianjin in 1985-86 saw him elevated to the politburo in 1987 and to its
standing committee after Tiananmen, where he remains in charge of ideology.

Hu Jintao: Vice president since 1998 and regarded as the most likely successor to Jiang Zemin in 2003 (see box
2.1).

Wei Jianxing: Secretary of the CCP’s Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, Wei Jianxing’s appointment
to the standing committee in 1997 is widely seen as a reflection of the seriousness of corruption and the party’s
determination to stamp it out. He has a long career of rooting out graft.

Li Lanqing: Senior vice-premier in charge of the economy since 1998, Li Lanqing has played a key role in
promoting foreign trade and investment for around twenty years and was in overall charge of WTO accession.
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Breaking all records

While the official statistics are almost certainly overstated (see box 1.6), it is
undisputed that since 1949 China has experienced an economic renaissance,
albeit not without some serious setbacks along the way. Since 1952, China has
been one of the world’s fastest-growing economies, averaging an annual
growth rate of 8.0%, while its living standards – as measured by real per
capita income – have increased more than fifteen-fold, lifting more than 200
million Chinese out of absolute poverty. Today, China’s average annual
income per capita is around $900.6

Economic development since 1978 has been remarkable – all the more so
when account is taken of the political uncertainties and economic challenges
involved. Not only has economic growth averaged a brisk 9.5% per annum
over the past 24 years, it is the economy’s longest officially recorded period of
uninterrupted expansion. The rapid pace set throughout this period helped the
Chinese double their real per capita income every ten years. That is faster than
almost any country in recent history (figure 1.3). The structure of the economy
has also changed considerably, with the share of agriculture in total output
shrinking from 28% in 1978 to 16% in 2000. Over the same period, the output
share of industry rose from 48% to 51%, and services rose from 24% to 33%
(figure 1.5). The value of China’s trade as a proportion of GDP has more than
quadrupled, and China has become the second-largest recipient of foreign
direct investment after the US. If China’s administrative subdivisions were
counted individually, according to the World Bank the 20 fastest-growing
economies in the world between 1978 and 1995 would have been Chinese.7

Figure 1.3: Years taken to double per capita incomes
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Source: China 2020: Development Challenges in the New Century (World Bank, 1997), p.4.

6 Unless otherwise specified, all sums of money referred to in the text are in US dollars.
7 Administratively, the authorities in Beijing divide China into 23 provinces (or “sheng”), five
autonomous regions (“zizhiqu” indicated *) and four municipalities (“shi” indicated **), as
follows: Anhui, Beijing**, Chongqing**, Fujian, Gansu, Guangdong, Guangxi*, Guizhou,
Hainan, Hebei, Heilongjiang, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Jilin, Laioning, Nei
Mongol*, Ningxia*, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Shandong, Shanghai**, Sjhanxi, Sichuan, Tianjin**,
Xinjiang*, Xizang*, Yunnan, Zhejiang; Beijing considers Taiwan its 23rd province. Additionally,
there are two Special Administrative Regions (SARs) – Hong Kong (see chapter 8) and Macau.
See also the map of China on page 4.
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Box 1.6: Assessing The Quality of China’s Statistics

According to the official statistics, China’s real economy grew by 8.0% per annum over the last half century.
However, it is widely believed, both by Chinese and foreigners, that data deficiencies cloud the proper
measurement of the economy, and that this figure could overstate China’s true economic performance by 1 to 2
percentage points. There is good reason to be sceptical of the official figures for a country as vast and as populous
as China, especially when GDP in 1999 and 2000 was released by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) before
the completion of the respective years: there were no subsequent revisions.

Since 1949, state enterprises and local authorities have been under pressure to meet production targets; they are
widely thought to have used creative accounting to meet, and usually exceed, official targets. SOEs are notorious
for producing goods which pile up as inventories and never get sold. The experience in 1998 is illuminating. The
rate of GDP growth was officially reported at 7.8%, just shy of the government’s 8.0% growth target. What is
striking is that only one of China’s provinces and administrative regions reported a growth rate below the official
8.0% target. So how did the NBS come up with 7.8% growth in 1998? According to B Palmer in his article China
by the Numbers published in Fortune Magazine on 6 December 1999, China’s chief statistician, Lin Xianyu,
responded that “we squeezed out the over-reported part”.

As further evidence, observers point to the fact that China’s GDP has outpaced the rate of energy consumption by a
large margin (figure 1.4). While this may seem like a straightforward crosscheck, it needs to be used cautiously as
part of the divergence is due to China’s rapidly changing economy. China’s swift economic transformation has led
to a sharp increase in the cost of electricity over the past decade, which has slowed consumption of energy. Second,
China’s construction and services sectors are developing quickly, and both use less energy per unit of value-added
than does manufacturing. Third, the rapid upgrading of technology has increased the efficiency – and, therefore, the
energy-saving capacity – of producers.

Figure 1.4: China’s real GDP and consumption of energy (% y-o-y growth)

Real GDP Consumption of energy
1990-95 10.6 5.2
1996 9.6 5.9
1997 8.8 -0.6
1998 7.8 -4.3
1999 7.1 -1.6
2000 8.0 -1.6

Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd

At a more technical level, according to the World Bank in China 2020: Development Challenges in the New
Century (1997), the official consumption and investment deflators used by the NBS to convert nominal GDP into
real GDP have increased more slowly than have reasonable alternative measures, such as the consumer price index
and the fixed asset investment deflator. Using these alternative price indices to deflate nominal consumption and
investment, we estimate that over the last ten years the official statistics may have overstated real GDP growth by
0.8 percentage points per annum. Our estimate is slightly lower than that of other studies: empirical work by the
World Bank (1997) found that China’s GDP growth over 1978-95 was overstated, on average, by 1.2 points, while
W T Woo in Chinese Economic Growth: Sources and Prospects (1995) estimated that China’s official GDP per
capita is overstated by one percentage point.

That said, the quality of Chinese data is improving. The NBS has recently adopted more sophisticated statistical
collection techniques, and is starting to implement crosschecks with other information, such as taxation data. Also,
as China moves toward a market-based economy, the custom of setting production targets is starting to fade. All
told, China’s official GDP growth rate is probably still overstated, but not by as much as in the past. Our best guess
is that the upward bias is between 0.5 and 1.0 percentage point.
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Figure 1.5: China’s GDP by sector (% share of total)
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Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

At the same time, while China has made much progress in its reforms, rapid
advancement has given rise to new challenges, which we examine in some
depth in the following chapters. No other country has tried to accomplish so
much economically in so short a time. Thus, while China is currently on an
even keel of brisk growth and structural reform, the risk – probably increasing
– that it could be knocked off centre cannot be ruled out.

But China’s strengths should not be underestimated either: political stability; high
savings; a skilled and disciplined labour force; a strong track record of pragmatic
reforms; valuable lessons learned from the 1997-98 Asian crisis; a supportive
Chinese diaspora; and skilled economic management. They will need to be
fully utilised and supplemented by social stability at home, a supportive world
economy and constructive politico-economic engagement with other major
players. Choosing China to host the 2008 Olympic Games and accepting
China as a member of the WTO are high profile signs that the rest of the world
is eager to take a statesmanlike approach to engaging China.

Consolidating China

One further “domestic” political and economic challenge facing China carries
forward from the 20th century to the 21st – consolidating the country’s
historical boundaries. While Beijing’s ability to exercise its authority over
China’s regions was not among the success stories of the 1990s, two notable
political triumphs of this period were the hand-over of the sovereignty of
Hong Kong from Britain to China on 1 July 1997, followed in 1999 by the
hand-over of Macau by Portugal. Even as economic ties are booming,
Beijing’s highest priority remains resolving its relations with Taiwan (see
chapter 8).
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Consolidating China’s historical
borders remains a high priority
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2. Bolder Than Before?

We should be bolder than before in conducting reform
and opening to the outside and have courage to
experiment. Deng Xiaoping (1992)

Pacing change

At the start of the 21st century, China’s communist party is looking to continue
in power while meeting the demands of increasing openness to the global
economy, internal and external pressure for political change and independent-
minded regional authorities. In the absence of major shocks (the possibility of
which cannot be discounted entirely), economic evolution will almost
certainly maintain its momentum over the next decade. But the pace of
political change will be more measured. For the soon-to-be-incoming “fourth
generation” leaders getting this “right” is, undoubtedly, the critical challenge.8

The changing of the guard

Following its accession to the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in December
2001, world interest in China is focused primarily on the impact of WTO
membership. We do not underestimate its significance for both China and the
wider world (see chapter 6). In terms of Deng Xiaoping’s 1992 call for China
to “be bolder than before…opening to the outside” it is a major step. However,
after 15 years of negotiations, the full impact of WTO accession on the
Chinese industrial and services sectors (if perhaps not on agriculture and the
fabric of rural society) has probably been factored into the leadership’s
calculations. Indeed, all the evidence suggests that the modernisers, led by
Premier Zhu Rongji, see WTO accession essentially as a “booster” on the path
down which they have been driving China since 1992.9

It is not unreasonable, therefore, that interest within China itself is now more
focussed on another potential watershed. At the 16th party congress in the
autumn of 2002 a new generation of leaders – the fourth generation – will be
elected. Furthermore, President Jiang Zemin and Premier Zhu Rongji may
look for parting shot constitutional changes (such as legitimising party
membership for business leaders) aimed at locking China ever more firmly on
the path of economic reform.10 We do not anticipate a step-change in the pace

8 We are optimistic that China will manage to sustain the pace of economic reform consistent with
maintaining political stability over the next decade (see chapter 11). We are not alone – see, for
example, “China’s Middle Class – To Get Rich Is Glorious” in The Economist of 19 January
2002. But some experts are more cautious – see, for example, “As China Rises, Some Ask: Will It
Stumble?” by Thomas Crampton in the International Herald Tribune of 18 December 2001.
9 On 10 December 2001, the day before China joined the WTO, Zhu Rongji said: “WTO entry is a
necessary choice for promoting China’s continued rapid and healthy economic development. We
must realise that some industries, enterprises and products will inevitably suffer in the short term.
Whether the benefits outweigh the disadvantages will depend on our work.”
10 In early 2000, Jiang Zemin presented a new theory, the “Three Representatives”, stating that
the CCP stood for “advanced productive forces, advanced Chinese culture and the fundamental
interests of the majority”, where previously the party had put itself forward as the
“representative” of the proletariat. The three effectively represent, respectively, Deng Xiaoping’s
vision, the reality of the challenge facing Jiang Zemin today and Mao Zedong’s priority.
Constitutional changes consistent with the Three Representatives, which may be written into the
party’s charter at the 16th congress, would formalise the party’s recognition of the role of the
private sector and acceptance of it within party ranks; however, this latter proposal has run into
public criticism from conservatives. Writing in the Far Eastern Economic Review of 30 August
2001, Bruce Gilley suggested that “…politicians who believe in the party’s role to uphold
socialism, intellectuals critical of the regime’s corruption and unfairness, and working people
squeezed by economic reforms are part of a revitalised grouping on the left that has emerged as
Jiang [Zemin] has moved the CCP to the right. The new left is likely to gain adherents as millions
of workers and peasants – the avowed core constituency of the CCP – are buffeted by a continued
whittling away of what remains of the country’s welfare system and are thrown out of work…The
CCP will be forced to lean increasingly on the business and social elites it is now courting in
order to rule.”

China’s leaders are looking to
ensure that the CCP retains power

WTO accession is a major step
forward, boosting China’s progress

down its chosen path

The election of a new generation of
leaders in the autumn of 2002 is

another potential watershed
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of modernisation thereafter. But we are looking for a characteristically
cautious incremental acceleration of economic reform if the fourth generation
is to meet the target the current government has committed them to of
achieving by 2010 a level of GDP which is double that of 2000 (see box 3.6).

Box 2.1: China’s Leaders – The Fourth Generation

The candidates for next generation top leadership are widely known. They are younger than the previous generations
were when they reached the pinnacle, were educated exclusively in China in a wide range of subjects including
economics and law (where their predecessors were schooled in part in the Soviet Union), lived through the Cultural
Revolution in their formative years, and tend not to have strong links with the PLA. On the whole, they have sound
economic reform credentials but have shown no inclination towards significant political reform. Professionalism, not
ideology, is likely to be the keynote.

What is not clear is the precise pecking order they will assume when they take over in 2003, especially given the
resentment in other quarters of the party of the so-called “Shanghai Gang” of associates of President Jiang Zemin and
Premier Zhu Rongji. An additional uncertainty is the extent to which the present generation will retain a hand on the
tiller (for example, if Jiang Zemin hangs on to the chair of the CCP’s powerful Central Military Commission).

The key fourth generation individuals in line for politburo standing committee posts are as follows.

Bo Xilai: As mayor of Dalian since 1993, Bo Xilai has overseen a boom in the port’s economic fortunes which has
turned it into the major trade and industry centre of the north-east. A noted economic reformer with a reputation for
skilled administration and environmental awareness, he originally specialised in media studies. His father was a close
ally of Deng Xiaoping.

Huang Ju: A member of the “Shanghai Gang”, Huang Ju has been party chief in Shanghai since 1995 and a member
of the politburo since 1997. He trained as an engineer.

Hu Jintao: Appointed to the politburo standing committee in 1992 aged just 50 and as vice president in 1998, Hu
Jintao is generally regarded as Jiang Zemin’s anointed successor as paramount leader (although his succession is by
no means a given, even though Hu Jintao owes this status to Deng Xaioping). An engineer by training, he has
primarily made his mark as a bureaucrat in party and provincial posts, including the highly sensitive slot of party
secretary in Tibet in 1989 when he oversaw the declaration of martial law in Lhasa in response to anti-China protests.
Careful and conscious of his personal image, he remains something of an unknown in terms of his detailed policy
leanings. But it may be that any changes he brings will have more to do with style than substance even though his
advisors have been studying social democrat models in Europe. Hu Jintao himself visited several European capitals
in the latter part of 2001.

Li Changchun: Presently party chief in Guangdong, Li Changchun has a remarkable record of early promotion and
innovative thinking over reform, including introducing bankruptcy proceedings for SOEs in Laioning. He was
appointed to the politburo in 1997.

Wen Jiabao: A geologist by training, Wen Jiabao’s administrative expertise allowed him to recover from his
association with Zhao Ziyang, disgraced over the Tiananmen Square protests, and become a trusted aide of Jiang
Zemin. He was appointed to the politburo in 1997, and as a vice premier with added responsibilities for poverty relief
and for chairing of the CCP’s “leading group” on finance and the economy in 1998.

Wu Bangguo: Having succeeded Jiang Zemin as party head in Shanghai in 1991 and been appointed vice premier
for industry in 1995, Wu Bangguo is favourite to succeed Zhu Rongji as premier. An engineer by training, he has a
strong (if, in the eyes of some in the party, unenviable) reputation for robust rationalisation of SOEs. His association
with the “Shanghai Gang” may yet bar his way to further promotion.

Zeng Qinghong: A member of the “Shanghai Gang”, Zeng Qinghong is currently head of the Central Committee’s
Organisation Department (responsible for key appointments in Beijing and the regions) and is probably President
Jiang’s preferred candidate to succeed him. He trained originally as an engineer.
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In short, the broad path ahead is more or less predetermined irrespective of how
the fourth generation leadership lines up in detail. The real question, therefore,
is the pace at which China will proceed down it. The outcome of manœuvering
in the party ranks in the run-up to the 16th congress will be one key to that. A
second may be which, if any, of the current generation of leaders is able to retain
a grip on the levers of power from behind the scenes after their formal retirement.

Collateral political change

Whatever the precise line-up of the politburo in 2003, “grand” political reform
is not on the agenda. That said, the CCP’s reluctance to relinquish any of its
grip on power – and Beijing’s desire to strengthen its grip where wayward
regional administrations are concerned – does not mean that there will be no
political reform by a broader definition. Such is the nature of the politico-
economic continuum that economic reform will inevitably bring with it
“collateral” political change at many levels (but not at the top). Three
important, and related, potential areas for micro-level changes arising in part
at least from economic reform are:

• Slimming down China’s top-heavy bureaucracy and creating a more
enterprise-friendly environment, a theme which is already recognised by
the party and which is what it usually means when it refers to the need for
“political reform”.

• Changes in laws governing economic activity, again with the aim of
creating a more enterprise-friendly environment – including complying
with WTO obligations.

• The battle against corruption.

To date, “grand” political considerations have held up progress in all these areas.
That, in turn, is acting as a brake on both economic reform and economic growth.

Red tape

The fundamental nature of government in China has remained little altered. If
anything, in the 20th century the tenets of Marxist-Leninism and, until 1960,
the influence of the Soviet Union reinforced that nature. Its core principle is
centralisation of power, which has tended to manifest itself in the form of a
paramount leader who has relied on a considerable bureaucracy and been supported
by a core ideology or doctrine. The consequent tendency to authoritarianism is
reinforced by the principle of government for the people. Throughout, personal
contacts and networks have been, and remain, the key to achieving goals.11

As noted in chapter 1, the current formal structure of government places the
National People’s Congress (NPC) at the pinnacle of the legislative process. In
practice, power rests with the party, where it is constitutionally enshrined, and
with the PLA, which answers solely to the party. The party’s control of the
government is reinforced by its monopolising key positions and making all
key appointments at all levels. We see little if any likelihood of significant
change to this in the short to medium-term. But one factor which has changed
at the start of the 21st century is the dilution of the power of the paramount
leader – leading to a sort of collective authoritarianism or oligarchy. Arguably,
this is in part down to personality; but, in the absence of a powerful factor
such as a major military threat, many experts find it hard to imagine a
paramount leader emerging in the post-Deng Xiaoping era.

11 “Xitong”, as networks within the bureaucracy are known, are far bigger than any individual ministry
and stretch from the very top of government through all levels of the bureaucracy and throughout the
regions to the lowest level of the administration, ie the “danwei” or work unit. They both fragment
authority (generally unhelpfully) and provide the primary mechanism by which things do get done.
Indeed, even beyond the bureaucracy personal networks – or “guanxi” – are of singular importance
to business success in China.

But the broad path ahead is more
or less predetermined

And “grand” political reform is not
on the agenda

The fundamentally centralist nature
of government has altered little

The CCP’s grip on power is
constitutionally enshrined and the

PLA answers solely to the party
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Attempts to date to modernise and streamline the bureaucracy have met with
mixed success. On the minus side, restructuring, inter-ministerial coordination
and the economically-key question of devolution of decision-making and
striking the “right” balance between the centre and the regions have proved
more tricky (a problem which is hardly unique to China). Transparency – or,
rather, the lack of it – is also a problem not least since it is a fundamental
precept of the party that it does its utmost to present a united front in public.
The result is an absence of real public debate, and opacity in decision-making,
as well as an emasculation of the press in airing issues (enforced, when the
party feels it necessary, by closing down errant journals, as events last year
underlined). On the plus side, in the 1980s many older and ill-trained
bureaucrats were replaced by younger, well-educated technocrats – a process
which will be enhanced further in the next few years as the (often western-
educated) technocrats climb to the top of the bureaucratic ladder and the lower
rungs of the political levels.12

At the same time, the authorities in Beijing have to evolve a system of
administration which better connects with the ordinary people. It is this need
which lies behind the experiment of introducing limited democratic elections
in rural areas since the late 1980s. However, even the party’s powerful
Organisation Department concedes that these steps have, to date at least, failed
to defuse (often economically-derived) tensions which have been, if anything,
exacerbated by rivalry between the local elected chief and the local party
secretary (with the latter almost invariably winning out). Against this
background, the party shows no willingness at present to extend the
experiment to urban areas.

Making the bureaucracy itself more efficient and effective is only part of the
battle facing China’s leaders. As we consider in the next section, the legal
framework is still deficient. And, related, there is an urgent need for better
regulation and supervision, covering issues ranging from corporate governance
(considered in chapter 4) to environmental standards (see box 2.3). It goes
without saying that, no matter how well crafted, regulation will only have the
desired effect if the bureaucracy is willing and able to enforce it in a business-
friendly manner.

The legal base – philosophy and framework

One of the most significant challenges facing the West in its dealings with
China, and vice versa, is the fundamentally different philosophical underpinning
of Chinese law, based on the principle that the state has primacy. This
principle is known as ren zhi – the rule of man (as opposed to fa zhi – the rule
of law – with which many current and potential foreign investors may be more
familiar). Consistent with Confucian philosophy (box 1.1), it – like the nature of
governance – has enjoyed almost unbroken adherence throughout China’s history.

However, since 1978 China’s leaders have accepted the need for a legal base
offering a greater degree of certainty, in part at least, to create a climate more
conducive to attracting foreign investment. Thus, 1979 marked the start of an
ongoing period of proliferation of law covering virtually all walks of life as
the formerly lack-lustre NPC was cranked into useful existence.
Constitutionally, this change is encapsulated in the 1999 amendment to
formalise the principle of yi fa zhi guo, “to rule the country according to law”.

12 To date, Chinese have generally sought only tertiary education outside China. However, the
Financial Times (9 August 2001) reports growing numbers going abroad for secondary education
– with Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the UK among the main beneficiaries. In the UK alone
in 2000 there were 12,133 applications for places at private secondary schools, up from 3,862 in 1997.
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Box 2.2: Corporate Citizenship

At the root of the differences which exist between China on the one hand and the West on the other over human
rights is the greater weight which Chinese culture and philosophy have historically attached to protecting the
community rather than the individual. This tradition remains constitutionally enshrined although sub-constitutional
law is somewhat more nuanced.

Until 1989, Western governments concentrated primarily on fostering good relations with Beijing during the Cold
War with the Soviet Union. A series of events changed that, notably international media coverage of the events in
Tiananmen Square in May 1989; the break-up of the Soviet empire from November 1989 and the end of the Cold
War; the rapid expansion of multinationals’ involvement in China from 1992 onwards in particular; and the
explosion in the 1990s of non-governmental pressure groups in the West.

The West’s interest in human rights has grown at a time when the Chinese authorities can point to significant
improvements in some areas for the population as a whole. These include “material” rights, ranging from food to
education and consistent with “Asian values” promoted by other regimes in the region (see chapter 7), and liberty
in the sense of freedom of movement and the right to start up a business. In addition to citing Asian values
(formally encapsulated in the 1993 Bangkok Declaration of Asian States), China has agreed to a diplomatic
dialogue on human rights and it has signed – but not yet ratified – two important UN Covenants on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights and on Political and Civil Rights. There has also been some strengthening of domestic law.

Western businesses are vulnerable if shareholders can be persuaded by activists to take a dim view of a firm’s
involvement in China. Campaigning of this sort is already having an impact. But firms are understandably reluctant
to disengage (and few, if any, will do so unless or until it becomes commercially disadvantageous to remain
engaged with China). Thus, multinationals operating in China and non-resident firms sourcing from Chinese
suppliers are increasingly at pains to ensure that they comply with internationally-accepted norms in their
operations there, and can claim with justification to be good corporate citizens. This has an immediate “local”
impact on labour and environmental standards. Furthermore, good practice is likely to spread to Chinese firms
over time.

But pressure back home may prove to be only half the corporate citizenship story. The restructuring of the SOEs is
leaving enormous gaps in the welfare net (housing, healthcare, education, pensions etc) which the state simply
cannot afford to fill. One option – a likely one in our judgement – is that the state, anxious to protect “material”
rights, will look increasingly to big investors in particular, be they foreign or domestic, to provide at least some of
the non-payroll benefits to employees and their families which have traditionally been the responsibility of the
SOEs. Add to this the accelerating rise of a middle class with increasing aspirations, as well as environmental and
consumer protection pressure groups, and it is clear that demands on investors to subscribe to high standards of
corporate citizenship are only likely to increase (see box 2.5).

That is not to say that it will be plain sailing for those firms rising to the challenge. The Economist of 1 December
2001 reports that: “Several western brand owners recently lobbied Jiang Zemin…to adopt international covenants
on freedom of association. [President] Jiang flatly refused. Nonetheless, they feel they must be seen to care for
workers in the supply chain, so the more pioneering among them have experimented in legal grey areas. In July, for
instance, Reebok organised an election at a shoe factory in southern China, where workers for the first time chose
their own representatives.” The same article (Asian Trade Unions: Getting Organised With Western Help) goes on
to assert that multinationals have a unique role to play in promoting internationally accepted labour standards
throughout Asia “since often only they have the power to cajole governments or local capitalists into letting
workers organise”. If Asian workers succeed in building institutions to protect their rights faster than the century it
took their counterparts in the West after the industrial revolution “…it may be thanks to a global web that links a
girl in Guangdong stitching trainers, via a brand owner concerned about its image, to the social conscience of a
teenager walking into a store in New York”.
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Despite all this activity, modern Chinese law still revolves in significant part
around a framework of principles, on the grounds that its details need to
evolve along with the socio-economic context. There is also an element of
experimentation both in national laws which can be fine-tuned in the light of
experience of their application, and in “laboratory-testing” in one region
before universal application (eg laws on property rights, securities and
corporation were brought in initially in Shenzhen and Shanghai alone).
Laudable though the intentions of these approaches may be, they inevitably
lead to some inconsistencies.

Furthermore, at the apex, the party’s political primacy remains constitutionally
enshrined. In effect, therefore, the judicial system is a part of the party-state
governance system. Because of the PLA’s close ties to the party (see box 1.3),
this also bears on the relationship between the military (including any PLA
commercial activities) and the judicial system.

For all that, change is very much in the air. The authorities well understand
that their economic objectives can be achieved only in the context of a
transparent legal framework implemented even-handedly. Litigation – and, in
business, arbitration – is becoming increasingly common and the legal profession,
although still woefully short-handed, is booming. The practical impact of this
is in itself a significant first step which is gradually permeating into broader,
non-business, walks of life. And it is one which will be reinforced by China’s
growing willingness to surrender elements of its sovereignty by signing up to
international treaties, above all the enforceable agreements in the WTO
“family”. Nevertheless, companies investing in China should keep in mind
that the long-established over-arching principle of ren zhi looks set to prevail
for some time to come.

Corrosive corruption

A survey of mid-ranking officials carried out by the Academy of Social
Sciences in 2000 indicated that “political reform” – meaning streamlining the
bureaucracy – tops their list of concerns. On the face of it, this is encouraging.
However, underpinning this concern were a number of more fundamental ones
including, notably, corruption which is blamed by the Organisation Department
(with some justification) for the increasing incidence of protest and unrest.

There is nothing new about corruption. It helped bring down both the Qing
dynasty and the KMT regime. Having been reined in by the communists in
1949, it has risen phoenix-like alongside market reforms since 1978 (causing
many older Chinese in particular to look back wistfully on the “clean” era of
Mao Zedong). It was one of the underlying causes of the Tiananmen Square
protests in 1989 and, although the party launched an anti-corruption drive
immediately thereafter, it has blossomed again since Deng Xiaoping’s
southern journey in 1992 as market reform has taken off.

The main danger to the party from corruption is disenchantment with the
regime, arising from the abuse of power for personal gain by its officials and,
in the case of high officials in particular, their children (the so-called
“princelings”). Abuses range from mega-scale financial fraud, through use of
position to run private businesses, to low level demands for bribes for day-to-
day service. Links with organised crime have proliferated in the process. And
foreign investors – faced with the choice of having their costs ratcheted up or
opportunities constrained by corruption – have been angered, if not deterred.
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Since the mid-1990s, the party has launched a series of anti-corruption drives
which have netted some high-profile successes (although cynics suspect that
some might not be entirely independent of political rivalry). President Jiang
bravely took on vested interests in the army, police and judiciary by outlawing
their involvement in commercial activities (albeit with mixed success to
date).13 While these measures have certainly had some impact, corruption
remains rife and is likely to do so. For the fact is that the party finds itself
caught between the proverbial rock and hard place. If it fails to stamp it out,
corruption will continue to erode its popularity and corrode its grip on power.
But if it continues to police its own ranks rather than appointing an independent
anti-corruption body with real powers (similar to the Hong Kong and Taiwan
models), it may never succeed in eradicating the problem.

13 Writing in the context of the emerging Bank of China scandal, the Financial Times of 18 January
2002 noted in a Leader article: “To its credit, China’s leadership has been grappling with the
issues [of corruption] for several years and has begun to deal with them. Indeed, stricter regulation was
largely responsible for unearthing the latest scandals…But the challenges are immense.”

A truly independent anti-corruption
body with real power may be

the only solution

Box 2.3: China’s Environmental Challenge

Despite recent significant shifts in policy and, to a lesser extent, practice, China still faces enormous challenges in
the coming years if it is to sustain current growth levels without inflicting irreparable and catastrophic damage to
its natural environment. And yet, there is little new in such challenges except their scale. For centuries, China has
been dogged by problems of flood (in the south especially) and drought (in the north especially), by shortages of
quality agricultural land (and consequent famine) and by other population-related pressures. For most of the second
half of the past century, rapid industrialisation has taken further heavy toll, as has – in the cities in particular – the
growth in the number of motor vehicles (although there are still only 4.5 million in China, where car ownership per
capita on a par with the US would mean around 600 million – more than all the cars presently on the planet). Weak
environmental policy and poor enforcement of such laws as do exist have resulted in China having seven of the
world’s top 10 polluted cities. Coal, generally of poor quality and often used in inefficient burners, accounts for
three-quarters of China’s primary energy consumption and will remain dominant for decades, giving the
atmosphere of virtually all regions particulate and sulphur dioxide contents among the highest in the world. River
pollution is a major hazard (compounded by and compounding drought-related problems). For example, according
to the Economist of 21 July 2001, 45 out of 71 tests of water quality in Anhui province in late 2000 scored four or
worse on a scale of one to five where grade five is fit only for irrigation. The World Bank (2001) estimates that
more than two million deaths occur each year in China from air and water pollution. The dash for economic growth leads
most experts to believe that things are set to get worse before they get better in the majority of China’s regions.

In grappling with these challenges, China has to overcome a deeply ingrained belief (consistent with Confucianism
and reinforced by Marxist-Maoism) that any environmental failure is a result of political failure. The consequences
of this are compounded by the prevailing view that, since the OECD countries tended to develop economically first
and address the environmental consequences later, it is right for China to do likewise. Even now, acceptance of the
idea that growth and environmental protection need to go hand-in-hand is far from universal.

That said, the recent growth of environmental Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) is helping to get key
environmental messages across to ordinary citizens in a way which the authorities have failed to do to date (see
box 2.4). A recent survey suggests that 65% of Chinese now regard pollution as the most important global issue
and would be prepared to pay up to 20% more for environmentally friendly products; 68% support higher taxes to
pay for higher environmental standards.

To its credit, since the early 1970s China has participated actively in international environmental fora and lessons
learned there are having an impact on policy thinking – even if policies such as the Malthusian one-child-per-
family edict of 1979 (which remains in force) have given rise to much criticism. Nevertheless, the long-standing
concerns of agricultural land, range lands and water per capita all remain below the global average, and are being
exacerbated by desertification (threatening a quarter of China’s land area), caused in part by poor land
management practices in the past.
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Managing social challenges

Important though the question of corruption is, for much of China’s populace
it is little more than an additional, if symbolically significant, irritant on top of the
underlying and potentially overwhelming malaise of socio-economic imbalance.

Figure 2.1: Measuring the growing disparities in the provinces
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At the root of this is the fact that the dramatic economic expansion of the past
two decades in China’s urbanised coastal regions has left the predominantly
rural interior relatively untouched and advancing at a much slower pace. With
the interior accommodating around 80% of China’s 1.3bn population, many of
whom live below the UN’s $2 per day poverty line (compared with an average
annual income per capita of around $3,500 in Shanghai), the CCP’s
acceptance that it is permissible for some to get rich more quickly than others
has rapidly led to a much more polarised situation than the party leaders likely
ever envisaged between the minority of “haves” and the majority mired in the
pre-market status (figure 2.1).14 Reliable statistics are hard to come by but
unemployed and under-employed in rural areas are thought to total between
120 million and 150 million, compared with official figures for urban
unemployment of 3.1% – and unofficial estimates of 10-13%, which is still
modest compared with rural areas (see boxes 2.5 and 2.6).

The slowdown in rural incomes, which started in 1997, continued in 2000
when they rose by just 2.1%, compared to a 7.0% gain in urban incomes.
Today, average urban income is 2.65 times its rural counterpart, compared
with 1.7 times in 1984. The Gini coefficient – a common measure of income
inequality – rose from 28.8 in 1981 to 38.8 in 1995, and has risen further to
39.0 in 1999, close to internationally-recognised danger levels (figure 2.2).15

14 China’s 2000 census (published on 28 March 2001) put the population at 1.265bn, ie below the
1.3bn government ceiling set in 1995. But statisticians suggest that the large number of migrant
workers – around 100m – and non-registered births plus, possibly, some official falsifying of
returns from the regions cast some doubt over the accuracy of the figures while, nevertheless,
giving a clear indication of trends. Around 36% of the population was found to be living in cities
or towns (against 26% in 1990). 7% (100m) of the population is over 65 (compared to 5.6%),
highlighting a trend which will lead to there being around 400m over-65s by 2050. Fertility rates
had fallen to 1.8% (compared to 4 in 1970) – reflecting China’s “one child” policy introduced in
1979 which, despite its unpopularity, continues to work well in urban areas but less so in rural
ones where two or more remains the norm. Foreign demographers hold the policy responsible for
the growing imbalance between registered male and female births (117:100 in 1999 compared
with 111:100 in 1990). In addition to being more urbanised and older, China’s population was
also shown to be more highly educated on average.
15 A Gini coefficient reading of one represents perfect equality, while 100 means that a single
person received all the income.
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However some non-official estimates put the figure as high as 45.2.16

The Economist of 2 June 2001 reported that the richest 20% or urban
households receive 40% of total urban income, whereas the poorest 20%
receive only 6.5%.17 Policymakers need to manage the widening gap between
rural and urban areas, the growing disparities between the coast (recipients of
favorable government policies and FDI) and the interior and the increasing
inequality across income groups. The widening gulf between rural and urban
incomes is the biggest contributor to increased inequality. This reflects
imperfect labour mobility, as the government attempts to control the pace of
urbanisation and ensure food security (see box 2.6). Also, the lack of portable
social services discourages labour mobility. At the same time, the government
buttresses urban standards of living with tax breaks for businesses, low-cost
housing, and provides pensions and health insurance schemes that are more
readily available for urban residents than for their rural counterparts.

Anuradha Dayal-Gulati and Aasim M Husain found empirical evidence that
the growing disparities between the relatively rich coastal regions and poor
interior are partly due to the coastal region getting a much larger flow of
FDI.18 While China’s relatively prosperous eastern coastal region accounted
for 88% of China’s total $308bn in FDI inflows between 1979-99, its central
region attracted only 9%; and its western region just 3%. As a result, around
two-thirds of the expenditure under the fiscal stimulus packages over the past
three years has been targeted at developing the central and western regions and
a cornerstone of the government’s Tenth Five-Year Plan is the “Develop the
West” initiative (see box 3.1). Under the Plan efforts are focused on
infrastructure investment, technology upgrading, education and moves to
equalise preferential tax policies between coastal and inland areas.

The current emphasis on opening up the central and western regions is
urgently needed to “level the playing field” somewhat and enhance living
standards there. That should, in turn, help drive development in the coastal
regions by stimulating presently weak domestic consumption, which has
contributed to China’s turning from an economy of habitual scarcity in 1978 to
one of industrial over-capacity today. But even the official forecast of how
long it will take state programmes of infrastructure improvement and other
measures to encourage investment to have any real impact acknowledges that
this is a 10 to 20-year challenge. And many independent experts feel that,
China’s impressive record of the past decade notwithstanding, three to four
generations might be nearer the mark in the most remote regions – with all that
that implies for unrest in the poorer areas themselves and for migration out of
rural communities and towns in the interior into the coastal cities. 19 Politically,
the importance of rural support should not be underestimated. As noted in
chapter 1, it was a rural revolution that led to the rise to power of the CCP in
1949; and it still is in the countryside where the bulk of the population resides.

16 See World Bank: China and the Knowledge Economy, Seizing the 21st Century (World Bank,
2001), page. 23.
17 “To Each According to His Abilities”, The Economist, 2 June 2001.
18 Dayal-Gulati, Anuradha and Husain, Aasim. M. 2000. “Centripetal Forces in China’s
Economic Take-off”, IMF Working Paper WP/00/86.
19 According to the Ministry of Public Security there were about sixty thousand protests in China
in 1998 and about one hundred thousand in 1999. See “The Coming Collapse of China” by
Gordon. G. Chang, p. 248, Random House, New York, 2001.
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Box 2.4: The Three Gorges Dam – A Watershed For Civil Society

The high profile Three Gorges Dam project of the Yangtze river is – literally – a concrete example of many of the
challenges inherent in China’s modernisation drive.

Plans to build a dam date back to 1919, with the objectives of flood prevention, improved navigation and power
generation. The nationalist regime conducted feasibility studies in the 1940s, and only lack of resources and the
demands of perpetual revolution during the Mao Zedong years prevented the communists, for whom the project holds
enormous symbolic importance, from turning the dream into reality years ago. Work finally began on an initial dam
at Gezhou (downstream from the Three Gorges main site) in 1970.

The statistics of the Three Gorges dam itself are daunting. The dam is 185 metres high and 2.3 km long. It will take
15 years to complete and is China’s biggest ever construction project by far at an estimated cost of $30bn and rising
(compared to $20bn in association with the Beijing Olympics – see box 3.5). It will raise the water level in the gorges
by 175 metres and create an upstream lake hundreds of miles long, necessitating the relocation of 1.3m people.

But perhaps the most astonishing aspect of all is the rising tide of protest surrounding the project. Initially, this came
mainly from China’s eight small Democratic Parties (the only legal parties apart from the CCP), which succeeded in
delaying the start of the project for several years in the early 1980s over environmental and cost concerns. This led to
experts publicly expressing concern over whether the project would achieve its flood control objectives and the extent
of the environmental damage it would cause, as well as the prospect of large-scale forced relocations.

The events of Tiananmen Square in 1989 silenced protest. But the respite for the authorities proved short-lived. In
1992 almost a third of NPC representatives declined to support the scheme, with 177 (out of 2,633) going so far as to
vote against. Nevertheless, grassroots opposition was still not tolerated by the government. However, by 1999 the
official media was beginning to query the escalating cost of the project and the quality of the construction work.

Now the government faces new protests arising not from the project per se but from those who are being resettled
over their treatment. According to Beijing-based journalist Calum MacLeod writing in the Independent on 19 July
2001, with less than 20% of those due to be relocated actually moved, allegations that migrants have not been
compensated to the extent they were promised are rising; and feelings are being exacerbated by the fact that
protestors are running into a wall of bureaucratic obfuscation. Corruption is certainly a significant part of the problem
– the authorities accept that at least $250m of the $5bn compensation budget has been misappropriated by officials.
That causes even greater resentment and risks, ultimately, greater disillusion with the central government.

Mr MacLeod quotes an anonymous Chinese sociologist as saying: “Since the 1980s, telecommunications and
television have brought crucial changes. People can now watch central government leader saying they will protect the
settlers’ rights. Then they can call relatives who have moved to other areas to discover the real situation.” This
communications revolution is central to another phenomenon reported by Mr MacLeod (in an article co-authored
with Lijia MacLeod and published by the Independent on 5 June 2001), the rise of “home-grown” non-government
organisations (NGOs) in China. The first NGO, Friends of Nature, won official approval in 1994; since then at least a
further 39 environmental NGOs have become active (with researchers acknowledging the existence of many more
addressing local issues). These groups have to strike a careful balance to avoid treading too hard on the toes of the
authorities. But a potentially important step forward has been the invitation proffered to Dr Liang Congjie, the head
of Friends of Nature, to advise Beijing’s Olympic bid committee. Civil society is starting to flex its muscles in China
and, crackdowns on dissent notwithstanding, the Three Gorges project is likely only to accelerate that process.

Environmental concerns are not the only ones encouraging the emergence of NGOs. The Economist of 17 November
2001 reported on the rise of what some Chinese newspapers refer to as the “Wang Hai phenomenon”. Wanghai
Online is the commercial spin-off of one of a growing number of NGOs engaged in consumer protection. The boom
started in 1995 when Wang Hai noted that Clause 49 of a recently published consumer protection law provides for
businesses to compensate defrauded consumers to the tune of double the sum paid for the good or service concerned.
The government-sponsored China Consumer’s Association has been supportive of Wang Hai’s efforts not only
because of the additional protection this affords consumers, but also because it is helpful in exposing breaches of
intellectual property rights (IPRs) which are set to become an even hotter topic now that China has joined the WTO
(see box 6.2).
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As was underlined by its organising a mission of 280 Hong Kong business
leaders in May 2001 to view opportunities in the central and western regions,
the state would dearly like to engage the private sector in opening up the
interior. Some 80 multinational companies have already set up representative
offices in western China, and 57 have invested directly, including PepsiCo
Inc., Coca-Cola Co., McDonald’s Co., Carrefour, United Technologies Co.,
and ABB Group. However, we judge that infrastructure programmes on the
scale required, as well as lengthy payback periods, remain bars to significant
private sector involvement, leaving the state to carry the bulk of the burden.

Figure 2.3: Urban and rural living standard comparison (1999)

Urban Rural

Annual per capita data

Income (yuan) 5854 2210

Consumption (yuan) 4616 1577

Consumer durables (per 1000 households)

Color TV sets 111.6 38.2

Refrigerators 77.7 10.6

Washing machines 91.4 24.3
Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

An additional dimension to the problem of geographical imbalances arises
from the distribution of China’s ethnic minorities. The relatively rich south
and east are dominated by the majority Han who have, thereby, benefited most
to date from the move to a socialist market economy. This tends to exacerbate
deeply-rooted grievances held by minorities at China’s fringes in particular,
which had already been compounded by Beijing’s efforts since 1949 to
reassert control over those parts of China which had become very
independent-minded during weak Qing and republican rule (efforts which,
ironically, have been frustrated by the demise of the command economy).

Nevertheless, in the majority of China minor ethnic frictions are much more
the order of the day than are ethnic tensions. The troubled and inherently
separatist western provinces of Xizang (Tibet) and Xinjiang are the exception.
Xizang/Tibet is the higher profile, attracting the attention of Western
politicians and other celebrities, as well as NGOs. But Xinjang, home to an
estimated eight million Muslim Uyghurs, is perhaps the more immediate
problem from Beijing’s perspective; Muslim separatists, inspired by the break-
up of the Soviet Union and formerly backed by the Taliban regime in
Afghanistan, have been conducting a bombing and assassination campaign
(see box 7.2).20 Attempts to defuse tensions in both provinces by large-scale
development – witness the announcement in July 2001 of a major development
package for Xizang – and inward migration have yet to bear fruit.21

20 Owing to more or less simultaneous (and almost routine) military exercises off the coast of
China opposite Taiwan, a large-scale military exercise in Xinjiang in July/August 2001 passed
almost without notice. According to Richard McGregor, writing in the Financial Times of 15
August, around 50,000 troops are thought to have been involved. The exercises were rounded off
with a show-of-strength parade in western town of Kashgar in the presence of a number of PLA
senior officers including chief of staff General Fu Quanyou; the parade seems not to have been
reported in the Chinese press.
21 On 3 July 2001, China announced a massive increase in state subsidies to Tibet over the next
five years to boast the regional economy and maintain social stability. The programme looks to
invest $3.8bn in 117 projects covering agriculture, infrastructure, technology, education and
environment, amounting to a near quadrupling of assistance. See also box 3.1

The state is looking to the private
sector to help develop the interior

The distribution of ethnic
minorities adds a further dimension

to regional inequalities

But, Xizang and Xinjiang aside,
ethnic-based tension is not common
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Box 2.5: Urbanisation – Up and Away

The slow pace of urbanisation in the 1960s and 1970s was due largely to the household registration system (hukou),
which designated households as rural or urban. This system was ironclad, and converting from a rural to an urban
hukou was near impossible. In 1980, the household responsibility system was introduced, which was a little more
flexible, but legally it was still difficult to migrate to the cities. To qualify for permanent residence in the cities, rural
migrants needed to go through a stringent application process, proving that they have a legal and static dwelling
place, a stable occupation and a steady source of income. Without official urban registration, rural migrants are
treated essentially as second-class citizens, as they are denied access to basic city welfare services. The government,
realizing that the hukou system was becoming increasingly unwieldy and acting as a major distortion in the allocation
of labour resources, recently began pilot experiments of relaxing the system in some provinces. As a result, the rate of
urbanization has accelerated. The urban share of the population increased sharply from 19.4% in 1980 to 30.9% in
1999 and to 36.2% in 2000. In 2000 alone, the rural population dropped by a massive 63 million to 807 million, while
the urban population increased by 70 million to 458 million.

This rapid urbanisation has been driven by “push” and “pull” factors. The pull factors include urban reforms, which
have boosted the living standards in the cities and created new, attractive, job opportunities; while in the countryside
the combination of natural disasters, high local taxes and backsliding on reform have pushed farmers to migrate to the
cities. As a result, the rural-urban income disparity has widened considerably, especially over the last three years,
which has led to a flood of rural migrants to the cities in search of better pay and higher living standards (figure 3.2).
In 2000, disposable income grew by 7.3% in the cities, more than triple the 1.9% pace in the rural areas. The divide
between urban and rural living standards continued to widen in 2001, and China’s WTO entry may further widen the
gap and hence quicken the pace of urbanisation, as the coastal cities are likely to be the biggest beneficiaries of FDI,
while China’s highly protected rural industry will be among the biggest losers from cheaper agricultural imports.

Figure 2.2: Urbanisation and the urban-rural income divide
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Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

Urbanisation brings a number of economic benefits. It reallocates surplus labour in agriculture to the more productive
manufacturing and service industries in the cities. It also keeps urban wages low even as living standards rise, thereby
helping to sustain China’s competitiveness. Rural migrant workers earn 70% to 80% of what their urban counterparts
make, and their social welfare benefits are usually less. However, the rate of urbanisation is accelerating at a time
when the economy is undergoing significant reforms. The interplay of these two forces is creating pressure in certain
areas, including urban infrastructure, government finances, the urban labour market, and social welfare programmes.

To control the pace of urbanisation is a major challenge for China’s leaders. The World Bank (1997) estimates that
agricultural employment will fall from 48% of China’s total employment today to 25% in 2020, which would
fundamentally change the lives of some 200m people. Realising that it would be near impossible for China’s existing
cities to absorb all these workers and their families – especially with SOE restructuring still only at the halfway mark
– the authorities are now actively promoting rural industrialisation and agricultural reform. Indeed, the cornerstone of
the government’s Tenth Five-Year Plan is the “Develop the West” initiative (see box 3.1). The government’s high
priority to narrow the urban-rural income divide is appropriate, as an uncontrollable spurt in urbanisation risks
derailing other structural reforms and, in the worst case, sparking social unrest.
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Box 2.6: Rural Reform And Food Security – Down But Not Out

Thanks to its schism with the KMT in 1927, the Chinese Communist Party (unlike the vast majority of its
counterparts in other countries) is strongly rooted in the rural areas; it was, in essence, a party of peasants rather
than urban intellectuals and workers (see box 1.2). To this day, much of the party’s core support is to be found
among the 64% of the total population which is “rural”.

Economically, China remains strongly agricultural – and, therefore, rural – even though primary industry now
contributes “only” 16% of GDP (compared with 65% in 1900); this despite agricultural GDP growing by an
average of 5.2% per annum since 1978 according to the World Bank’s 1999 report Accelerating China’s Rural
Transformation. Furthermore, the rural labour force is far from entirely dependent on agriculture. Around 140m
(out of 450m) work in non-farm jobs, notably in township and village enterprises (TVEs) which encourage rural-
rural migration as an alternative to rural-urban. TVEs, over 90% of which are privately owned, now contribute 40%
of national gross industrial output. However, further TVE development is constrained by a number of factors,
including the need to reform the rural credit system to allow them greater access to financial markets, and better
assessment of creditworthiness.

Although TVEs have helped free up more land for remaining farmers, the current rapid pace of urbanisation is
exacerbating the demands placed on them by the growing population, environmental problems, industrial
encroachment on agricultural land and a continuing strong reliance on traditional farming techniques. This was
tacitly acknowledged by the government in the mid-1990s when it quietly eased the long-standing policy of grain
self-sufficiency – previously considered sacrosanct for national security regions. As with energy (see box 7.2), the
shift to some measure of import dependency to feed its population has significant implications for China’s
international diplomacy.

China’s agricultural output can be considerably enhanced through greater mechanisation, improved techniques and
the application of science. But two other issues which go to the ideological heart of the CCP are perhaps the real
key to greater productivity:

• Price reform: scrapping the current pricing structure to offer greater incentives to farmers to produce grain to
feed the growing urban population.

• Land reform: permitting the private ownership of land rather than just its private use, together with reform of
the legal system better to ensure protection of property rights.

In addition, the decentralised rural fiscal structure has distorted investment away from agricultural development and
into potentially taxable local industry (notably TVEs), the adverse impact of which is compounded by local
authorities imposing unofficial non-tax levies on farmers; and fiscal stimuli from the centre continue to favour
urban areas over rural. Fiscal reform is therefore essential to re-energising the agricultural sector. The World Bank
also argues that the Chinese authorities should actively promote FDI in the agricultural sector which benefited to
the tune of only about 4% of total inflows in the 1990s.

Poverty continues to affect around 6% of the rural population, despite a decline in the number of rural residents
living in absolute poverty of over 200 million since 1978. Worse, the trend of lifting rural residents out of poverty
has, according to the World Bank, “slowed noticeably in recent years”. It affects even the most prosperous regions,
but is most prevalent in the west. The World Bank argues that cereal self-sufficiency and the maintenance of buffer
stocks compromise poverty reduction and that “evaluating national food security from a financial perspective and
placing greater reliance on domestic and international markets would address both efficiency and food-security
objectives. Savings resulting from decreasing grain storage could be redirected to assist those groups most affected
by trade liberlisation.” The Bank goes on: “From a financial perspective, China is food secure because its foreign
exchange reserves and balance of trade are highly favourable…Liberalising international cereal and oilseed trading
would be an efficient option for managing trade and supporting the objective of 95% grain self-sufficiency.”

Thus, China’s ability to modernise its agriculture – thereby enhancing output and food security – is as much in the
hands of the policymakers as the farmers. WTO accession, which is likely to threaten many of China’s traditional
farmers’ livelihoods, may promote reform over deep-rooted ideology.
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3. Managing The Economy: A Question of Balance

If we don’t have the pioneering spirit, if we’re afraid to
take risks, if we have no energy and drive, we cannot
break a new path, a good path, or accomplish anything
new. Deng Xiaoping (1992)22

The state of play

In 2001, China’s economy grew by 7.3%; it was not only one of the world’s
fastest growing, it also exceeded the government’s 7.0% growth rate target.
However, China’s economic performance in 2001 is perhaps best described as
a story of two halves. In the first half, the economy was remarkably resilient,
growing by 7.9%, but in the second half it became evident that China was not
completely immune to the global economic recession, with growth slowing to
7.0% in Q3 and to around 6.5% in Q4.

Figure 3.1: Real GDP growth in China and the rest of Asia (% y-o-y growth)
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The impact of the global economic slowdown has been most apparent in
China’s exports, which decelerated sharply from 27.8% growth in 2000 to
6.8% in 2001. Over this period, exports have slowed to all major destinations.
But of particular note was the sharp downturn in shipments to the US (from
24.1% to 4.1%), as the US is by far China’s largest export market, taking a
hefty 32.7% of Chinese exports once shipments made indirectly via Hong
Kong are taken into account (figure 3.2).

One giant sucking sound

It is often claimed that in addition to weakening global demand, Chinese
export competitiveness is being eroded because of the depreciation of most
other currencies against the renminbi, which is fixed against the US dollar. We
do not agree. There is compelling evidence that the current value of the
renminbi is not a major constraint on China’s exports. China’s exports were
the best performing in Asia in 2001, and rebounded to a growth rate of 11.5%
y-o-y in December.

22 This quote is drawn from the same speech by Deng Xiaoping as that at the start of chapter 2.
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Figure 3.2: China’s top ten trading partners in 2000

Exports* Imports

Partner $bn % of total Partner $bn % of total

1 USA 80.9 32.7 Japan 41.5 21.2

2 Japan 48.9 19.8 Taiwan 25.5 13.0

3 Germany 14.0 5.6 Korea 23.2 11.9

4 Korea 12.6 5.1 USA 22.4 11.4

5 UK 11.2 4.5 Germany 10.4 5.3

6 Netherlands 8.6 3.5 Hong Kong 9.4 4.8

7 Singapore 8.1 3.3 Russia 5.8 3.0

8 Taiwan 6.6 2.7 Malaysia 5.5 2.8

9 France 6.0 2.4 Australia 5.1 2.6

10 Hong Kong 5.9 2.4 Singapore 5.1 2.6

Source: CEIC Data Co., Ltd. Note that China’s final destination exports; i.e. Hong Kong’s re-exports
originating from China have been reallocated to the country that these exports are finally shipped to.

Figure 3.3: China’s top ten exports in Jan-Sep 2001

Product $bn % y-o-y
growth

% share
of total

1 Mechanical & electrical 85.5 12.2 43.9

2 Electric & electronic 36.3 10.8 18.6

3 Garments & clothing accessories 27.3 1.8 14.0

4 Computer & telecommunications 24.6 30.3 12.6

5 Textiles, yarns & fabrics 12.6 4.5 6.5

6 Auto data processing equipment & parts 8.9 11.4 4.6

7 Footwear 7.7 2.6 4.0

8 Transport equipment 7.3 3.6 3.7

9 Plastic 3.8 2.8 2.0

10 Toys 3.8 -8.9 2.0

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report on China, Nov 2001

Chinese companies continue to move up the value-added ladder; they are
increasingly producing more sophisticated goods at lower costs and
undercutting competitors. China’s computer engineers, for example, earn
about one-tenth as much as their Taiwanese counterparts yet they are almost as
good, while industrial land in Singapore costs about $300 per square metre,
compared with less than $10 in Shenzhen.23 China’s overseas shipments of
mechanical, electrical and electronic products have continued to grow at a
double-digit rate in 2001, and now account for over 60% of China’s exports
(figure 3.3). That is in stark contrast to countries in the rest of Asia, whose
electronic exports have been plummeting.

Without devaluation, China’s global market share has continued to increase.
China’s share of total world exports has increased from 1.8% in 1991 to 3.4%
in 2001, whereas over this period the share of the world export pie for the rest
of Asia (including Japan) has fallen slightly, from 15.4% to 15.2% (figure
3.4). China’s gains in global market share have extended beyond lower-end
products: out of America’s total imports of electronic products, the share from
China has increased from 7.9% in 1997 to 13.0% now, whereas for the rest of
Asia the share has declined from 61.2% to 49.2% over the same period.

23 “China’s Economic Power: Enter the Dragon”, The Economist, 10 March 2001.
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Figure 3.4: China and the rest of Asia’s export market share
(% of world exports)
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China has been able to maintain competitiveness without devaluing for a
number of reasons, notably:

• Rapid rural-urban migration is keeping the wage cost structure low.

• Structural reforms and the flood of foreign capital and skills are boosting
the efficiency of China’s export industries.

• The government has stepped up export tax rebates – for most industries,
to the full amount – on the 17% value-added tax.

Booming balance of payments

It is also important to recognise that about half of China’s exports are
produced using imported inputs. This means that the contemporary weakness
in China’s exports is also reflected in its imports, which indeed have
decelerated sharply, from 35.9% growth in 2000 to 8.2% in 2001. As a result,
China’s merchandise trade balance remains in surplus, although it has
narrowed slightly from $24.1bn in 2000 to $23.1bn in 2001. Taken in
conjunction with projections for the net services, income and transfer
accounts, we estimate that China’s current account surplus narrowed to around
$15.0bn in 2001 from $20.5bn in 2000. However, the deterioration in the
current account has been more than compensated for by an improvement in the
capital account. So, not only should China’s overall balance of payments
(BOP), ie current account plus capital account, remain in surplus in 2001; the
surplus is likely to have increased for the second year in a row.

Why has there been such a marked improvement in China’s capital account?
The surge in FDI in anticipation of more open and liberal markets following
China’s entry into the WTO has certainly been a major contributing factor. To
be sure, the stock of FDI in China is greater than in any other developing
country, and inflows increased by 14.9% in 2001 to $46.8bn. Over the first
nine months of 2001, the main inflows originated from Hong Kong ($11.2bn),
the US ($3.4bn), Japan ($3.1bn), the EU ($2.9bn), Taiwan ($2.0bn), South
Korea ($1.4bn) and Singapore ($1.3bn).24

It is true that in recent months the pace of FDI inflows into China has slowed,
but this relaxation should prove temporary, for it has been driven by cyclical
factors – notably the global economic slowdown – while the fundamental
drivers of FDI in China – in particular, the low cost base – remain intact.

24 However, Hong Kong’s massive FDI is overstated, as it is a conduit for FDI from other
countries which have established regional headquarters in Hong Kong to take advantage of the
city’s financial, accounting and legal expertise of doing business in China. Also, some of Hong
Kong’s investments in China reflect illegal “round tripping”, ie FDI inflows financed by illegal
outflows by Chinese residents to take advantage of tax loopholes.
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Box 3.1: The Tenth Five-Year Plan – Structural Reform To The Fore

Five-Year Plans remain central to China’s economic management despite the shift to a more market-oriented
economy. In March 2001, the National People’s Congress voted through the Tenth such plan covering the period
2001 to 2005. Presenting the Plan to the NPC, Premier Zhu Rongji implicitly conceded the limits of state planning
by presenting “fewer specific targets and…more tentative ones adjustable to structural change.”

Zhu Rongji stated that China had “already reached the point where we cannot further develop the economy without
making structural adjustments.” He announced a target for growth of 7% per annum for the life-span of the plan,
compared with actual growth of 8.3% for the preceding five years, setting targets for GDP of $1.5 trillion by 2005
and to double the 2000 GDP figure of $1.08 trillion by 2010. He emphasized dealing with inequality and regional
imbalances, social security and continuing market reform. Science, technology and education were given a
prominent role in driving reform.

On specifics, Zhu Rongji noted the following:

• Deepening reforms by addressing the expansion and regulation of the market system; the strengthening of
finance, taxation, and banking; and the increased opening to the outside world in light of economic
globalization, and China’s entry into the WTO.

• A focus on development in the western provinces in particular, concentrating on infrastructure, improving the
investment climate and looking to open up oil and gas reserves in the region (see box 7.2).

• On agriculture, a drive to improve farm efficiency and incomes through the abolition of arbitrary fees in favour
of a standard tax, the spread of biotechnology, improved farming techniques, new contractual arrangements for
marketing produce, more scope for private sales of grain, and, in “areas where conditions permit”, the transfer
of land operation rights (where the present system is restricted to long-term land contracts).

• A continuation of China’s proactive fiscal policy, with a special bond issuance worth 150bn yuan in 2001 to
finance this investment (equivalent to 1.6% of GDP), coupled with a warning that the provinces “should rely
primarily on their own efforts”.

• On science and education, work on technological innovation, provide wide-ranging education policies adapted
to country modernisation, and form and attract talented people.

• The creation of 80 million new jobs, of which half would be targeted at existing urban workers made redundant
by SOE restructuring and the remainder at inward migrants to the towns and cities from the rural areas. Linked
to this was a target of keeping urban unemployment below 5%.

• On social welfare, boosting of the social security safety net to help workers laid-off by and retired from SOEs
(and their families), which Zhu Rongji linked to an attack on the Falun Gong (see box 2.2). Efforts to relieve
water shortages in some communities, and the desirability of improving civil service pay.

• The need to guard against inflation while “checking the trend of deflation”.
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In addition to a more open economy following WTO entry, there are
underlying “push” and “pull” factors propelling foreign investment in China.
The pull factors include a cheap yet skilled and almost unlimited supply of
labour, as well as tax breaks and increased transparency and streamlined
investment procedures. The corporate tax rate is 33% for Mainland firms but
only 15% for foreign-invested firms (although moves are afoot to narrow this
gap). The push factors are rising foreign competition and labour costs in the
more advanced economies, forcing large companies increasingly to outsource
production. Take Taiwan. Tense relations with Beijing notwithstanding (see
chapter 8), Taiwanese FDI into China now amounts to between $45bn and
$70bn. In unprotected sectors of China’s economy, multinationals are already
a dominant force. Between them, McDonald’s and Kentucky Fried Chicken
have almost 700 branches. Kodak has half the market for film and
photographic paper, with Fuji holding most of the rest. Procter & Gamble is
the biggest seller of shampoo; while Motorola, Ericsson and Nokia, have
cornered 95% of the market for mobile phones. Even with the global
slowdown, the pipeline is encouraging: planned FDI increased 10.4% in 2001
to $69.2bn.

The other contributing factor to China’s strong capital account performance,
which is often not fully appreciated, is the decrease in portfolio capital flight.
Net outflows of portfolio and “other” investment plus “errors and omissions”
has decreased from $64bn in 1998 to $47.4bn in 2000, and should ease further
to a projected $15bn in 2001. Portfolio capital flight has eased for a number of
reasons, including China’s resilient domestic economy, stock market
liberalisation, lower international interest rates and a government crackdown
on illegal foreign exchange trading activities.

Looking further ahead, we concur with market consensus that the reduction of
trade barriers will cause China’s merchandise imports to outpace its exports.
In 2002, we expect China’s imports (10%) to grow twice as fast as its exports
(5%). Furthermore, the surge in FDI inflows will lead to large profit
remittances by foreign companies, thereby worsening the net income
component of the current account. As a result, China’s current account surplus
will evaporate in 2003 or thereabouts. But where we differ from consensus is
on the capital account. We expect the recent trend of easing portfolio capital
flight to continue unabated, and FDI to grow strongly, as the global economy
recovers (figure 3.5). On our estimates, if planned FDI continues to grow at its
current rate then, on the basis of historical realisation ratios, actual FDI
inflows could soar to around $65bn by the end of 2003. As a result, the capital
account surplus will increase to $50bn, more than compensating for the
shrinking current account surplus (see box 3.2).

Figure 3.5: Foreign direct investment: actual and contractual ($bn)
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Hence, we expect China’s overall BOP surplus to increase in the coming
years, which means that the tendency will be for the renminbi to appreciate
once China begins to move toward a more liberal capital account and flexible
exchange rate regime (see box 3.3).25 Our assessment is that the RMB/USD
exchange rate will appreciate to 8.0 by the end of 2003, and will appreciate
further in subsequent years. In addition to a sustained BOP surplus, China’s
other key external indicators show little sign of vulnerability. Foreign
exchange reserves rose to a record high of $212.2bn in December 2001, while
total external debt stood at $170.4bn (14.5% of GDP) in mid-2001.

Given the prospects for a sub-par global economic recovery in 2002 and
China's need to adjust to WTO membership, we judge that there is little
chance of any change in the RMB/USD fixed exchange rate over the next 12
months. But a rebounding global economy in 2003 should pull up Chinese
exports and FDI inflows, and increase BOP pressure on the currency. Our
forecast is that the Chinese government will respond by widening the trading
bands and allowing the CNY gradually to strengthen. Well before 2005, we
expect the CNY to achieve parity with the HKD and the Chinese authorities
will then try to maintain this level to create a de facto currency unification
between the two economies.

Durable domestic demand

Fortunately from this perspective, China is one of the most closed economies
in Asia (figure 3.8): its exports account for 26% of GDP, compared with over
40% for most other countries in the region. With China’s vast internal market,
the negative multiplier effects on domestic demand from the deceleration in its
exports tend to be smaller than in other Asian countries. Indeed, China’s non-
tradable sector has demonstrated remarkable resilience, supported by loose
monetary and fiscal policies, although in recent months there are signs that
domestic demand is starting to wane, suggesting that more policy stimulus will
be needed.

Figure 3.8: Measuring Asia ex-Japan’s economic openness
(Exports of goods and services as a share of GDP)

1996 2000

Singapore 171 180
Hong Kong 142 150
Malaysia 92 126
Thailand 39 66
The Philippines 41 55
Taiwan 47 54
South Korea 30 45
Indonesia 26 39
China 21 26

Source: CEIC Data Co., Ltd

25 Recently, there have been two examples of China’s gradual move towards capital account
liberalisation. First, in November 2001, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange initiated a
pilot scheme, granting some of Shanghai’s banks the authority to approve corporate foreign
exchange transactions of less than $1m without SAFE’s approval. And second, the PBOC relaxed
some minor foreign exchange controls in December 2001, including allowing local banks to
increase their foreign exchange business outlets to facilitate residents’ foreign exchange
transactions, while also relaxing restrictions on foreign exchange transfers by domestic residents.
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Box 3.2: Projecting China’s Balance of Payments

Despite China’s capital account being officially closed, capital leakage has been a persistent headache for the
authorities. Recently, however, the capital flight problem seems to have eased. Our analysis of the balance of payments
(BOP) statistics shows that it is the dramatic improvement in China’s net capital inflows, and not the current account
surplus, which explains the surge in foreign reserves to $212.2bn from $165.6bn at the end of 2000.

Figure 3.6 shows that in 2000 China suffered a net outflow of “portfolio and other investments” worth $35.5bn, and
an $11.9bn deficit in the “errors & omissions” category; combined, China suffered a total net portfolio capital
outflow of $47.4bn. However, this capital leakage was still more than offset by increases in net FDI and the current
account surplus. In fact, the sum of all the components shows that China’s overall BOP not only remained in surplus,
it increased to $10.5bn from $8.5bn in 1999. For countries with fixed exchange rates the accounting identity is that
the BOP equals the change in foreign assets (predominantly foreign exchange reserves). Verifying this, China’s
foreign assets rose by $10.5bn in 2000.

In 2001, the BOP statistics available so far suggest that portfolio capital leakage has eased. FX reserves increased by
$46.6bn in 2001, dwarfing the $10.9bn increase in 2000. Based on these data, we have estimated that foreign assets
increased by $46bn in 2001. On the current account ledger, the merchandise trade surplus has narrowed to $23.1bn in
2001, from $23.1bn in 2000. Based on the merchandise trade surplus, together with conservative projections for the
net services, income and transfers balances, we predict that the current account surplus shrank to $15bn in 2001. On
the capital account side, information is sparse apart from news that FDI inflows rose to $46.8bn in 2001, from $40.8bn in
2000, undoubtedly spurred by the prospects of WTO accession. If the exercise is followed of aggregating all the
components of the current and capital accounts, the residual on the BOP implies an estimated $15bn in net portfolio
capital outflow (including errors & omissions) this year. That would represent a significant improvement from the
$47.4bn in portfolio capital leakage last year. Hence, in our judgement, easing portfolio capital flight is the main reason
behind China’s expansive foreign reserves.

A number of reasons can be cited for the apparent increased willingness of the Chinese to invest at home:

• China’s economy is one of the world’s best performing, which has bolstered domestic investor confidence and
damped speculation of a devaluation of the renminbi.

• There has recently been a government crackdown on illegal foreign exchange activities.

• Lower international interest rates have reduced the return on foreign assets.

• Recent steps to liberalise the stock market (eg the introduction of open-ended mutual funds, and the opening up
of the B-share market) have increased the incentive to invest locally.

With the deterioration in the current account being more than compensated for by an improvement in the capital
account, China’s BOP (ie current account plus capital account) surplus should increase to $46.0bn for 2001. Looking
ahead, with the opening up of China’s economy, we expect strong net capital inflows to more than offset any
narrowing in the current account surplus, ensuring that the BOP remains in surplus. As a result, China’s foreign
exchange reserves should continue to increase and could reach $300bn by the end of 2003.

Figure 3.6: Projections of China’s balance of payments

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 (e) 2002 (f) 2003 (f)

Current account (A) 29.7 29.3 15.7 20.5 15.0 7.0 -6.0

- Merchandise trade 46.2 46.6 36.2 34.5 30.0 20.0 10.0

- Net services -5.7 -4.9 -7.5 -5.6 -10.0 -15.0 -20.0

- Net income -15.9 -16.6 -18.0 -14.7 -9.0 -4.0 -4.0

- Net transfers 5.1 4.3 4.9 6.3 4.0 6.0 8.0

Capital account (B) 23.0 -6.3 7.7 2.0 31.0 43.0 56.0

- Net FDI 41.7 41.1 37.0 37.5 46.0 50.0 65.0

- Net portfolio investment 6.8 -3.7 -11.2 -4.0

- Net other investments -25.5 -43.7 -18.1 -31.5 -15.0 -7.0 -9.0

Errors & omissions (C) -17.0 -16.6 -14.8 -11.9 �
Balance of Payments (A+B+C) 35.7 6.4 8.5 10.5 46.0 50.0 50.0

Change in reserve assets 35.7 6.4 8.5 10.5 46.0 50.0 50.0
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Box 3.3: Capital Market Liberalisation And Exchange Rate Policy

The last major devaluation was in January 1994, when the official RMB/USD rate was lowered by 50%, from 5.82
to 8.72. After strengthening in 1994, the RMB/USD rate has been tightly managed at around 8.28 since mid-1995,
with its daily movements limited to 0.3% on either side of the reference rate as announced by the PBOC. In 1996,
the renminbi became convertible for current account related transactions, but it remains non-convertible on the
capital account.

Figure 3.7: China’s exchange rate 1981-2000 (RMB/USD)
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Source: CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

The key question looking forward is when, not if, China will move to a more flexible exchange rate. China’s
leaders have repeatedly said that their long-term goal is to liberalise the capital account, but no timetable has been
announced. And for good reason. International experience shows that, in a world of high capital mobility,
liberalising the capital account too quickly – in particular, before strengthening domestic economic fundamentals –
can result in a balance of payments crisis. In its May 1998 World Economic Outlook, the IMF identified a total of
158 separate currency crises for a group of 50 countries over the period 1975-97, and found that banking crises led
currency crises by one year on 13 occasions, and by two years on 10 other occasions. The crises were
contemporaneous in 12 instances.

So, with a very weak financial sector, China’s move to a flexible exchange rate regime will be a cautious one. It
will be more gradual than the market is expecting, but we are confident that it will occur for, as China develops, the
need to integrate with the global capital markets and to maintain an independent monetary policy will build. This
will bring to bear economist Robert Mundell’s famous “impossible trinity”: a fixed exchange rate, an open capital
account and an independent monetary policy. Of the three, a country can have only two over a sustained period. We
are confident that China will follow most advanced nations and forgo a fixed exchange rate for a liberal capital
account and independent monetary policy. How quickly China moves toward capital account convertibility and a
flexible exchange rate will be dictated largely on how much progress is made in three broad areas:

• Financial reform – a strong financial sector is better able to manage the volatility and risks associated with
capital flows.

• Interest rate deregulation – in the absence of internationally-competitive domestic interest rates, an open
capital account could put pressure on the balance of payments and the exchange rate.

• Stock and bond market liberalisation – foreign investors will play a key role in enhancing the liquidity and
efficiency of these markets.

Our assessment is that a freely floating Chinese renminbi is unlikely until 2005 at the earliest. As a first step,
China’s RMB/USD exchange rate will be allowed to fluctuate within a narrow trading band of around +/-3%, with
the band gradually widened to help equilibrate the growing flows of foreign trade and investment. The renminbi
would appreciate under a more flexible exchange rate regime, in line with an increasing surplus in China’s overall
balance of payments (see box 3.2). However, with the global economy weak, and given the internal adjustment
costs associated with WTO entry, China will probably not move to a trading band until 2003, triggering an
appreciation of the RMB/USD rate to 8.0 (the upper ceiling of a +/-3% band). In subsequent years, the renminbi
should continue to appreciate, as the band is gradually widened, and is eventually replaced with a managed float
against a trade-weighted basket of currencies. In the medium to long run, the economic benefits of re-pegging the
Hong Kong dollar to the renminbi will become increasingly attractive.
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On the consumption side, retail sales have held up well, growing by around
10% in 2001, compared with 9.7% in 2000. Government efforts to support
personal consumption have been multifaceted. For a start, monetary policy is
loose. The one-year deposit rate has been reduced to just 2.25%; but after
taking into account the 20% tax on interest earnings on saving bank deposits
(introduced in 1999), the effective deposit rate is just 1.8%. Given that bank
deposits account for over 70% of total household financial assets, the scant
interest return is encouraging households to spend some of their savings – or,
alternatively, to invest in other assets such as the stock market. Consumption
has also been buttressed by a number of fiscal initiatives. These include a 30%
salary hike to more than 40m civil servants, increased social security
subsidies, tax cuts on motor vehicles and housing and a pledged extra one-
month equivalent bonus salary in December 2001. The government has even
taken the unorthodox strategy of introducing three national week-long
holidays each year (in January, May and October) in a bid to boost
consumption, although the positive effects tend to be temporary (figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9: The holiday effect on retail sales (% y-o-y growth)

January 2001 weeklong
holiday

May 2001 weeklong
holiday

October 2001 weeklong
holiday

Dec 8.8 Apr 9.7 Sep 9.9
Jan 12.5 May 11.1 Oct 10.5
Feb 8.6 Jun 10.0 Nov 10.1

Source: CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

In addition, over the past three years the government has been selling state-
owned housing, and encouraged the growth of private home ownership. In
1999, the authorities lifted a ban on the resale within five years of privatized
public housing to pave the way for the development of a secondary market.
The same year, maximum mortgage terms were extended from 20 to 30 years,
with loan limits increased from 70% to 80% of the property’s value. The
government has abolished over 40 arbitrary fees previously levied on the real
estate sector, and urged state banks to provide financing for prospective
homebuyers. Housing reform was motivated partly to provide much-needed
cash to the ailing SOEs, which could sell off some of their property assets, but
the other goal was to impel new homeowners to spend more on home
furnishings and renovations, as well as durable goods.

Arguably most important of all, the Chinese urban consumer – helped by
rising living standards, greater home ownership and the rapid advances in
information technology – is rapidly acquiring an appetite for lifestyle goods
and bigger-ticket items. For example, the number of passenger flights has
trebled over the past decade, while the average urban household now has at
least one colour television. Rate of motor vehicle ownership and computer and
mobile phone use, though still tiny, are expanding rapidly (figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10: Number of major durable goods owned
(per 100 urban households)

Refrigerators Automobiles Computers Color TVs Mobile phones

1985 6.6 - - 17.2 -

1990 42.3 - - 59.0 -

1995 66.2 - - 89.8 -

1997 73.0 - - 100.5 -

1998 76.1 0.3 3.8 105.4 3.3

1999 77.7 0.3 5.9 111.6 7.1

2000 80.5 0.6 9.4 116.7 18.3

2001 82.2 0.6 12.5 119.9 30.6

Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.
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Despite supportive measures, the Chinese consumer remains fragile and
vulnerable because of a volatile stock market and a deteriorating labour
market – the latter problem is likely to worsen, given the rise in foreign
competition following WTO entry and an inadequate social safety net.26 The
reported urban unemployment rate is 3.4%, but we estimate that it is around
13%, and that it could rise further because of SOE restructuring, rapid
urbanisation and the short-term adjustment costs associated with WTO entry
(see box 3.4). In nascent signs that the Chinese consumer could be becoming
more concerned about job security, the consumer sentiment index, compiled
by the National Bureau of Statistics, fell in four of the last five months to
December after steadily rising since 1999 (figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: Retail sales and consumer confidence
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On the business side, the growth in fixed asset investment was 18.9% y-o-y in
January-August 2001, but it has since softened to 16.3% y-o-y in January-
November 2001. Fiscal pump priming, FDI inflows and a revival in real estate
investment have been the main drivers of fixed asset investment, particularly
in the first half of the year. Indeed, by spending component, the main driver
was spending on real estate (up 28.2% y-o-y in Jan-Nov 2001), followed by
technical upgrading (up 26.9% y-o-y), and capital construction (11.8% y-o-y).

Following years of glut after a real estate bubble in the early 1990s, the
recovery in construction in some urban centres has been fueled by rapid
urbanisation, favourable government policies toward home ownership and a
flood of foreign multinationals setting up operations in China. Government
officials reckon that, since the late 1990s, the housing industry has been
contributing about 1.5% to annual GDP growth.27 With the government
actively promoting home ownership, and with optimism on China’s WTO
entry and the staging of the Olympic games in 2008, real estate construction
should continue to be a significant contributor to GDP growth in the coming
years. The government is committed to raising the average per capita living
space for urban residents from 9.6m² in 1999 to 12.0m² in 2020.

26 On 12 December 2001, China’s Ministry of Labour announced that it needed to create at least eight
million new jobs in 2002 to prevent the urban unemployment rate exceeding 4.5%. While most
observers would agree with our view that this significantly underestimates the reality, it is nevertheless
around 2m more than the authorities have announced for each of the past three years, confirming
that China sees 2002 as a particularly important year for job creation following WTO accession.
27 “Sticky as Treacle”, The Economist, 16 June 2001.
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Box 3.4: The True State of China’s Labour Market

Unemployment remains a priority on China’s policy agenda, and rightly so. Officially, the urban unemployment rate
was unchanged at 3.1% from 1997-2000, before rising to 3.4% in 2001; but this figure is widely acknowledged to be
a serious understatement. As many as six to seven million urban workers, known as xiagang, are retained on the rolls
of SOEs even though they are not paid – and even this is probably an underestimate as many state workers are
underemployed. Government officials estimate that 15% to 20% of SOE employees could be released without
affecting the output of their firms and outsiders believe that China’s actual urban unemployment rate is over 10%.
Our “back-of-the-envelope” calculations suggest that the “true” urban unemployment rate could be as high as 13.0%
on the assumptions that, of the 81 million SOE workers, seven million are xiagang and a further 15 million are
surplus labour.

The number of unemployed urban workers is likely to continue to swell as SOE restructuring continues, as
enterprises downsize to increase efficiency in preparation for the stiffer competition which WTO membership is
expected to bring, and as rural to urban migration continues. The government’s three-year campaign to turn around
loss-making SOEs has caused some 21 million state workers to lose their jobs between 1998 and 2000, and a further
five million workers were likely laid off in 2001. On the assumption that there are still a further 15 million surplus
state workers, SOE restructuring could continue to be a drag on the job market for at least another
three years.

A potentially even larger strain on the urban labour market, however, is the flood of rural workers migrating to the
cities. A large proportion – estimated to be as high as 120-150 million workers – of the 500 million rural workers is
under-employed. So far, the rapidly expanding non-state sector and the introduction of reemployment centres have
helped to absorb the rising ranks of unemployed. According to the Ministry of Labour and Social Security, the non-
state-owned sector has, since 1992, provided more than 95% of the nation’s new job opportunities. However, this
absorption capacity will be sorely tested in the coming years. The World Bank (2001) projected that, over the next
decade, China will need to create 90-100m jobs, just to keep the unemployment rate steady.

We have simulated scenarios for China’s urban labour market out to 2005. We assume that in addition to the natural
flow of new entrants and exits from the labour market, a further 15 million SOE workers will be laid off, and some 25
million rural workers will migrate to the cities. The impact on the urban unemployment rate will depend on the
capacity of the cities to absorb these job seekers. On our estimates, the “true” urban unemployment rate could rise
from 13% today to as high as 31% in 2005 if none of these job seekers are absorbed, or to 16% if the absorption rate
is, say, 80% (figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12: Unemployment rate scenarios in 2005*
(The capacity of the cities to absorb 40m extra job seekers)

Absorption Rate Urban Unemployment rate

100% 13%

80% 16%

60% 20%

40% 24%

20% 27%

0% 31%

* As a starting point we assumed that, with no change in the rate of urbanisation, rural employment would grow by 0.6% pa between 2000 and
2005, and that the total labour force would grow by 0.5% pa. From this baseline we ran simulations, projecting that 15m SOE workers are laid
off, and some 25m rural workers migrate to the cities. The resulting urban unemployment rates are derived by projecting different scenarios for
the share of these 40m job seekers that get absorbed by the labour market.

The capacity of the labour market to absorb an extra 40 million job seekers over the next four years will depend
critically on the pace of economic growth, the development of the private sector and progress on structural reforms,
especially measures to improve labour market flexibility through job search and retraining programs. The danger of
urban unemployment rising to over 20% of the labour force highlights the urgency of the government’s continuing to
develop the national unemployment insurance scheme.
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However, real estate investment comprises less than a quarter of total fixed
asset investment; and, outside real estate, domestic private investment remains
constrained by structural factors such as barriers to entry. It is also disturbing
that, in recent months, foreign and state investment has tapered off. Declining
company profitability and prolonged weakness in exports are starting to weigh
on business sentiment; and support from fiscal policy and FDI has diminished.

The government earmarked 150bn yuan (1.6% of GDP) of extra-budgetary
treasury bonds in 2001 to help finance state-related investment, but much of
this stimulus has been exhausted. FDI inflows too have slowed, from 20.5% y-o-
y in the first half of 2001 to 14.9% for the whole of 2001, in line with the
global economic slowdown. The significant role of FDI in supporting
domestic activity is often overlooked: it allows Chinese enterprises to tap into
the latest technologies, to benefit from commercial expertise and knowledge
of foreign markets, and to experience new approaches to management. Indeed,
a scatter plot of China’s provinces shows that a positive relationship exists
between their share of total FDI and their GDP per capita (figure 3.13). The
indications are that fiscal policy will need to play a greater role in
underpinning fixed asset investment in 2002 than in 2001.

Figure 3.13: Relationship between FDI and GDP per capita in 2000
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In the first half of 2001, domestic consumption and investment combined did a
good job in filling the hole left by the slump in exports, an observation
verified by industrial production, which grew by a healthy 10.9% y-o-y in
January-June, compared with an 11.4% expansion rate in 2000 (figure 3.14).
However, in the second half of 2001, with the deepening slump in exports,
softening domestic and foreign investment and faltering consumer confidence,
the growth rate in industrial output receded to 8.5% y-o-y, resulting in 9.9%
growth for the full year.

In December 2001, industrial production grew by 8.7% y-o-y, led by a 10.0%
y-o-y increase in output of heavy industry, while the output of light industry
rose by 7.0%. By ownership, production in December was led by a 9.2% y-o-y
expansion in output of foreign-funded enterprises, partly relating to strong
FDI, of which two-thirds has gone to manufacturing, while output growth was
lower for collectives (8.9%), share holding enterprises (8.7%) and state-owned
enterprises (5.0%). Meanwhile, agricultural output has remained depressed,
with more than 20 of the provinces and municipals being affected by serious
droughts in 2001.

In recent months, growth in
total fixed asset investment has

tapered off

Fiscal policy will need to play a
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asset investment in 2002
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the second half of 2001
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Figure 3.14: Industrial production and GDP growth
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However, in a sense it is encouraging that industrial output has indeed
weakened, for it indicates that, with the weeding out of inefficient SOEs,
Chinese enterprises are becoming more responsive to domestic demand, and
thereby producing fewer unwanted goods. The improvement in the quality of
production is evidenced by the central bank’s quarterly survey of 5,000
principal industrial enterprises (figure 3.15). The survey’s diffusion index
(measuring the share of positive responses less the share of negative
responses) of producers’ capacity utilisation shows that the amount of excess
capacity has lessened. However, there is no room for complacency, as the
index is still in negative territory, and recent anecdotal evidence suggests that
inventory levels have started to rise again.

Figure 3.15: Survey results of 5,000 principal industrial enterprises
(Diffusion indexes: share of +ve responses less share of –ve responses)
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Deepening consumer prices deflation?

After only recently ending a more than two-year bout of deflation, from
February 1998 to April 2000, consumer prices recently started falling again
(figures 3.16 and 3.17). The latest CPI inflation reading was
–0.3% in December. The period of modest inflation in 2000-01 was largely
due to upward revisions and liberalisation of government-administered prices
for a range of services, including housing rentals, air tickets, and healthcare
fees. In 2001, the number of products with regulated prices dropped from 23
to 13 (compared to 141 in 1992). Also, supply-side shocks contributed to
rising consumer prices, including the steep rise in the cost of oil and natural
disasters hitting the agricultural sector (lifting the prices of some food items).
The re-emergence of deflation is partly because of the sharp decline in the cost
of oil, but also excess capacity still exists, and the recent appreciation of the

Forward-looking indicators
suggest that deflation is

about to deepen
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renminbi in trade-weighted terms has added to the downward pressure on
import prices. Forward-looking indicators suggest that deflation is about to
deepen: retail prices, which exclude services, fell by 1.8% y-o-y in December,
while producer prices slumped by 3.7% in November.

Figure 3.16: Consumer, retail and producer prices (% y-o-y)
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Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

Figure 3.17: Consumer prices

Estimated weights in
CPI basket

%y-o-y, Jan-
Nov 2001

Food 37 0.1

Tobacco and Liquors 2 -0.3

Clothing 11 -1.9

Household Facilities & Maintenance Services 10 -2.3

Medical Care & Personal Articles 7 0.0

Traffic and Communication Appliances 6 -1.0

Recreational, Educational, Cultural Services 12 7.2

Housing 15 1.2

Total 100

* The estimated weights for the sub-indexes of the CPI basket are based on current consumption
patterns. The consumption patterns were gauged from the China Statistical Yearbook (2000), in
which table 10-6 has statistics on “per capita annual living expenditure of urban households”.

Further out, powerful upstream and downstream price pressures will exist.
Deflationary forces will come from stiff foreign competition following WTO
entry and lingering over-supply problems in some state-dominated industries,
while inflationary pressures could emerge in some of the vibrant coastal cities
through brisk growth in wages and property prices (in Shanghai, private
residential property prices rose by 11.1% y-o-y in 1H2001). On balance, these
opposing forces should broadly cancel each other out, keeping the CPI
inflation rate low over the next couple of years.

Near-term economic prospects

In 2002 and 2003, WTO entry will unleash powerful conflicting forces on the
economy. With a sub-par recovery in the global economy, export growth will
be slow; and the reduction in trade barriers is likely to lead to a surge in
imports, causing net trade to be a drag on growth. On the other hand, the
opening up of China’s services sector will propel inflows of FDI to new record
highs. However, the barrage of foreign competition will also lead to some
major disruptions in the domestic economy, as latent inefficiencies in the
corporate and financial sectors are brought to bear through higher bankruptcies
and job layoffs – strains that will be exacerbated by rapid urbanisation and an

Further out, powerful upstream
and downstream price pressures

should cancel each other out

Initially, the adjustment costs of
WTO entry are likely to dominate

the longer-run efficiency gains
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inadequate social safety net. Hence, initially, the adjustment costs of WTO
entry are likely to dominate the longer-run efficiency gains (see box 6.1).

China’s leaders are aware of the need to keep the economy on an even keel
during this transition period. So the stances of monetary and fiscal policy will
remain accommodative – indeed, there is a good chance that they will be
loosened further – especially with the leadership succession due to be finalised
in autumn 2002. The issuance of extra-budgetary Treasury bonds is likely to
be no less than 150bn yuan; and domestic interest rates may be lowered,
especially if deflation deepens. Overall, after growing by 7.3% in 2001, the
economy should register stable growth of 6.9% in 2002 and 7.1% in 2003.

Longer-term economic prospects

Beyond the next couple of years, the long-run efficiency gains of WTO entry
will start to dominate the short-run adjustment costs, adding around 1.3
percentage points to China’s annual GDP growth rate (see chapter 6).
Furthermore, preparations for hosting the Olympics could add 0.4 percentage
points to annual GDP growth (see box 3.5).28 In addition, China’s continued
economic development should ensure strong productivity growth for three
reasons. First, with GDP per capita below $1,000, China is still far from the
technology frontier; so there is tremendous room for productivity gains simply
from “catching up” with the advanced economies by importing foreign capital
and skills. Second, rapid rural to urban migration will drive under-utilised
labour from low to high productivity sectors. And third, advancements in
structural economic reform will improve resource allocation, and thus lead to
efficiency gains.

Overall, our assessment is that China’s economy has the potential to sustain an
average growth rate of around 6% over the next twenty years (see box 3.6).
However, the key to China’s economic success – as most other Asian
countries can now testify – is not to grow as fast as possible; rather it is to
improve the quality of economic growth. A fundamentally sound economy
stands the best chance of avoiding the gestation of economic imbalances that
could lead to a crisis further down the track. Therein lies the importance of
persevering with structural economic reform. But it will be an especially
monumental task for China, as, economically speaking, no other country has
tried to accomplish so much in so short a time.

28 The government expects the Olympic effect to add between 0.3 to 0.4 percentage points to
China’s annual GDP growth over the next seven years.

After growing by 7.3% in 2001, the
economy should expand by 6.9% in

2002 and 7.1% in 2003
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Box 3.5: 2008 – Olympic Dreams

China’s ambition to secure the (2000) Olympic Games for Beijing was thwarted in 1993. The decision of the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) on 13 July 2001 to award the 2008 Games to Beijing was therefore doubly
good news for the Chinese authorities.

The Chinese government believes that the Games will be a matter of national pride. It was certainly the case that
the IOC’s rejection of Beijing in 1993 caused a wave of nationalistic resentment at the time (which would likely
have been repeated in even stronger terms had the 2008 bid been rejected too). A good medal haul for the host
country in 2008 (which is likely) will undoubtedly be a boost. However, the authorities would do well not to
overestimate its permanence.

Not that the benefits to China are solely symbolic. Beijing is set for a $21bn Olympic-related construction boom
(comparable in size to building the Great Wall), including significant improvements to roads, public transport,
communications infrastructure and healthcare facilities. The city has already launched a much-needed multi-billion
dollar environmental clean-up (see box 2.3). Commercial sponsors, with an eye to the size of China’s market, are
falling over themselves for a slice of the action, and tourism receipts for China as a whole are forecast to treble to
$60 billion in 2008. Given the size of the contracts, the authorities in Beijing will be particularly alert against the threat of
corruption. Overall, the government estimates that preparations for the Olympics will add between 0.3 and 0.4 percentage
points to China’s GDP growth (and about one percentage point to Beijing’s GDP growth) annually for the next seven
years. This official estimate falls within the range of international experience (figure 3.19).

Figure 3.19: Economic impact of hosting the Olympic Games

Size of the economy Estimated net economic impact

GDP, $bn GDP, $bn % of GDP

Seoul 2.6 182 1.4

Barcelona 16.6 577 2.9

Atlanta 5.1 7388 0.1

Sydney 4.3 429 1.0

* Source: Jones Lang LaSalle (2001, issue 1)

More widely, China’s offer to allow Taiwan to co-host some events was more than just a smart presentational
move, with the added benefit in Beijing’s eyes of underlining the “One China” principle. Assuming that this proves
to be an offer which Taiwan (whose government welcomed the award of the Games to Beijing) cannot refuse, it
should help to smooth and deepen cross-strait relations through to 2008 which, in turn, should lead to a sustained
improvement. And even if Taiwan does decline, the risk of a US boycott of the Games will act as a check on
China’s conduct towards Taiwan (and, possibly, more generally). That said, as is explored in more depth in chapter 8,
it would be going too far to suggest that, thanks to the Olympics, reconciliation between China and Taiwan and a
permanent peace are now just over the horizon.
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Box 3.6: How Fast Can China Grow?

Projecting potential growth is fraught with difficulties, especially in the case of China because the structure of its
economy is transforming fundamentally and so the chance of a non-linear change to its growth rate cannot be ruled
out. This uncertainty is compounded by the poor quality of data. A crude but straightforward technique is to assume
that the booms and busts cancel each other out so that potential growth equals the average growth rate over the
business cycle. Under this approach, the average GDP growth rate over 1978-2001 was 9.5%. If it is assumed that the
official GDP figures over this period are overstated by 1 to 2% (box 1.6), we estimate China’s potential growth rate
at between 7.5 and 8.5%.

In a more formal exercise, the World Bank (in China 2020: Development Challenges In The New Century) estimated
a production function for China over 1978-95. Assuming constant returns to scale, it was estimated that the three
factors of production – physical capital, human capital and the labour force – contributed 3.5 percentage points of
China’s 8.2% GDP growth rate over the period (adjusted for over-reporting), leaving 4.7 percentage points
unexplained. This residual can be broadly interpreted as productivity growth. At first glance, this rate of productivity
growth seems too high. However, there are some compelling arguments why productivity could be so high. First,
rather than assuming constant returns to scale, for a developing country like China there could have been increasing
returns to scale – that is, increases in inputs lead to a more than proportional increase in outputs, so that more of GDP
growth can be “explained” by increases in inputs. Indeed, Kim Jong-il and Lawrence Lau, writing in the Asia-Pacific
Economic Review in 1995, found increasing returns in other Asian economies. Second, China’s major transition from
a rural society to an industrial one has been a potent source of growth as factor inputs, especially labour, have been
transferred from sectors where marginal productivity has been relatively low (agriculture, SOEs) to sectors where
marginal productivity has been high (industry and services, non-state sectors). According to World Bank estimates,
over 1985-94 the reallocation of labour out of the SOEs contributed roughly 0.5 of a percentage point to GDP
growth, while the transfer of labour out of agriculture added 1 point.

Overall, our best guess is that China’s potential economic growth rate has probably slowed a little over the past two
decades, to between 7.5% and 8.0%. Beyond the next couple of years, the key to China’s economic success is not to
grow as fast as possible; rather, it is to improve the quality of growth so that it can be sustained without festering
economic imbalances. Herein lies the importance of persevering with economic reforms. Take the experience of the
1997-98 Asian financial crisis. The crisis countries – Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, South Korea, ands
Thailand – had enjoyed rapid GDP growth, averaging 7.1% from 1983 to 1997, only to suffer major economic
contractions in 1998; they have been struggling to regain investor confidence ever since. The Asian crisis was
triggered by foreign capital flight; but the inability to adjust reflected internal structural economic problems – problems
which had been allowed to build over many years. In retrospect, these problems now seem obvious:

• The financial sectors were inefficient – allowing non-creditworthy enterprises, with government backing, to
borrow to the hilt.

• Poor macroeconomic policies allowed balance of payments problems to build.

• Excessive government regulations and cronyism shielded inefficient enterprises from competition.

• The legal and institutional framework of the economy was inadequate to allow market forces to operate
efficiently.

• Capital account liberalisation was premature, occurring before domestic economic fundamentals were on a firm
footing – inappropriate, given the high degree of global capital mobility.

Employing a supply-side model of growth, and assuming that China meets its structural challenges, the World Bank
projected that China’s economy will grow at an average annual rate of 6.2% between now and 2020 (figure 3.21). As
the numbers suggest, the pace of potential GDP growth will slow over time from between 7.5% and 8.0% today to
7.0% over 2001-2010, and to 5.5% over 2011-2020. A number of factors will contribute to this slowdown. First,
demographics indicate that – because of China’s confluence of a rapidly ageing society and a low birth rate – the
labour force will have essentially stopped growing by around 2020. Second, as China develops, the law of
diminishing economic returns will start to set in. Third, the “catch-up” dividend to growth will fade as China’s
technology and skill gap with other economies narrows.
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Box 3.6 (continued): How Fast Can China Grow?

Nonetheless, at an average growth rate of 6.2% over 2001-2020, China’s economy will expand more than
threefold. By 2020, China’s agricultural and industrial sectors will be playing second fiddle to a dynamic services
sector; a typical worker will not be a self-employed farmer but a wage employee on a terminal contract in either
industry or services; the purchasing power of China’s domestic market could be larger than the whole of Europe’s;
and Chinese involvement with world financial markets, as a user and supplier of capital, will rival that of most
industrial countries. On our projections, at a 6.2% growth rate, China’s economy by 2030 will be bigger than each
of the major European economies, and could conceivably displace Japan to become the largest economy in Asia,
and the world’s second largest economy after the US. And these projections would be more optimistic if GDP were
measured using purchasing power parity (PPP), as the relative size of China’s economy is larger in PPP terms – S J
Burki, writing in the Financial Times on 11 June 2001 and assuming a long-term growth rate of 6.0%, projected
that China would be the world’s largest economy by 2025 at $25tr in PPP terms, followed by the US at $20 trillion
and India $13 trillion. However, even with such swift growth, the improvement in living standards needs to be put
into context. China’s GDP per capita in 2020 would have grown to only around $3,000 – less than that of Chile
today. This clearly highlights how crucial it is for China to sustain a strong economic expansion.

Figure: 3.20: Estimating China’s long-run economic growth potential*

Actual Projected

2000 2001-10 2011-20 2011-2020

Successful reforms

GDP 8.0 7.0 5.5 6.2

- Agriculture 2.4 4.2 3.7 4.0

- Industry 9.6 6.6 5.4 6.0

- Services 7.8 8.1 6.0 7.1

Unsuccessful reforms

GDP 8.0 2.9 4.5 3.7

- Agriculture 2.4 3.8 3.8 3.8

- Industry 9.6 1.7 4.0 2.9

- Services 7.8 4.4 5.5 5.0

*Source: Lehman Brothers’ estimates and the World Bank (1997), “China 2020: Development Challenges in the New Century”.

Figure 3.21: Nominal GDP projections (exchange rates in 2000, $ trillion)
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Consider the alternative scenario. If China fails to reform and consequently suffers a major economic crisis over
the next two decades, our projections show that China’s economy could grow by as little as 3.7% over 2001-2020.
Based on this low growth rate, China’s economy in 2020 would only be two-fifths the size of Japan’s economy by
2020, and China’s GDP per capita would be still under $2,000.
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Make or break for the Fourth Generation?

In essence, the challenges with which China’s Fourth Generation leaders have
to grapple when they take over in 2003 will be the same as those confronting
the present leadership, most notably:

• Reform fatigue and associated macroeconomic instability.

• The development – and improving the enforcement – of a business-
friendly legal and regulatory environment.

• Corruption.

• Striking the “right” balance between central authority and regional
autonomy and reducing the overall burden of bureaucracy.

• Escalating labour market pressures.

• Regional imbalances and rising income inequality.

• Rising public debt.

• Mounting environmental problems.

• An expanding entrepreneurial middle class looking for more political
freedoms.

• Growing dependence on foreign resources.

Whether China is successful or not in these key areas lies at the heart of
determining the economy’s long-run potential growth rate. And all this, in
turn, is likely to prove the major determinant in the CCP’s ability to retain
power in the longer-term and for China ultimately to move to a truly multi-
party system – a veritable spur to the Fourth Generation leadership to heed
Deng Xiaoping’s call to be “bolder than before”.

As far as the economy is concerned, if China is successful in implementing its
structural reform agenda, it could grow at an average rate of 6.2% over 2001-
2020. At this growth rate, China could displace Japan before 2030 to become
Asia’s largest economy and the world’s second largest economy after the US.
On the other hand, if China is unsuccessful a crisis of some sort cannot be
ruled out, resulting in average economic growth of as little as 3.7% over 2001-
2020, and to be only two-fifths the size of Japan’s economy by 2020. Indeed,
without reforms China risks “Japanizing” its economy.

We judge that China has the capacity successfully to complete its unfinished
reform agenda and to overcome the formidable challenges which lie ahead. In
the following three chapters we explain how it will do so.

The incoming leadership faces
clear but considerable challenges

Growth could be the major
determinant of political change

Growth could average around 6%
over 2001-2020

China can overcome the
challenges it faces
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4. Structural Reform:

The Foundation For Further Progress

Letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred
schools of thought contend is the policy for promoting
the progress of the arts and the sciences and a
flourishing culture in our land. Mao Zedong (1956)29

As China continues its economic transition, perhaps the biggest challenge for
the government will be to move away from direct interventions in product and
financial markets towards providing the institutional and policy frameworks
which help markets work efficiently. Within this shift of governance
“philosophy”, structural reform will be the key to further economic progress.

Accession to the WTO adds urgency for reform in five principal areas central
to the achievement of China’s overall objectives:

• Restructuring the SOEs.

• Improving corporate governance.

• Recapitalising the financial sector.

• Liberalising the capital markets.

• Establishing a national social welfare system.

The challenge is to implement these reforms in a harmonised and gradual
manner without jeopardising social, political and economic stability. The
remaining reform agenda is formidable (and the fiscal costs are large and
difficult to quantify). No other country – let alone the world’s most populous
nation – has been under so much pressure to develop economically in so short
a period. Highlighting the interdependency of China’s reforms, we argue that
recapitalising the banks will be a waste of fiscal resources if the enterprise
sector is not simultaneously subject to hard budget constraints. Yet enforcing
hard budget constraints on enterprises makes little sense if they are not
relieved of the burden of providing a broad range of social services. And all
these reforms will escalate public debt, which could threaten medium-term
fiscal sustainability unless government finances are prudently managed.

To overcome the challenges inherent in this process, it will be important for
China’s policymakers to keep the economy on an even keel; this, in turn, will
require judicious macroeconomic management. We argue that China has the
capacity to realise the requisite structural reforms in each of the five key areas
identified above and successfully achieve its overall reform objectives.

State-owned enterprises

Two decades ago China’s industrial landscape was dominated by hundreds of
thousands of state-owned enterprises. Some were strong performers; but, as
China began to make the transition from a command economy, it became clear
that most suffered from poor management, overstaffing, high tax rates,
outmoded technology, high debt, and excess capacity. This deep malaise was
rooted in an “iron rice bowl” system which did not penalise losses. Moreover,
China’s SOEs were required to provide cradle-to-grave welfare services –
pensions, housing, education and health care – which, in most other countries,
are borne by the government. The OECD estimates that total outlays by SOEs
for social benefits average around 34% of their payrolls.30

29 The One Hundred Flowers Movement was launched by Mao Zedong in 1956 to encourage
intellectuals to voice opinions about communist rule. However, so outspoken was the criticism
which followed that the party’s critics were swiftly crushed in the “Anti-Rightist Movement” of 1957.
30 “China in the Global Economy: Reforming China’s Enterprises” (page 93), OECD, 2000.

The government needs to favour
market-friendly institutional

and policy frameworks

There are five key areas for
structural reform

Reform must be balanced
against economic, political

and social stability

Historically, SOEs were not
penalised for inefficiency
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The authorities were initially reluctant to downsize the SOEs. Bankruptcy
procedures were time-consuming and costly, and downsizing would have
exacerbated China’s rising urban unemployment and social welfare problems
(see box 4.2). Instead, the government buttressed the SOEs with subsidies and
cheap credit, causing the red ink of the state enterprises to spill over into the
balance sheet of the state banks.31 As competition in China’s marketplace
intensified and the survival of the SOEs became inextricably linked to state
handouts, the future of China’s financial sector became increasingly
untenable. In 1985, one in ten SOEs admitted losses; by 1998 it was one in
two. The share of industrial output produced by state enterprises slumped from
76% in 1980 to 28% in 2000 (figure 4.1). Yet, SOEs still employ 38% of
urban workers, hold 65% of total net fixed assets and receive 80% of the
country’s state bank loans.

Figure 4.1: The demise of the SOEs
(% share of total industrial production and urban employment)
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Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

In March 1998, with the prospect of increasingly cutthroat competition
following China’s entry into the WTO, and with the predicament of the SOEs
so dire, Premier Zhu Rongji set an ambitious and radical goal of substantially
restoring SOE profitability in just three years. Since then, the emphasis has
been to privatise small state enterprises and to commercialise large ones under
the principle “seize the large and release the small”. The government has
focused on reforming 1,000 large SOEs – accounting for two-thirds of the
assets of industrial state enterprises and the majority of sales, tax receipts and
profits – by making them the core of the modern enterprise system, while
loosening its controls on the small and medium-sized SOEs.

31 Lu. D, Thangaelu. S and Hu. Q (2001) find empirical evidence that Chinese banks have had a
systematic lending bias in favour of SOEs.

Reluctance to resort to bankrupting
SOEs has led to mounting debt

WTO accession underpinned the
ongoing drive to SOE reform

Box 4.1: The Evolving Objectives Of Reform

In its 1997 report “China 2020: Development Challenges in the New Century”, the World Bank noted the evolution
in party thinking over the objectives of economic reform in China, as follows:

1978-79: A planned economy which is the “law of market exchange value”

1979-84: A planned economy supplemented by market regulation

1984-87: A planned commodity economy

1987-89: An economy in which the state regulates the market and the market regulates enterprises

1989-91: An economy with organic integration of a planned economy and market regulation

1993: A socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics

1999: Non-state sector is affirmed as an important component of the socialist market economy
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SOE restructuring has taken many forms, including mergers; initial public
offerings and joint ventures; worker and management buyouts; and, to a lesser
extent, bankruptcies. Since 1998, the textile industry has reduced the number
of cotton spindles by nearly 10 million and retrenched about one million
workers, while the coal industry has closed some 31,000 small and inefficient
mines. There have also been major restructurings in the sugar, steel
pharmaceuticals, non-ferrous metals and cement industries.

On the financial side, since 1999 four state-sponsored asset management
companies (AMCs) have taken over 1.4 trillion yuan of NPLs – loans
predominantly made to the SOEs – from the state banks, which is equivalent
to about 20% of their total loans. The AMCs continue their efforts to recover
the assets transferred to them from the state banks. The AMCs have signed
debt-for-equity swap agreements with SOEs, totaling more than 400bn yuan,
and as of September 2001, reportedly disposed non-performing assets totaling
93.1bn yuan in book value, and recovered 37.8bn yuan of assets, of which
23.3bn yuan was in cash.

On the welfare side, the process of transferring pensions, housing, health and
education obligations from the SOEs to government bodies is underway; but it
is a cumbersome task and progress has been slow. De-linking social security
benefits from employment in SOEs will help separate the commercial

SOE restructuring takes
many forms

Swapping SOE NPLs for equity
came in 1999

Progress on associated welfare
reform has been slow

Box 4.2: Bankruptcies – Multiplying But Comparatively Modest

According to the OECD’s report, China in the Global Economy: Reforming China’s Enterprises (2000), there have
been some 25,000 bankruptcies since the mid-1990s, including, more recently, some large SOEs. However, relative
to the number of insolvent enterprises, bankruptcies remain modest, and individual persons are not yet subject to any
bankruptcy regime. China’s current bankruptcy system is based on a law passed in 1988. China began drafting a
revised bankruptcy law in 1995 but has not submitted it for approval to the NPC, mainly because of intense debate
over the impact that an acceleration of bankruptcies – and therefore unemployment – would have on social stability.
Indeed, in October 2001, China’s Supreme Court ruled that bankruptcies of large SOEs could go ahead only with its
approval. The rationale for the centralisation of bankruptcy decisions is presumably to better control the pace of
bankruptcies so as to avoid jeopardising economic growth and social order. The World Bank estimated that, if half
of all SOEs which made losses in 1998 were liquidated on grounds of insolvency, some 20 million people would
join the ranks of the urban unemployed.

The 1988 bankruptcy law has provisions which make implementation difficult:

• It is unfriendly to creditors: new jobs must be found for all the workers of the bankrupt enterprise; or a
rehabilitation fee aimed at maintaining average living standards be paid to them.

• The burden of social welfare obligations – unemployment insurance, pension, housing, health, and education –
must be transferred to the local municipality (“social” factors have been a major constraint to SOE bankruptcy).

• Creditors’ claims must be treated consistently.

In practice, bankruptcy has been circumscribed by institutional capacity and incentives, such as management of
enterprises colluding with their local governments against national-level creditor banks. Creditor banks commonly
recover only 3% to 10% of their claims. Secondary markets for distressed assets are undeveloped, and restructuring
alternatives to liquidation are few. In a classic example, the Asian Wall Street Journal reported on 11 September
2001 that “China Construction Bank had taken 1300 of its downbeat customers to court between 1998-2000, and it
won judgements against 98% of them. However, the bank still has not been able to get its money back, in most cases
because China’s courts are ineffective at enforcing civil judgements, especially against SOEs”.

China needs to put more teeth into its bankruptcy laws, granting greater influence to creditors so that insolvent firms
can be forced into liquidation. Doing so would:

• Expedite the resolution of NPLs through asset management companies to improve solvency in the banking
sector.

• Help separate viable from non-viable enterprises.

• Pose an underlying threat to managers who under-perform.
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decisions of managers from the social concerns of the government and will
improve labour mobility by allowing workers to switch jobs without fear of
losing their benefits. Some municipalities are pooling pension obligations
across firms and earmarking payroll taxes for pensions, unemployment and
health benefits. The government has also started privatising socialist housing.

Overall, the government claims that it has broadly met its objective of
returning the SOEs to profitability, with aggregate profits increasing by 78%
in 1999 and by 140% in 2000. However, these impressive figures almost
certainly overstate the accomplishments of the authorities, as profit growth is
starting from a very low base; a non-trivial portion of the profit gains were
because of reduced interest payments as a result of debt-equity swaps; and one
of the most profitable industries was the state-monopolised oil sector, which
has benefited from the recent run-up in oil prices. Indeed, SOE profits fell by
1.6% y-o-y in Jan-Nov 2001.

Not in doubt are the major changes in the ownership structure of China’s
industrial sector, which are reducing the role of the state and thereby
increasing the competition and efficiency of the corporate sector overall.
China has 163,000 industrial enterprises with annual sales income above 5m
yuan, of which there are 61,000 SOEs, 43,000 collectives (ie TVEs and urban
cooperatives), 11,000 foreign-funded enterprises, and 48,000 share holding
and individually owned enterprises. The striking features are that, despite
having the most enterprises, total state output was eclipsed in 1994 by the
collective-owned enterprises; and that the SOEs’ output gap with foreign-
funded and share holding enterprises is rapidly closing (figure 4.2). Private
enterprises have become a significant and steadily growing factor in China’s
economic development, and now account for between 30% and 45% of GDP,
depending on the definition of “private enterprise”.

Figure 4.2: Industrial output by ownership (yuan, bn)
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The three-year campaign to turn around loss-making SOEs has led some 21
million state workers to lose their jobs between 1998 and 2000, with a further
five million estimated to be laid off in 2001. While estimates vary, if it is
assumed that there are still at least 15 million underemployed state workers,
then the reduction of SOE surplus labour could be largely completed within
the next three years. But this is still a daunting task. For SOE downsizing and
the stripping away of their social welfare obligations will put further pressure
on government revenues and sorely test the capacity of the labour market to
re-deploy laid-off workers.

Premier Zhu Rongji himself recently acknowledged that although much
progress has been made, SOE restructuring is far from over; our own

Government claims to be hitting
targets may be overstated

Changing ownership is increasing
efficiency overall

Over 25m state workers have lost
their jobs in the past four years

with many more to come
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assessment is that SOE reform is around the halfway mark.32 The liability-to-
equity ratio of SOEs has declined from over 200% in 1994, but still remains
high at 155% in 2000. Meanwhile, the IMF recently analysed a new
comprehensive financial survey of virtually all listed enterprises and found
that a high share – accounting for between 20% and 30% of the total debt of
all sample firms – are unable to generate enough cash flow to pay interest on
their debts. The IMF also found that the liquidity position of listed firms is still
weak, with long-term debt accounting for only between 6% and 8% of total
debt of domestically listed enterprises.33

To avoid the problems in the SOEs recurring, the government must further
reduce its influence and concentrate on building the institutional framework
which promotes fair and healthy competition. This, in turn, will foster efficient
factor and product markets. To this end more focus needs to be placed on:

• Strengthening the bankruptcy law and improving the legal system
generally.

• Improving corporate accounting practices.34

• Stamping out corruption.

• Reducing the power of state-run monopolies.

• Strengthening the credit risk assessment systems of the banks.

• Creating a level playing field with the non-state sector.

• Transferring the welfare role from the SOEs to the government.

• Better utilising the AMCs and the stock market to enhance corporate
governance. 35

Corporate governance

Most observers agree that, in the case of China, substantial productivity gains
are possible by separating the government’s ownership interests in SOEs from
commercial decisions, and by providing internal incentives and oversight
mechanisms so management acts in the interests of shareholders. Although the
relationship is not strong, the data show that those provinces with larger non-
state sectors tend to have faster growth in industrial output (figure 4.3).36

32 Writing in the Financial Times of 21 August 2001, Richard McGregor reported that, having
come close to declaring his 1998 goal met on target earlier this year, Zhu Rongji acknowledged in
a speech in Guizhou province that there was still some way to go, saying: “We should not
overestimate our achievements and be blindly optimistic, as China’s exports are facing difficulties
and many enterprises are facing renewed pressures and challenges.”
33 See Heytens. P and Karacadag. C (2001).
34 For many SOEs, inventories and receivables are credited as revenues in the income statement
and included in profits, even though neither of them generates cash, see Heytens. P and
Karacadag. C (2001).
35 For a detailed review of corporate governance in China, see “China in the Global Economy:
Reforming China’s Enterprises”, OECD, 2000.
36In a survey of Asian business by The Economist of 7 April 2001, the international accounting
firm, PricewaterhouseCoopers, calculated that the lack of corporate governance and
transparency and the antiquated legal system imposes a tax on doing business in China of 46%
(on top of the nominal government taxes).

Problems will recur unless the
government steps back
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Figure 4.3: Industrial output vs the size of the non-state sector in 1999
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A number of specific steps have been taken recently to enhance standards of
corporate governance, notably:

• China’s company law now requires independent directors and supervisory
boards.

• Remuneration packages are starting to become more closely tied to
performance.

• More enterprises are running training programmes for senior
management.

• The powers of the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) have
been strengthened.

• Listed enterprises must publish quarterly financial reports, and must be
audited by reputable international accounting firms.

By swapping debt for equity, the AMCs are helping to enforce better corporate
governance by becoming shareholders of enterprises and exercising their right
of participation in board and supervisory committee meetings. For example,
Beijing Cement’s debt was recently swapped for equity, giving Cinda AMC
71.4% ownership of the company and four seats in a board of seven directors.

However, for the corporate governance of state enterprises to be truly effective
a market-based framework is needed so that management decisions are based
purely on the profit motive. China’s WTO entry and a more competitive
marketplace created by the burgeoning non-state sector will help; but also key
is the role that capital markets can play in reducing government ownership.
The government has pledged to dilute its average ownership in state
enterprises from 62% to 51%, and is currently examining proposals on how
the state should reduce its ownership in listed companies without significantly
disrupting the stock market. The stock market will not only provide an
important source of finance; it will also be a powerful mechanism for
enhancing corporate governance through shareholder discipline. For example,
the flotations of some of China’s biggest SOEs which have recently come to
market – Petrochina and China Mobile – were preceded by major
restructurings.

Steps are being taken to enhance
corporate governance

AMC board participation is helping
improve governance standards

The stock market has a major
role to play
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Financial sector

The financial system is the lifeblood of an economy. So it is a major concern
that China’s NPL situation is serious and its full extent unknown; that its
banking sector’s capital asset ratio is low; and that its credit risk assessment
systems are woefully inadequate. Rudi Dornbusch of MIT and Francesco
Giavazzi of Bocconi University go as far to state that “for many observers, the
Chinese banking problem is one of the most serious in the world and perhaps
the most serious”.37

The core of China’s financial system consists of the four state-owned
commercial banks which together account for 85% of commercial bank assets
and about 66% of total financial sector assets. There are three policy banks,
created exclusively to finance government-directed investments, and 10 joint-
equity commercial banks. There is also a fringe of smaller financial
institutions, including 90 city commercial banks, some 40,000 rural and urban
credit cooperatives, more than 200 investment trust companies, 70 finance
companies, 15 leasing companies and an expanding presence of foreign
financial institutions in the form of representative offices and branches.

Figure 4.4: Assets of Chinese financial institutions in 2001 Q3

Yuan, bn

State commercial banks 9891

Other commercial banks 1778

Rural credit cooperatives 1534

Urban credit cooperatives 690

Finance companies 207

Insurance companies 409

Foreign funded banks 365

Total 14874

Memo item: Central bank 4030
Source: The People’s Bank of China Quarterly Statistical Bulletin

The weak state of China’s financial sector is inextricably linked to reckless
lending to the high-risk SOEs. The banking sector is a major source of
vulnerability for China’s economy, partly because its assets are highly
concentrated in the four state banks, but also because its sources and uses of
funds are so narrow.38 A hefty 73% of household financial assets are invested
in commercial bank deposits, and some three-quarters of state bank loans are
directed to the inefficient SOEs, often at the behest of the government. These
administratively allocated funds to the SOEs are referred to as “policy loans”
(zhengce daikuan). In the words of Nicholas Lardy (1998), “failure to solve
the problems of China’s unfinished economic reform likely would be reflected
first and most starkly in the financial system”.39

37 “Heading off China’s Financial Crisis” by Rudi Dornbusch and Francesco Giavazzi, BIS
Policy Papers, No. 7, October 1999.
38 The four state-owned banks are China Construction Bank, Bank of China, Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China and the Agricultural Bank of China.
39 “China’s Unfinished Economic Revolution”(page 16) by Nicholas Lardy, Brookings Institution
Press (1998).

The financial system is not yet
concern free

Four state-owned banks dominate

Financial sector weakness
is intimately linked to

lending to SOEs
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Figure 4.5: Sources and uses of funds of all financial institutions

Sept 2000

Yuan, bn

Sept 2001

Yuan, bn

% change

Sources of funds 13011.9 14955.0 14.9

Total deposits 12004.8 13911.5 15.9

Financial securities 3.4 2.5 -26.4

Currency in circulation 1389.5 1506.5 8.4

Foreign liabilities 39.1 47 20.0

Other -424.9 -512.4 20.6

Uses of funds 13011.9 14955.0 14.9

Total loans 9599.6 10897.3 13.5

Portfolio investment 1669.7 2169.7 29.9

Foreign exchange 1525.1 1654.0 8.5

Gold and silver 1.2 1.2 0.0

Advances to treasury 158.2 158.2 0.0

Foreign assets 58.2 74.6 28.3
Source: The People’s Bank of China Quarterly Statistical Bulletin.

To permit more competition among the banks and to improve the efficiency of
allocating loans, the government – at all levels – must take steps to end
essentially political interference in the lending decisions of the state-owned
banks. Admittedly, there has been some movement in this direction: three new
specialised policy banks were established in 1994 to take over the role of
providing policy loans; and, in 1997, the system of credit quotas for credit
allocation to SOEs was formally abolished. However, the transition is far from
complete. Government officials still make periodic statements encouraging
bank lending to SOEs by extending explicit or implicit guarantees; and
recently the state banks have become large purchasers of government
securities to help finance the government’s widening budget deficit.

Loose lending is best highlighted by the domestic credit to GDP ratio, which
rose from 101% in 1990 to 144% in 2001 (figure 4.6). There have, however,
been major compositional shifts in domestic credit. Overall business loan
growth has slowed (partly because of the transfer of bad debts to the AMCs);
but this has been more than offset by brisk housing credit growth and a
massive increase in financial institutions’ purchases of government securities
and investments, related to financing the budget deficit.40

With little attention paid to credit risk in the past, bank loans rapidly turned
sour; furthermore, bank profitability was also eroded by a heavy tax burden,
consisting of a 7% banking business tax and a 33% corporate income tax. In
1998 the PBOC governor Dai Xianglong reported that one quarter of bank
loans were non-performing. In urgent need of recapitalisation, the government
injected 270bn yuan into the banking sector that year, and in 1999 four AMCs
were established to work out the NPLs of the state-owned commercial banks41.
These AMCs have since purchased 1.4 trillion yuan of NPLs, equivalent to
about 20% of the state banks’ total loans outstanding.

40 The brisk housing credit growth is starting from a low base however, as mortgages still account
for under 10% of total state bank loans outstanding.
41 The four asset management companies are Cinda AMC for China Construction Bank, Orient
AMC for the Bank of China, Huarong AMC for the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China,
and Great Wall AMC for Agricultural Bank of China.

Political interference in lending
decisions remains a problem
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Figure 4.6: Domestic credit (% of GDP)
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The AMCs are now starting to dispose these purchased distressed assets –
through asset sales, debt equity swaps and bankruptcy in cases of
economically unsalvageable operations – but this task is fraught with
difficulties. The AMCs lack experienced and qualified personnel; potential
investors face an inadequate legal framework and property rights in some
sectors; and, given that the NPLs were purchased at face value, it will be
difficult to on-sell these loans, or the underlying swapped shares, at a profit.
Estimates suggest that the AMCs will have to sell these assets at a discount of
as much as 80-90% of face value. In November 2001, Huarong AMC held
China’s first international auction of NPLs, in which a foreign-led consortium
agreed to purchase 10.8bn yuan of NPLs at around 10% of book value. The
other three AMCs are also starting to sell off NPLs to foreign investors in
order to speed up the disposal of their distressed assets.42

To make matters worse, even after the transfer of 1.4 trillion yuan of NPLs to
the AMCs, the state banks are discovering new NPLs at an alarming rate; with
miniscule loan-loss provisioning of between 1% and 2% of total loans, their
capital bases are eroding again. As the end of 2001, the officially reported
NPL ratio of the state banks was 25.4%.43 Unofficial estimates are even more
stark. The IMF, for example, recently analysed the results of a new
comprehensive firm-level financial survey and concluded that an NPL ratio of
nearly 30% for the state banks should be regarded as a lower-bound estimate.
This suggests that additional efforts will be required for the state banks to boost
their capital adequacy ratio to the internationally recognised level of 8%.
Among the various options, the government could directly inject more public
funds into the state banks; the state banks could issue their own bonds for sale to
retail investors; and the AMCs could complete another round of NPL purchases.

Adding the latest official NPL estimate to those that have already been
transferred to the AMCs suggests that the total NPLs of the state banking
system is conservatively estimated to be around 3.5tr yuan, or about 42% of
total state bank loans outstanding. Moreover, although there have been some
recent improvements, the state banks’ NPL classification and credit appraisal
systems are still below international best practice, and enforcement is
lacking.44 This begs the question: how much will it ultimately cost the
government to recapitalise China’s financial sector?

42 Based on new comprehensive firm-level financial survey, the IMF estimated that close to 80% of total
NPLs are “structural”, in which structural is defined as NPLs belonging to firms whose debt-servicing
capacity will not improve by interest rate cuts or debt restructuring, see Heytens, P and
Karacadag, C. (2001).
43 The Bank of China took the unprecedented step of disclosing its NPL ratio, using standards
closer to those used by banks in the more transparent international markets. The reported NPL
ratio was 24.2% at the end of 2001, compared with 28.8% in 2000 and 39.3% in 1999. The
government has pledged that the NPL ratio of state banks will fall by 2-3% per annum.
44 China’s NPLs are still often classified only after principal (not interest payments) are past due,
and only the portion of principal past due (according to the original payment schedule) is

Four AMCs were set up in 1999 to
work out the NPLs of the

state-owned commercial banks

But “new” NPLs keep emerging

NPLs amount to over 40% of total
state bank loans outstanding
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Reflecting the paucity of data and the uncertainties involved, estimates of the
fiscal cost of recapitalising vary widely from between 27% of GDP to 50% of
GDP.45 Our own analysis suggests that if we assume that the total NPL
problem is around 3.5tr yuan, and if we assume that only 20% of these loans
could be recovered, then the cost to the government would be 2.8tr yuan, or
29% of 2001 GDP. Moreover, we consider this to be a conservative estimate,
as further SOE restructuring is likely to uncover fresh NPLs. And we have
ignored the NPL problems in the non-bank financial sector, which are as bad if
not worse. In sum, under more drastic scenarios it is possible that the fiscal
cost could be as high as 54% of 2001 GDP (figure 4.7).46

Figure 4.7: Estimates of the fiscal cost of bank recapitalisation
(yuan, trillion, % of 2001 GDP in parentheses)

Loan recovery rate (%)

10% 20% 30% 40%

40% 3.0 (31%) 2.6 (27%) 2.3 (24%) 2.0 (21%)

50% 3.7 (39%) 3.3 (34%) 2.9 (30%) 2.5 (26%)

60% 4.4 (46%) 3.9 (41%) 3.4 (36%) 3.0 (31%)

NPL ratio (%)

70% 5.2 (54%) 4.6 (48%) 4.0 (42%) 3.4 (36%)

Source: Lehman Brothers estimates

Figure 4.8: Costs of restructuring financial sectors and NPLs

Years Fiscal costs
(% of GDP)

Peak in NPLs
(%)

Argentina 1980-82 13-55 9

Argentina 1995 n.a. 30

Brazil 1994-96 4-10 9

Chile 1981-85 19-41 16

Colombia 1982-87 5-6 25

Finland 1991-93 8-10 9

Indonesia 1997- 45 64

Malaysia 1997- 12 24

Mexico 1994-95 12-15 11

Norway 1988-92 4 9

Philippines 1997- n.a. 15

South Korea 1997- 15 19

Spain 1977-85 15-17 n.a.

Sri Lanka 1989-93 9 35

Sweden 1991-93 4-5 11

Thailand 1997- 25 47

United States 1984-91 5-7 4

Uruguay 1981-84 31 n.a.

Venezuela 1980-83 n.a. 15

Venezuela 1994-95 17 n.a.
Source: “Financial Sector Crisis and Restructuring: Lessons from Asia”, IMF, Sept 1999. World
Economic Outlook, IMF, May 1998. Lehman Brothers estimates.

classified as non-performing, not the entire loan and unpaid interest. See Heytens, P. and
Karacadag, C. (2001, p.3) and Lardy, N. R. (1998, pp. 116-124).
45 The 27% of GDP estimate was by Nicholas Lardy (Lardy, N. R. 1999, “The Challenge of Bank
Restructuring in China”, BIS policy papers, No. 7.), while the 50% of GDP estimate was by
Standard & Poor’s.
46 In practice, it is important to note that the purchase of NPLs by the AMCs was financed by the
issuance of government bonds, and so the fiscal cost is actually in the form of interest payments
on government debt, which is spread over many years.

We estimate the cost of
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The rewards for success in China’s financial reform agenda are high. But, as
the 1997-98 Asian crisis testifies, the risks of failure are also high and the
costs could prove enormous. The encouraging news is that China is starting to
move in the right direction, notably:

• The four major state banks have shut down 21,000 branches and laid off
some two million workers.

• More incentive-based compensation systems have been introduced.

• In 1998, a new five-category risk-based loan classification system started
to be introduced, replacing the old three-category risk system.

• The state banks have moved to strengthen their credit rating systems by
centralising lending approvals.

• In 1999, banks were required to discontinue interest accrual for loans
overdue more than six months (formerly 12 months).

• Also in 1999, the central bank was restructured, with its 31 provisional
branches replaced with nine regional headquarters in a bid to strengthen
its supervisory oversight by minimizing interference from local officials.

• In November 2000, to strengthen enforcement the CSRC announced that,
to qualify to list on the stock market, banks would have to disclose their
NPLs in accordance with the new risk-based loan classification system.

• In 2001, the CSRC instructed that listed financial institutions should have
their books audited by both overseas and domestic accounting firms.

• There has also been a recent move toward commercialisation and
internationalisation. Three second-tier banks – Minsheng Bank, Pudong
Development Bank and Shenzhen Development Bank – are now listed on
the domestic stock exchanges, and their performance has been
encouraging, while a growing list of others are preparing listing and/or
private placements to raise equity. The bank of Shanghai has 18% of its
equity held by foreign banks. Bank of China, meanwhile, is expected soon
to launch an initial public offering.

Even with all these reforms, the supervision, accountability, transparency,
disclosure and underlying efficiency of China’s financial system remain well
short of international best practice, indicating that there is no room for
complacency. This is especially the case given that a condition of WTO entry
is that foreign banks can conduct local currency business with Chinese
enterprises two years after accession, and retail business after five years. To
compete with foreign banks, Chinese banks must address a number of
unresolved structural deficiencies, notably:

• The state banks need rigorously to enforce their stricter lending criteria,
which in practice means lending less to the SOEs and more to the rapidly
expanding non-state sector.47

• The overbearing tax burden on the state banks needs to be reduced, while
the provisioning for loan losses is woefully inadequate, and the definition
of NPLs is still too lax.

• The credit risk culture of bank management and loan officers needs to be
strengthened further, one of a number of areas in which performance
incentives and the hiring of non-Mainland bankers could help.48 The

47 A survey in 1999 found that private firms account for some 30% of GDP, but only get 1% of
bank lending. See Gregory, N. and Tenev, S. “The Financing of Private Enterprise in China”, the
IMF’s Finance & Development Magazine, March 2001, Volume 38, Number 1.
48 There is a precedent for this on the supervisory side. CSRC recently hired a former vice
chairwoman of Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission, Laura Cha, as its vice
chairwoman. The Shanghai stock exchange appointed Michael Wu, a former vice chairman of the

Encouragingly, China is starting to
move in the right direction

But there is some way to go to
match international best practice
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Industrial and Commercial Bank of China has taken the lead in this regard.
In July 2001, ICBC was the first of the state banks to hire a non-Mainland
banker to a senior advisory role to help improve its lending practices.

• The state banks need to be transformed into enterprise-like commercial
banks, and eventually listed on the stock market.

• Prudential supervision, transparency and accountability need to be improved.

While observers tend to focus on the banks, it is worth remembering that the
asset quality of non-bank financial institutions, which account for about one-
fifth of the financial sector, is as bad, if not worse, than that of the state banks.
The series of missed payments and defaults by the International Trust and
Investment Corporations (ITICs) is a case in point.49 The government has
responded by substantially reducing their scope of business, barring them from
accepting deposits, issuing bonds and borrowing abroad. However, the
government has yet to honour its pledge to slash the number of ITICs from
240 to about 40.

Rural credit cooperatives are also in bad shape, while the domestic insurance
market – dominated by state-owned firms – is plagued with financial
difficulties, including inadequate capital bases, lack of investment
opportunities and ineffective risk controls. Recently permitted foreign equity
investment in domestic insurance companies should help improve their
corporate governance.

As China moves toward a market-based economy, a necessary step to allow
banks better to price credit risk is interest rate deregulation. The government
has already taken some steps in this direction:

• Introducing treasury bill auctions.

• Initiating open market operations.

• Unifying the inter-bank market.

• Liberalising interest rates on foreign currency deposits.

However, domestic deposit and lending rates remain regulated.

In June 2000, the central bank announced a three-year phase-in period at the
end of which interest rates are to be fully determined by the market. This
programme seems to be falling behind schedule; but a cautious approach is
understandable, as liberalisation could lead to a sudden swing in deposit
balances among banks endangering the stability of the financial sector. On the
one hand, if the state banks continue to be protected by the government and do
not have to compete on profit, there is the risk that the liberalisation of deposit
rates will allow the state banks to undercut the more market-orientated smaller
banks with the inevitable consequence that deposits would flow to the worst
run banks. On the other hand, if the government cuts its implicit life-support
without there being significant management improvements, the liberalisation
of deposit rates could spark runs on the state banks. Indeed, China has no
formal deposit insurance system.50 The bottom line is that, barring full
government guarantees on bank deposits, the financial sector needs to be
reformed before interest rates on deposits can be fully liberalised.

SFC as its vice chairman, and the Shenzhen stock exchange placed former Hong Kong stock
exchange CEO, Alex Tsui, as a consultant. The chief outside advisor of the CSRC is Anthony
Neoh, former head of Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission.
49 The ITICs were founded in the early days of the reform era to attract international capital.
Several ran into difficulties in the second half of the 1990s thanks to corruption and
mismanagement compounded by the Asian financial crisis. One, in Guangdong (the GITIC),
collapsed in what was communist China’s biggest financial failure to date.
50 See Chang, G.G. (2001, p. 130).
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Capital markets

The iron hand of the state has ensured that China’s capital markets have
played a relatively minor role in the economy to date.51 The authorities fear
that uncontrolled capital market development would breed inefficiencies and
misallocate resources, drain resources from the state banks and result in
potentially destabilising foreign capital flows.

However, it is the norm in emerging economies that, after economic
development has proceeded for some time and appropriate regulatory
structures have been created, markets for equity and corporate bonds come to
play an important supplementary role to banks in the allocation of capital.52

Our assessment is that China’s economy has developed to the stage where it
can benefit immensely from well-functioning capital markets (see box 4.3).
But we are also mindful that history is scattered with examples of developing
countries which have allowed their capital markets to develop too rapidly,
resulting in destabilising forces and, in some cases, ending in financial crises.
We judge that China’s leaders have wisely opted for the middle road: capital
market liberalisation will proceed, but it will be gradual and it will be in step
with financial sector reform.

China’s stock exchanges are young, with an undeveloped legal and regulatory
framework. The stock exchanges in Shanghai and Shenzhen were formally
opened in December 1990 and July 1991 respectively. There are now 1160
firms – mostly large SOEs – listed on the two national stock exchanges.
China’s stock market capitalisation has risen from almost nothing a decade
ago to 47.4% of GDP, making it Asia’s second largest stock market by
capitalisation (figure 4.9).53

Figure 4.9: China’s stock market capitalisation (% of GDP)
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Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

At present, China’s stock market is dominated by some 60 million investors,
mostly “moms and pops”, many of whom lack reliable information on the
firms in which they are investing and whose trades are almost entirely driven
by rumour. The presence of sophisticated institutional investors is desperately
lacking. China’s stock exchange officials readily admit that insider trading is
rife among the 98 securities companies and 36 securities investment funds,

51 This section draws from “China in the Global Economy: Reforming China’s Enterprises”.
2000, OECD, Paris.
52 Nicholas Lardy. 1998. “China’s Unfinished Economic Revolution”, Brookings Institution
Press, Washington, D.C., page 130.
53 However, a large portion of the stock market consists of non-tradable state shares, as the
government’s average holding in listed SOEs is around 62%.
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while China’s insurance industry is in its infancy and its mutual funds are
small because of the preponderance of pay-as-you-go pension schemes. As a
result, these markets have serious flaws: liquidity is low; company accounts
are opaque; price manipulation is common; there is extensive government
intervention; and the rights of minority shareholders are neglected.

There are various types of Chinese share classes:

• A-shares: Local currency denominated shares listed on the Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock exchanges. These shares are owned by Chinese residents
and denied to foreigners.

• B-shares: Foreign currency denominated shares listed on the Shanghai (in
US$) and Shenzhen (in HK$) stock exchanges. Before February 2001,
these shares were restricted, at least in theory, to foreign investors.
However, in practice, Chinese nationals held a large portion of the B-
shares by setting up illicit overseas accounts. In February 2001, Chinese
residents were officially granted permission to buy shares in the B-share
market. With A-shares trading at price-earnings ratios of between 50 and
60 times, compared with around 20 times for B-shares, the policy
relaxation opened up huge arbitrage opportunities; the B-share indexes in
Shanghai and Shenzhen more than doubled to record highs but have since
given back some of these gains. Still, the policy objective has been
attained: the B-share market is now much more liquid, paving the way for
a greater number of better-quality enterprises to be listed.

• H-shares: Shares of companies incorporated in China, but listed in Hong
Kong. These shares are open to foreigners, but denied to Chinese
residents.

• Red chips: Shares of state-controlled Chinese companies which are
incorporated and listed in Hong Kong. These shares are open to
foreigners, but denied to Chinese residents.

This fragmentation of China’s stock market is at the root of its problems. A
company with A, B, and H shares today can have three different valuations. So
the opening up of the B-share market to Chinese residents is a step in the right
direction. Future steps toward stock market liberalisation could involve
combining the Shenzhen and Shanghai stock exchange main boards;
introducing stock-index futures; and allowing foreign-listed Chinese
companies (eg red chips in Hong Kong) to list China depository receipts on
China’s stock market.

In addition, the Chinese authorities are currently considering a proposal from
Hong Kong to establish a Qualified Domestic Institutional Investor (QDII)
scheme, which would allow selected domestic investors with appropriate QDII
certification to invest in foreign capital markets. Also, the Chinese authorities
are examining whether it is feasible for multinational foreign companies –
which have been incorporated in China as stock-holding companies – to list on
China’s stock markets. However, the principle underlying these investigations
is that China must be able to maintain effective control over capital flows.

Indeed, the complete integration of China’s stock markets is still a long way
off. To allow foreign investors fully to enter the local currency denominated
A-share market would require an easing of capital account restrictions.
However, the Chinese leadership is not prepared to introduce full capital
account convertibility until the economy’s fundamentals are in better shape to
cope with the “whiplash” of foreign capital flows.

There are four share classes

Fragmentation is at the root of
stock market problems

Integration is some way off
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There are countries which regulate capital inflows without completely denying
foreigners access to the local market. Taiwan, for example, has a Qualified
Foreign Institutional Investor (QFII) scheme that requires selected foreign
institutional investors to register with Taiwan’s Stock and Futures
Commission and to regularly report their transactions so that the authorities
can manage capital flows, and impose investment ceilings on QFIIs. We judge
that China will follow the Taiwanese model of gradually opening the A-share
market to foreign investors; but the operative word is “gradually”, as China’s
structural economic reform agenda is far from finished.

High on the priority list of structural economic reforms is improving stock
market efficiency, and the authorities have been accelerating efforts to develop
the supply and demand sides of the stock markets. Of course, the two sides are
closely inter-related and must be developed in tandem: professionally run
institutional funds will help enforce corporate governance and shareholder
discipline, yet these funds will be reluctant to enter the stock market until the
quality of listed companies improves.

On the supply side, the CSRC has recently been granted greater powers to
regulate the stock market and to improve the quality of listed companies.
China’s first Security Law was enacted in July 1999, but it has only been in
the last few years that these laws have started to be enforced, and indeed
strengthened.54 In February 2001, it was ruled that enterprises which posted
losses for three years or more would be de-listed if they failed to return to
profit within six months. Two months later, loss-making Shanghai Narcissus
Electric Appliance became the first company to be de-listed from China’s
stock exchanges, followed closely by two more companies, and de-listing
warnings have been issued to 12 others because of poor performance.
Accounting regulations are also being tightened. In August, government
regulators announced that they had sacked, fined or suspended 63 executives
from 13 accounting firms for fabricating financial data. In June 2001, the
CSRC approved new, stricter, listing rules, including a requirement that those

54 In July 1999, China’s first Security Law was enacted, which stipulated transparent procedures
for examining and approving applications for stock issuance and listing; new rules strengthening
disclosure requirements, including requiring firms to publish annual reports on the internet; and
tougher penalties on false disclosure and improper trading activities.
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Box 4.3: What Role Can Capital Markets Play In China’s Economic Development?

Through efficient capital markets, shareholders and creditors can monitor the performance of their investments and
make company managers accountable to increased scrutiny, higher standards and greater transparency. But that is
just the tip of the iceberg. Well-functioning capital markets would also:

• Provide China’s thrifty households with new saving instruments, helping them to diversify their asset portfolios
and boost returns. At present, of total financial assets of households, 73% is invested in bank saving deposits,
11.0% in bonds, 7.0% in cash, and only 6.0% in equities, with the remainder in insurance.

• Allow the government to divest ownership in SOEs, providing vital funds needed for social security
programmes. The government’s average holding of shares in listed SOEs is currently about 62%, and these
shares are not tradable on either of the two stock exchanges.

• Be a significant intermediary for long-term investment, and a catalyst for industry reorganisation, especially
mergers and acquisitions.

• Be an important investment vehicle for China’s pension funds, as an outlet for higher returns on the investment
of retirement savings.

• Reduce the domineering intermediary role of the state banks, thus cushioning the impact of a banking crisis on
the economy.

• Improve the pricing of financial assets, contributing to greater efficiency in the allocation of economic resources.
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companies seeking a listing must have made a profit for the past three
consecutive years. The rules are also being tightened so that funds raised from
company share sales are used to expand business, instead of buying stocks.55

The CSRC is also ditching a quota system which determines the order in
which companies may list – a system which overtly discriminated against non-
state enterprises. In its place 33 authorized underwriters – rather than
provincial governments – will sponsor IPO candidates; approval will be given
on financial, rather than political, grounds. China’s large, and generally more
profitable, (H-share) companies listed in Hong Kong are already eyeing the
mainland market for secondary listings. In July 2001, Sinopec, China’s second
largest oil company, raised $1.4bn in an A-share market offering, the largest
ever, and PetroChina and China Unicom are expected to float on China’s stock
markets in the near future.

The CSRC has also drafted new rules on corporate governance which will
require at least one-third of company board members to be independent
appointees, and at least one independent director should be a professional
accountant. This is a big shift given that currently almost all company
directors are former employees or relatives of company officials. Also, all
listed companies must begin issuing quarterly financial reports in 2002, and
must be audited by a reputable international accounting firm.

Plans to set up a second-board stock market – originally expected late in 2000
– have been postponed; the aim is to help start-up technology firms raise
funding by having looser listing requirements. The obvious reason for the
postponement is the bursting of the tech bubble; but there are also fears that
setting up a new second-board for enterprises with little track record would be
going against the grain of cleaning up the stock market. Still, the flip side is
that China’s technology start-up companies have few sources of financing, as
venture capital is in its infancy and the state-owned banks remain reluctant to
lend to small private firms.

On the demand side, the development of institutional investors – mutual funds,
insurers and pension funds – is sorely needed to intermediate China’s vast
pool of retail savings. Institutions generally take broader and longer-term
fundamental views and this would help Chinese investors diversify risk and
obtain adequate financial services. Institutional investors also have the clout to
insist on better corporate governance of firms in which they invest.

China has 36 investment funds, but they are mostly tiny and inexperienced;
and, because they are “closed-end” funds, they must be liquidated every five
years. However, moves are afoot to allow retail investors to invest in mutual
and pension funds run by professionals.56 Two “open-end” mutual funds began
business in September 2001, and many Chinese banks are rushing to form
joint ventures with foreign banks in managing security investment funds, as a
first step before launching open-ended mutual funds. Regulations have also
recently been relaxed in the insurance and pension fund industries. Traditionally,
insurance companies have invested most of their $50bn in assets in bank
deposits and government bonds, but new regulations will allow insurance
companies to invest 15% of their assets in the stock market. The government’s
social security fund has $7.4bn in assets, also mostly in bank deposits and
government bonds, but in December 2001 investment restrictions were eased
to allow up to 40% of the Fund’s assets to be invested in the stock market.

55 In an 18 June 2001 report, the Shenzhen Stock Exchange found that half of the 56 companies
that raised additional equity funds used the funds to buy stock rather than expand their business.
56 China’s WTO commitment entails that foreign companies can immediately form joint ventures
with Chinese companies to manage domestic securities investment funds, but foreign ownership in
a joint venture cannot exceed 33%. The ceiling will be raised to 49% in 2004. Also in 2004,
foreign companies will be allowed to form joint ventures with Chinese companies to manage
brokerages, but foreign ownership will be limited to 33%.
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The urgency of developing China’s stock markets to facilitate the country’s
other economic reforms was highlighted in June 2001, when the government
ruled that listed SOEs must sell a portion of their own shares equal to 10% of
the total issuance from future IPOs. The proceeds were to go to the
government’s cash-strapped social security fund. However, China’s stock
market was unable to cope with this policy initiative, slumping by over 30%,
and forcing the government to suspend its state share-sell programme in
October 2001. The government is currently reviewing proposals on how to
revamp the programme so that it causes less disruption to the stock market.
One possibility would be not to sell the largely non-tradable state shares, but
simply transfer them to the national social security fund, and allow it to float
them gradually.

Figure 4.10: Debt and equity raisings and debt outstanding in 2000

Yuan, bn

Total capital raised 848.8

Equity 210.3

Debt 638.5

Government 630.2

- Treasury bonds 465.7

- Policy financial bond 164.5

Corporate bonds 8.3

Total debt outstanding 2191.9

Government 2105.7

- Treasury bonds 1367.4

- Policy financial bond 738.3

Corporate bonds 86.2
Source: China Statistical Yearbook, CEIC Data Co., Ltd.

The debt market is the least-developed part of China’s capital markets. With
billowing budget deficits, developing the bond market will be crucial for
tapping China’s massive domestic savings and financing its long-term large
infrastructure development needs. While there has been substantial issuance of
government bonds in recent years, the treasury market is primitive, and
China’s private bond market is tiny. The World Bank estimates that future
demand for infrastructure financing in China will be as much as $75bn over
the next decade – well above the stock of outstanding enterprise bonds today
of about $10bn.

A bond market that is well developed can provide important benefits to
China’s economy:

• It provides a market-determined term structure of interest rates, which can
serve as a benchmark for pricing credit risk.

• It can serve as a launch pad for developing an efficient derivative market
for managing financial risks at low cost.

• It could lower funding costs for best quality borrowers.

• It introduces healthy competition to the banking sector, and allows the
transfers of risk through, for example, mortgage securitisation.

There were three interesting developments last year signaling that China’s
leaders are keen to develop the private bond market. First, the CSRC has been
actively promoting the convertible bond market, as an alternative to IPOs, for
enterprises seeking to raise funds. In the first seven months of the year, 15
companies announced plans to issue convertible bonds, adding to just three
such existing highly illiquid issues outstanding on China’s two exchanges.
Another 85 companies had applied to the CSRC to issue convertible bonds.
Second, the government flagged the possibility in August 2001 of the state

The corporate debt market is the
least developed
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banks issuing their own long-term bonds to retail investors to deepen the
corporate debt market, and also to help improve the central bank’s
implementation of monetary policy, which is increasingly being conducted
through open market operations. And third, there are plans to unify China’s
two domestic bond markets to boost liquidity. China currently has two
separate venues for trading bonds: the inter-bank market and the country’s
stock markets.

However, in order properly to develop a private bond market, an appropriate
framework first needs to be put in place. Bond issuers must meet minimum
standards of capital structure, financial strength and management quality.
Those companies which qualify need to be rated by reputable credit rating
agencies in order to attract institutional investors.

Pension reform

As already noted, the reform of social services necessitated by the dismantling
of the SOEs is multifaceted, covering the health and education sectors,
unemployment benefit and pensions. Pension reform is of particular potential
relevance to investors.

The “one child” policy introduced in China in 1979 means that the elderly are
rapidly accounting for an increasing proportion of the population. A working
couple today usually has to support four retired parents; this is known in China
as the 1-2-4 phenomenon – one child, two parents, four grandparents.
Ensuring financial security for the elderly will be a major challenge because
China’s labour force growth is slowing; on some projections, by 2030 the total
workforce will start to decline in absolute numbers. Today, there are ten
people of working age for every pensioner; the World Bank estimates that by
2020 there will be six and by 2050 only three.57

Although reforms are underway, China’s pension system is mainly restricted
to retired SOE workers in urban areas; and it is still an under-funded pay-as-
you-go scheme where generous payments to current retirees are financed
almost entirely from the current pension contributions made by enterprises and
workers. Pension coverage for rural workers and employees in private
enterprises is sparse. Moreover, the ailing SOEs often fail to make pension
payments, forcing families to do more to help support their elderly members.
Without more formal arrangements, it is feared that a pension crisis could
result in undermining China’s traditional reverence for the elderly.

In an attempt to avert a crisis, China is starting to adopt the World Bank’s
three-pillared system which combines social pooling with funded individual
accounts. The first pillar provides a basic pension to keep pensioners above
the poverty line. The second pillar comprises mandatory, fully funded
individual accounts, requiring employees to pay a certain contribution rate of
their salaries. The third pillar is a supplementary pension, which employees
could choose to provide or individuals could choose to save for. But, in
practice, implementation and enforcement of the scheme is still seriously
lacking. In 2001, China’s new pension network covered around 140 million
retirees, yet individual contributions were falling in arrears and many local
governments and enterprises were too financially strained fully to meet their
obligations, with government pension payments for retirees totaling just 2bn
yuan (0.02% of GDP).

57 See page 52 “China 2020: Development Challenges in the New Century”, the World Bank, 1997.
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For example, the latest available figures for the pension reform experiment in
Liaoning province show that virtually all SOEs were in arrears on wages,
pensions and health-care reimbursements; and some 15% had stopped paying
altogether.58 In some cases, enterprises are financing pension payments by
borrowing from state banks. Nationwide, it is estimated that as many as one-
third of SOEs fail to honour their pension obligations.59 In some provinces the
responsibility for paying pensioners has shifted from the SOEs to the local
governments, which pay pensions from pooled funds which are replenished by
enterprise contributions. However, this arrangement has serious design flaws.
Participation by private enterprises is lacking, enforcement is lax, and fails to
make pension benefits transferable from one locality to another where workers
need portable accounts to enhance their mobility. They also need privately-run
pension schemes to allow an element of choice as to who manages their
contributions.

The challenge is to persevere with pension reforms, lest the contribution rate
have to rise – on some estimates to as high as 40% of the wage bill by 2035,
making most enterprises financially non-viable.60 And even if China quickly
implements the World Bank scheme there will still be the challenge of funding
existing pensions and the accumulated pension rights of workers under the old
pay-as-you-go system. China’s pension fund assets are estimated at only
$15bn, while its unfunded pension liabilities are fast approaching $1 trillion.
And unless a concerted effort is made to adopt the World Bank’s three-pillar
system, this figure could redouble over the next two decades.

In a bid to help fund China’s chronically under-funded welfare system, the
Chinese authorities ruled in June 2001 that 10% of the proceeds from new
equity issues by SOEs must be used to finance the national social security
fund. However, in a classic example of how a new policy measure may be
good for one area but bad for another, the government had to suspend the
equity ruling in October because it had sparked a major sell-off in the equity
market on fears of a supply overhang. The policy reversal underlies the
conflicting aims in implementing pension reform in conjunction with other
economic reforms. With the pension time bomb ticking, the government is
urgently seeking alternative methods of disposing of state shares to raise
funds, as well as alternative measures to bolster the finances of the pension
system. These measures could include raising funds by selling other state
enterprise assets, issuing special government bonds, increasing the employee
and employer pension contribution rates, reducing the generous indexing
scheme of pensions and extending the relatively young retirement age
(currently 60 for men and 55 for women).

The other important issue which China’s leaders must consider is how to
achieve sufficiently high investment returns on pension funds. This is where
the pension system will become closely linked to capital market liberalisation;
for international experience shows that privately managed funds earn better
returns than publicly managed ones. The investment choices of China’s
pension funds will become a burning issue because the funds will be managing
gigantic sums. The social security ministry estimates that China will have $1.8
trillion pension money in funded schemes by 2030, making China’s pension
funds a major player in international capital markets.

58 “China’s State-Owned Enterprises: The Long March”, The Economist, 30 September 2000.
59 “Getting their Skates On”, The Economist, 3 June 2000.
60 See page 53 “China 2020: Development Challenges in the New Century”, the World Bank, 1997.
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5. Macroeconomic Policies In The Medium Term

China’s entire leadership is one of reformers, albeit with
different ideas on how to reform, which models to adopt,
and how to apply certain monetary tools and social
welfare systems to China’s often-unpredictable economic
and social environment. Laurence J Brahm (2001)61

Fiscal policy

China’s economy has become increasingly dependent on public finances, a
situation which cannot continue indefinitely. Cyclical and structural elements
underscore China’s fiscal dynamics. On the structural side, the scarcity of
government revenues has been a major problem. Cyclically, the economy has,
in recent years, relied heavily on government spending as a prop against the
volatile global backdrop and the negative headwinds from SOE reforms.62

Government revenues as a percentage of GDP experienced a secular decline
from 31.4% in 1978 to around 10.9% in 1996, before recovering to 17.1% in
2001 – a ratio which is below the norm for countries at a comparable stage of
development. Revenues have dwindled largely because of a taxation policy
that has relied heavily on income from the ailing state enterprises, as well as
tax avoidance and evasion. The recovery in revenues since 1997 is
encouraging. But it is still, structurally, too low; and, consequently, the
government has had to increase borrowing to meet its expenditures.63

This is reflected in the official fiscal deficit, which has widened from 0.8% of
GDP in 1997 to around 3.0% in 2001 with a larger deficit budgeted for 2002.
These figures grossly underestimate the “true” fiscal deficit, as they exclude
debt servicing costs and extra-budgetary expenditures. For a more accurate
assessment of government finances our preferred measure is public debt
issuance, which was equivalent to 4.7% of GDP in 2000 (figure 5.1).64

According to World Bank estimates, China’s explicit public debt (domestic
and foreign) rose to around 23% of GDP in 2001.65 While rising quite sharply
in recent years, the public debt ratio is still quite low by international
standards. Nonetheless, fiscal sustainability is at risk in the medium term, as
the government faces many contingent liabilities, including the fiscal costs of
re-capitalising the financial sector66, developing a national social welfare
system, and financing much of the social, physical and institutional
infrastructure necessary for sustainable economic growth. The risk is that, at
some point, the government’s weak finances cause public debt to rise to
unsustainable levels, with serious consequences for the economy.

61 “China’s Century: The Awakening Of The Next Economic Powerhouse” by Laurence J Brahm
(Wiley, 2001).
62 The government has issued stimulus packages in the form of special policy bonds valued at
150bn yuan in 1998, 60bn yuan in 1999, 150bn yuan in 2000 and 2001, and at least 150bn yuan
expected to be issued in 2002. According to the State Statistics Bureau, these stimulus packages
have contributed between 1.5 to 2.0 percentage points to GDP growth in recent years.
63 The recent recovery in government revenues has been driven by a combination of factors,
including a government crackdown on corruption, and the introduction of a new tax on interest
earned on bank saving deposits.
64 The World Bank estimates that almost two-fifths of government-controlled investment is
financed from bank loans rather than the budget, and that the consolidated budget deficit (i.e. the
budget deficit plus lending by the banking sector to finance government-directed investments) is
more than twice as large as the official budget deficit. See page 25-28, “China 2020:
Development Challenges in the New Century”, the World Bank, 1997.
65 China, Macroeconomic Update, the World Bank Country Office in Beijing, September 2001.
66 Indeed, much of the non-performing loans are the result of government-directed lending by the
state banks.
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To emphasise the urgency of improving government finances we have
presented our own projections of China’s public debt out to 2010 based on
three different scenarios. The projections show how public debt sustainability
depends directly on both the primary fiscal balance (ie the fiscal balance
minus debt servicing costs) and the difference between real GDP growth and
the average real interest rate paid on government debt.67

Figure 5.1: Government finances (% of GDP)
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As a starting point, we have assumed that over the next decade China’s real
GDP growth rate averages 7.0% per annum and the long-term real interest rate
averages 5.0% per annum.68 For the primary fiscal balance, we have
considered three different scenarios:

• Our “good” scenario assumes that China’s primary budget deficit averages
4.5% of GDP over 2001-2010, consisting of 1.5% of GDP for re-capitalising
the financial sector and 3.0% of GDP for government spending on
pensions, housing, health, education and labour market support.69

• Our “bad case” scenario assumes a larger primary budget deficit of 7.0%
of GDP.

• Our “ugly” scenario assumes a deficit of 9.0% of GDP.70

67 Technically, the change in the public debt-to-GDP ratio is based on the following formula:
∆dt = pbt + dt-1(rt-gt), where “d” is the public debt-to-GDP ratio, “pb” is the primary fiscal
balance expressed as a percentage of GDP, “r” is the real interest rate and “g” is the real GDP
growth rate.
68 The GDP growth projection of 7.0% per annum over 2001-2010 is based on our earlier
analysis of determining China’s long-term growth rate (see Box 3.6). The projection of a 5.0%
long-term real interest rate on government bonds is similar to that used in other studies (See
Nicholas Lardy. 1998. “China’s Unfinished Economic Revolution”, Brookings Institution Press,
Washington, D.C., page 164).
69 We conservatively estimate that the one-off cost to the government of financial sector re-
capitalisation will be 29% of GDP. To finance this by issuing bonds at a real interest rate of
5.0%, the government will incur an interest cost of around 1.5% of GDP per annum (see figure
4.7 in chapter 4). The projected financing costs of 3.0% of GDP resulting from the government
taking over the social welfare programmes previously provided by the state enterprise is similar
to estimates by Nicholas Lardy (See Nicholas Lardy, 1998. “China’s Unfinished Economic
Revolution”, Brookings Institution Press, Washington, D.C., page 161).
70 Our bad and worst case scenarios could come about because the costs of re-capitalising the
financial sector and developing the necessary social, physical and institutional infrastructure turn
out to be higher than estimated. For example, in our analysis of the financial sector, our worst
case scenario is that the fiscal cost of bank re-capitalisation would be 54% of GDP, which is
equivalent to 2.7% of GDP per annum if the government issued bonds. Also, besides these
structural fiscal costs, the government may have to continue to run primary budget deficits to
cyclically support the economy, especially if the reform process takes longer than expected.

We consider three different
scenarios going forward
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The simulations show that, with government revenue held constant as a share
of GDP, the realisation of the government’s contingent liabilities sees the
public debt-to-GDP ratio rise from 23% in 2001 to 60% in 2010 under the
good scenario. Under the bad scenario, the public debt-to-GDP ratio increases
to 84%, and under the ugly scenario it jumps to 103% (figure 5.2).

At first blush, the projections under the “bad” and “ugly” scenarios might
appear dramatic. But it is worth remembering that in recent years other Asian
countries have experienced public debt trajectories not dissimilar to these.
Since 1996, the public debt-to-GDP ratios have jumped sharply in Thailand
(16% to 55%), South Korea (12% to 40%), the Philippines (53% to 90%) and
Indonesia (27% to 100%).

Figure 5.2: Public debt projections (% of GDP)
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These debt projections illustrate that structural reforms will be a growing drain
on government finances; and that, without medium-term fiscal consolidation,
public debt could rise to unsustainable levels with serious consequences for
the economy. Today, some 8% of government revenues are spent on financing
public debt; but, based on our projections and assuming no improvement in
revenue collection, this burden will rise to 17% in 2010 in the good scenario,
to 25% in the bad scenario and to 30% in the ugly scenario.

Even under our good scenario it is clear that the government must use its
resources as efficiently as possible. The most obvious area in need of
improvement is revenue collection. We estimate that to hold public debt
steady at the current GDP ratio of 23%, revenues need to increase by 3.7
percentage points of GDP in the good scenario, by 6.1 percentage points of GDP
in the bad scenario, and by 7.9 percentage points of GDP in the ugly scenario.

Encouragingly, taxation policy is moving in the right direction. Revenues as a
percentage of GDP rose from 10.7% in 1995 to 17.1% in 2001, as the
government has intensified its crackdown on tax evasion and began to phase
out the plethora of tax exemptions for foreign firms in a bid to adopt a uniform
tax system. Still, government finances need to be improved further, which will
likely entail improving revenue collection and administrative efficiency,
searching for new types of taxes, as well as broadening the tax base, especially
with regard to the non-state enterprises and the personal sector.

Best use of government resources also points to developing institutions which
will make budget formulation more transparent to the public and responsive to
its needs, and expanding the system of intergovernmental transfers from richer
to poorer provinces. In conjunction with improving the revenue base and the
quality of expenditure, the government could ease the burden on public
finances by accelerating the privatisation of state assets.

Simulations put the debt-to-GDP
ratio at between 60% and

103% in 2010

Between 17% and 30% of revenues
could go in debt repayment by 2010

Revenue collection needs
improvement…

…as does taxation policy

Budget formulation transparency
and accelerated privatisations

would help
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Monetary policy

Monetary policy in China was initially based on credit quotas and other
administrative controls to influence money and credit supply. However, as
international experience has shown, financial deregulation and the move to a
more market-based economy tend to reduce the effectiveness of direct policy
instruments. China is no exception.

The spawning of non-bank financial institutions, greater integration with the
world economy, more sophisticated vehicles for saving and investment and the
nascent development of capital markets has complicated the PBOC’s task of
directly controlling liquidity. Recognising this, the central bank is making the
transition from direct to indirect market instruments for monetary control.
State bank credit quotas were officially eliminated in 1998, and instead the
PBOC now influences the monetary and credit aggregates through open
market operations in the inter-bank and treasury markets. The central bank has
also introduced bank reserve requirements and a rediscount facility to control
the liquidity of the financial system, thereby enhancing flexibility in
influencing short-term market interest rates through open market operations.

In response to China’s economic slowdown, the PBOC has reduced interest
rates on seven successive occasions since 1996 and the bank reserve
requirement ratio was lowered from 8.0% to 6.0% in November 1999. The
interest rates on one-year loans and deposits are now quite low at 5.85% and
2.25%, respectively. The PBOC has been quite successful in using its
relatively new instruments to maintain an accommodative monetary policy so
as to support money and credit growth, although recently the financial
aggregates have softened. Despite strong expansions in mortgage and
consumer credits, the growth in bank lending has slowed from 14.3% y-o-y in
January 2001 to 11.6% in December.

Of the monetary aggregates, the broader M2 measure moderated from 15.2%
y-o-y growth at the beginning of 2001 to 14.4% in December, just above the
central bank’s target range of 13-14%. However, M1 growth slowed from
16.8% y-o-y to 12.7% in December, and is now well below the central bank’s
target range of 15-16% (figure 5.3). The PBOC has decided to keep the 13-
14% target range for M2 growth, but has lowered the target range for M1
growth to 14-15%. The slowdown in the narrow money supply, coupled with
the return to deflation, is increasing the likelihood that the PBOC will lower
domestic interest rates further in 2002.

Figure 5.3: Financial aggregates (% y-o-y)
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China’s accession to the WTO will place a greater responsibility on monetary
policy to manage aggregate demand as financial institutions, companies and
households become more sophisticated and responsive to market signals. For
the monetary policy transmission mechanism to continue to work effectively it
will be important that changes in short-term interest rates quickly ripple
through the maturity spectrum of financial institutions’ assets and liabilities.
Banks must also have the flexibility to adjust their domestic deposit and
lending rates in order to price credit risk efficiently, and to compete effectively
for funds with each other and with the burgeoning capital markets. The PBOC
governor, Dai Xianglong, at his annual press conference on 15 January 2002
remarked that “we will increasingly guide interest rates through open market
operations”.

Figure 5.4: Interest rates (% p.a.)
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Against this backdrop, the June 2000 announcement by PBOC governor Dai
Xianglong that interest rates would be fully determined by the market over a
three-year phasing-in period was very significant. In September 2000, the
PBOC duly liberalised interest rates on foreign currency deposits above $3m
and on all foreign currency lending. Consequently, in tandem with the
reduction in the US Federal funds rate, China’s one-year US dollar deposit
rate was lowered on ten occasions in 2001 to 1.25%. However, there have
been no further moves in interest rate liberalisation thus far.

It is expected that the next step will be to deregulate domestic lending rates at
rural credit cooperatives, followed by a widening of the fluctuation band of all
other lending rates. The PBOC is likely to leave the liberalisation of domestic
deposit rates until last; for a move to market-determined deposit rates could
trigger a run on bank deposits, endangering the stability of the fragile financial
sector. This highlights the fact that interest rate liberalisation is heavily
dependent on the progress in financial sector reform.

Given the weakness of the financial sector, it is likely that China’s interest rate
liberalisation programme will be delayed. This would not be a major setback
provided that the delay is, at most, two years. But an extended delay would
increase the risk of a serious misallocation of credit – and, hence, a banking
crisis – as a key condition of WTO entry is that foreign banks can compete for
local currency business after two years, and for retail business after five years.

WTO accession means new
challenges for monetary policy

The commitment to liberalise
interest rates by 2003 may slip but

this need not be a major setback
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6. Economic Impact Of China’s WTO Accession

The accession of China to the world trading community is
potentially the largest trading bridge between China and the West
since Marco Polo’s voyages in the 13th century. Sander Leven,
US House Ways and Means Committee (29 June 1999)

From 23 to 143

In April 1948, China had the distinction of being one of just 23 founding
signatories to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). However,
in 1950 the Nationalist administration in Taipei pulled China out of the
GATT, and it was not until July 1986 that the authorities in Beijing applied to
re-join. After over 15 years of negotiations, China became the 143rd member
of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) on 11 December 2001.71

Impact imminent

As a new member of the WTO, China has committed itself to a comprehensive
package of trade and investment liberalisation, typically phased in over two to
five years. China will reduce tariff and non-tariff restrictions; limit farm
subsidies; provide full trading and distribution rights to foreign firms; and open up
its services sector (see Annex D for a sectoral breakdown of the main features
of China’s accession agreement). In return, the rest of the world will eliminate
quotas on China’s exports of clothing and textiles five years after accession.

Quantitative predictions of the impact of WTO accession on China’s economy
are subject to a wide margin of error. So, rather than developing our own
estimates, we have surveyed a sample of ten recent research papers on this
topic (see box 6.1). Not surprisingly, given the differing assumptions, the
quantitative results of these studies vary widely; but qualitatively they tell a
similar story – the long-term growth benefits of a more liberal trading system
far outweigh the costs of short-term adjustment.72

China will experience short-term disruption to its economy. Rising
bankruptcies and the displacement of workers are likely, as increased trade
competition forces a reallocation of resources away from protected and/or less
competitive industries to sectors where China has more of a comparative
advantage. According to the IMF, WTO accession will subtract 0.3% from
China’s real GDP growth in the first year (but will positively contribute to
growth in subsequent years). The potential losers include the highly protected
agricultural, telecommunications and banking sectors and some of the more
capital-intensive industries such as automobiles, steel, machinery and
petrochemicals. Many of these sectors are dominated by inefficiently run
SOEs. To give one example, China has around 120 motor vehicle companies,

71 China’s negotiating process was finally concluded in the early hours of Saturday 15 September
2001 and its accession package was endorsed by ministers at the WTO Ministerial in Doha in
November. China’s accession cleared the way for Taiwan which, under an agreement struck in
1992, has negotiated its own terms under the name “Chinese Taipei”. Hong Kong is already a
member in its own right.
72 To assess the impact of WTO accession on China economy, it is important to appreciate the
varying degrees of liberalisation which currently exist in China’s trade and investment regimes.
China already has a very liberal trade regime for processing imports, ie imports of inputs which
are used to produce goods entirely for export. Processing imports are estimated by the World
Bank to make up as much as half of China’s total imports. The remaining half is ordinary imports
– imports catering, at least partly, for the domestic market. It is China’s ordinary imports which
face a much more restrictive trade regime, being subject to tariff and non-tariff barriers, as well
as restrictions on trading and distribution rights. FDI in China’s export-orientated manufacturing
sector has already been substantially liberalised. But significant constraints remain on foreign
investments in the services sector. In particular, foreign investment in telecommunications is
tightly controlled; activities of foreign insurance companies and banks are severely restricted;
and distribution and trading rights are very limited.

By any measure, the long-term
benefits of WTO membership far

outweigh the short-term costs
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more than the combined total of US, Japan and Europe. The Development
Research Centre of China’s State Council estimates that accession will cost
China about 9.6 million jobs. Disinflationary pressures could also intensify as
a result of cheaper imports and intensified competition.

Box 6.1: Estimating The Impact On China’s Economy Of WTO Entry

The table below summarises the main short- and long-term impacts on China’s economy of WTO accession
identified in ten recent studies:

Study Short run impact Long run impact

1. McKibben and Wilcoxen
(1998)

GDP slows initially +0.85% to GDP growth

2. Fred Hu (1999) +0.5% to GDP growth, and FDI inflows to nearly double by 2005

3. USITC (1999) +4.1% to GDP growth (static + growth effect)

4. IMF (2000) -0.3% to GDP growth
in 1st year

+0.1% to GDP growth in 2nd year, +0.6% in 3rd and 4th years,
and +0.8% in 5th year

5. Li and Zhai (2000) Will displace 9.6m
agricultural workers, and
increase income disparity
between rural and urban
areas

+1.5% to GDP growth. Increase employment in apparel and
textile sectors by 3.6m and 2.8m, respectively by 2005.

6. World Bank (2000) China’s share or world trade to rise to 6.1% in 2005 versus
4.75% without accession

7. Fan and Zheng (2000) +0.6% to GDP growth (static + growth effect)

8. Lejour (2000) +1.4-2.1% to GDP growth

9. Walmsley and Hertel
(2000)

Cumulative +8.6% to real GDP by 2020

10. World Bank (2001) +2.2% to income growth
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Besides the short-term adjustment costs to the local economy, WTO accession
will have a profound effect on the composition of China’s balance of
payments. The reduction in trade barriers will lead to a substantial increase in
merchandise imports but only a modest rise in exports. Furthermore, WTO
entry and greater foreign competition will help spur the development of the
legal and regulatory framework and accelerate reform in the bank and
enterprise sectors, thus creating demand for foreign services – financial,
accounting, management consultancy and legal – to support restructuring. As a
result, the current account surplus of $20.5bn in 2000 is likely to deteriorate
and could sink into a small deficit by 2003, or thereabouts.

The composition of China’s
balance of payments will change

profoundly

Box 6.2: Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) in China

Accession to the WTO is likely to bring into even sharper focus the already-high profile issue of the protection of
intellectual property rights in China.

China is a member of the World Intellectual Property Association (WIPO) and a signatory to a number of
international agreements relevant to IPRs – the Paris Convention for the Protection of Intellectual Property, the Berne
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, the Madrid Agreement on the International Registration
of Marks, the Universal Copyright Convention and the Geneva Convention for the Protection of Producers of
Phonograms. Furthermore, there is a domestic legal framework for intellectual property protection covering patents,
copyright, trademarks and licensing. Nevertheless, the violation of intellectual property rights is a serious problem.

The scale of counterfeiting is massive, affecting both foreign and local intellectual property owners in almost all
sectors. According to the Development Research Centre of Chinese State Council, the Chinese market is flooded with
up to $16bn worth of counterfeits every year. EU sources point to illegal copyright theft costing European companies
millions of euro every year and over 400 Chinese companies are involved in blatant intellectual property theft.

Counterfeiting techniques in China are highly sophisticated – notably, perfectly reproduced pirated software is easily
obtained throughout the country – and it is becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish the packaging of counterfeit
goods from that of the authentic product. The export of counterfeits is increasing rapidly: major destinations include
Southeast Asia, South Asia, Central Europe and the Middle East.

The Chinese government is fully aware of the seriousness of the problem and is taking steps. In January 2001, the
authorities amended a 15-year old patent law. Soon afterwards the State Council launched a three-month campaign-
fighting brand counterfeiting as a declaration of its intent for entry into the WTO. However, serious barriers – notably
non-co-operative regional authorities – are inhibiting law enforcement. That many areas in China prospered through
manufacturing or distributing counterfeit products leaves the local authorities in a dilemma because a crackdown
could cause economic disruption and hardship. A complicated bureaucratic structure of parallel bodies is another
barrier to enforcement. Relevant agencies include the Administration of Industry and Commerce (trademark and
competition law), the Technical Supervision Bureaux (consumer protection and product quality law), the National
Copyright Authority, the Patent Administration Office and the General Administration for Customs. Liaison among
them is not as good as it could be.

The city of Yiwu is typical. Being the wholesale centre for counterfeiting industry, Yiwu’s wholesale volumes
increased 24-fold between 1991 and 1997. Daniel Chow – in Counterfeiting in the People’s Republic of China (Ohio
State University College of Law, November 2000) estimates that about 200,000 distributors purchase close to 2,000
tons of goods from 30,000 wholesale stalls and 3,500 stores there daily. The prosperity of the once-poor farming area
is therefore closely related to counterfeiting activities and the conflict of interests explains the local government’s
hesitation to take on counterfeiters.

Although both administrative and legal action can be taken against violations, the former (ie raids on the premises)
remains the more popular method, not least because it is generally cheaper. Legal remedies are usually sought only
when the case is highly complex or involves a large amount of money (although compensation is generally much
lower than international norms and very few offenders have received a criminal conviction).

In principle, WTO provisions against piracy should reduce the counterfeit problem by strengthening the rule of law in
China, adding to the pressure already on the government as it looks to attract more FDI. Furthermore, Chinese
companies wishing to develop their own brands in domestic and international markets are putting more pressure on
the authorities. However, the socio-economic impact of a full-scale crackdown remains such that IPR infringement in
China is likely to remain an important concern for some time.
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However, the deterioration in China’s current account should be more than
offset by an improvement in the capital account. The liberalisation of China’s
services sector should attract stronger FDI inflows, while measures to
strengthen the rule of law and to broaden and deepen the bond and equity
markets should help deter portfolio capital flight. On our estimates, actual FDI
will soar from $46.8bn today to around $65bn by the end of 2003, more than
compensating for the shrinking current account surplus. Hence, we expect
China’s overall balance of payments surplus (ie current plus capital accounts)
to increase steadily in the coming years. This means that the tendency will be
for the renminbi to appreciate once China begins to move toward a more
flexible exchange rate regime (see box 3.2)

In the medium term, the deterioration in the current account should start to
reverse as more foreign multinational companies choose to export from China,
and as China’s exports of textiles and apparel increase sharply as the rest of
the world eliminates quotas by 2005. The World Bank estimates that China’s
output of wearing apparel will increase by 249% by 2005, compared with 54%
in the absence of WTO accession (figure 6.1). The expansion of the clothing
and textile industry and service sectors should gradually open up a large
number of job opportunities to absorb the displaced workers in China’s highly
protected industries; but, to facilitate this process, a supportive role by the
government will be crucial. The central bank needs to maintain loose
monetary policy; M&A activity must be promoted; and fiscal policy should
focus on labour market supporting policies, as well as playing a greater
redistribution role to reduce the impact of income inequality.

Current account deterioration
should be more than offset by the

capital account

The current account should
improve again in the medium term

Figure 7.1: Simulation results of the impact of WTO entry on China’s output and trade

Output
(% growth between 1995

and 2005)

Exports
(share of world exports in

2005)

Imports
(share of world exports in

2005)

Without
accession

With
accession

Without
accession

With
Accession

Without
accession

With
Accession

Foodgrains 43.8 43.0 0.18 0.20 15.78 15.27
Feedgrains 25.1 24.3 0.34 0.38 8.81 8.64
Oilseeds 29.1 28.9 0.94 0.94 2.53 2.62
Meat & livestock 74.0 78.0 0.58 0.57 7.75 8.63
Dairy 72.2 80.8 0.04 0.04 0.53 0.55
Other agriculture 49.9 47.4 0.74 0.79 8.18 8.73
Other food 44.7 45.4 1.06 1.13 4.80 4.82
Beverages/tobacco 78.4 17.9 0.86 0.88 1.23 14.42
Extractive industries 58.7 57.4 0.16 0.20 8.14 7.87
Textiles 64.7 84.6 8.34 10.17 15.83 22.30
Wearing apparel 53.6 248.6 18.23 43.95 0.97 3.19
Wood & paper 100.0 94.4 2.50 2.95 3.19 3.73
Petrochemicals 100.3 96.6 2.81 3.22 4.60 5.18
Metals 129.9 126.1 4.85 5.93 5.08 5.80
Automobiles 188.5 24.2 0.45 0.77 1.72 7.42
Electronics 141.2 168.0 7.68 9.48 4.92 5.60
Other manufacturers 129.0 126.5 7.87 9.64 5.54 7.00
Utilities 101.2 99.7 5.01 5.74 1.65 1.41
Trade/transport 109.6 112.8 2.43 2.70 2.27 2.05
Construction 146.2 148.0 0.00 0.00 2.65 2.51
Business/finance 103.2 104.8 2.35 2.60 1.83 1.67
Government services 88.3 86.7 0.81 0.91 1.24 1.13

* Ianchovichina, E., Martin. W. and Fukase, E. “Assessing the Implications of Merchandise Trade Liberalization in China’s Accession to WTO”,
the World Bank, July 2000, page 36-37.
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Once these near-term adjustment costs are overcome, WTO accession will be
unambiguously positive for China’s economy. Increased overseas investment
and competition will bring much-needed foreign skills and technology and
will accelerate China’s structural reforms, thereby leading to greater efficiency
and higher overall productivity growth. The results from the ten studies
outlined in box 6.1 indicate that the long-run impact of WTO entry could add
anywhere between 0.5% and 4.1% to China’s annual real GDP growth rate. A
simple average of the estimates from the studies puts the WTO growth
dividend at around 1.3% per annum.

Impact on the rest of Asia73

China, with 1.3bn people and a $1 trillion economy, is already a force to be
reckoned with in its own right; but, as Asia’s second largest economy enters
the WTO, its global importance is greater than ever before. A more open and
prosperous China is unambiguously good for the world economy in the long
run; nevertheless, in the short to medium-term East Asia and beyond will face
some serious challenges adapting to the growing presence of China in the
world marketplace.

The traditional Asian development model is sometimes described as the
“flying geese” pattern. After 1945, Japan – the “head goose” – recovered to
become a world economic powerhouse, dominating world exports in goods
such as motor vehicles and consumer electronics. However, in the 1960s and
1970s living standards and wages began to rise; to stay competitive Japan had
to reinvest export earnings to upgrade its capital stock and outsource its
production to lower-cost Asian countries. This allowed Japan to move up the
value-added ladder, exporting more sophisticated high-tech products.
Meanwhile, spurred by Japanese and other foreign direct investment, Hong
Kong, South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore formed the middle tier of “flying
geese” behind Japan. These Asian tigers mimicked Japan and quickly upgraded
production from light to heavy manufacturing goods to become world leaders
in exporting goods such as consumer electronics. And, like Japan, to maintain
competitiveness amid rising living standards, these newly industrialised Asian
economies invested in higher quality capital to make higher-tech goods, and
hollowed out production to the lower cost Southeast Asian countries – notably
Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines. These “tiger cubs” formed
the back tier of Asia’s “flying geese” development model.

Doomsayers fear that the opening up of China’s economy will bring Asia’s
“flying geese” crashing down to earth, as China becomes the world’s biggest
factory, producing cheaper goods spanning the entire value chain, from Nikes
to microchips. The competitive pressures will extend beyond Asia to countries
and regions as diverse as India, Latin America, Mexico and Eastern Europe.

We take a more sanguine view, judging that what matters is not absolute cost
advantage (which China clearly has in many goods) but comparative
advantage. For example, China and Thailand both grow rice and make steel.
China does both more cheaply, but its cost advantage in steel is greater than in
rice. As long as both countries can trade freely, China and Thailand will both
be better off if China makes steel and Thailand grows rice.

The challenge for the rest of Asia and beyond is to be flexible and dynamic in
adapting to the rising power of China. The fierce competition stemming from
China will force some companies and industries to close, while others will
choose to relocate to China. Indeed, this shakeout is already happening. Asian
governments should not resist this adjustment; rather, they should concentrate
on minimising the costs of economic dislocation, by focusing on developing
niche markets and promoting industries with a comparative advantage vis-à-vis

73 The impact of China’s WTO accession on Taiwan and Hong Kong is considered in chapter 8.

Once adjustments costs are
overcome, WTO accession should

be unambiguously positive

Long term, China’s WTO accession
is positive for the global economy;

but there are short-term challenges

The established pattern is of Asian
economies being pushed up the

value-added ladder

But China poses a different
scale of challenge

Comparative advantage is more
important in the region than

absolute cost advantage

Responding to China demands
flexibility and dynamism

from its neighbours
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China. Moreover, in the medium term, the opening up of China’s massive
internal market will present massive opportunities for trade creation for the
rest of Asia.

Trade between China and ASEAN could be further enhanced by plans to form
a free trade zone within the next ten years, announced in November 2001 at an
ASEAN summit meeting in Brunei. The potential gains to both parties from
such an agreement could be substantial, as it would form the world’s largest
free trade area of 1.7 billion people and a combined GDP of $2 trillion. Five
areas of cooperation have been identified – agriculture, information
technology, human resources, direct investment and development of the
Mekong River basin. It could add as much as 1.0pp to the combined GDP of
ASEAN, and about 0.3pp to China’s GDP, according to Vice Minister Wang
Yi, the Chinese deputy foreign minister.

We consider that there are three generic areas in which the rest of Asia will
need to adapt to China’s growing presence, as follows.

Trade competition: China’s WTO accession poses a major challenge for
South Asian countries like India, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam and
the Philippines. These countries have a similar endowment structure to China
and will, therefore, experience stiff competition and lower prices in various
labour-intensive products. Footwear and clothing are industries – particularly
significant in India, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam
(figure 6.2) – in which these economies stand little chance in competing
against China because the WTO agreement stipulates that the rest of the world
will eliminate the punitive import quotas on Chinese footwear and clothing
exports by 2005.

Figure 6.2: Footwear and clothing exports
(% of total merchandise exports in 2000)

% share
China 24.9
India 22.4
Hong Kong 21.9
Philippines 14.0
Indonesia 13.4
Vietnam 12.7
S. Korea 10.8
Taiwan 10.7
Thailand 8.0
Malaysia 2.8
Singapore 1.7
Japan 1.8

Source: CEIC Data Co. Ltd..

Competition will also intensify in higher value-added industries, as China is
rapidly producing more sophisticated products at cheaper cost. Our measure of
China’s composite export price index (in US dollar terms) is 10% lower than
its level during the Asian crisis. This is quite extraordinary given that the value
of the Chinese renminbi against the US dollar has not changed: it implies that
China is efficiently utilising its cheap labour force to produce and export
goods at lower cost. Export prices in US dollar terms are falling in other Asian
countries too, partly because of the currency devaluations and the slump in
chip prices, but also because of the powerful deflationary competitive force
from China. To be sure, the share of US imports of China’s electronics
products has increased from 0.4% in 1990 to 2.5% in 2001, while the share
from the rest of Asia has decreased since 1995 (figures 6.3).

Trade competition from China will
be most apparent in South Asia
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Figure 6.3: The Share of US imports from China and the rest of Asia*
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Source: CEIC Data Co. Ltd. The rest of Asia comprises Japan, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand.

These bottom-up competitive pressures from China are bound to intensify,
heightening the challenge for the rest of the region to promote skills,
incentives and infrastructure so as to move further up the value-added chain of
production. More emphasis will also need to be placed on specialising in
producing and exporting goods in areas where a comparative advantage is
evident, such as rice and car parts manufacturing in Thailand, timber in
Indonesia and biotech in Singapore.

Investment competition: The prospect of the world’s most populous nation
opening up its services sector has led to a long queue of foreign investors
knocking on China’s door. In addition to gaining a foothold in China’s
massive domestic market, multinational companies are eager to utilise China’s
abundant supply of cheap labour and its nascent electronics industry which is
quickly moving up the value-added chain into the production of high-tech
products. The opening-up of China’s economy is also intensifying competition
among the world’s developing economies to attract FDI. In 2001, actual FDI
flows into China increased 14.9% to $46.8bn, while contractual FDI (ie FDI in
the pipeline) rose 10.4% to $69.2bn.

Figure 6.4: FDI inflows* ($bn)
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China is the principal FDI recipient among developing countries and, although
not yet conclusive, evidence is stacking up in favour of the notion that China
is attracting some FDI away from Southeast Asia. In 1999, China received
37% of East Asia’s FDI, while the Southeast Asian economies received just
15% – a major turnaround from investment flows in the late 1980s and early
1990s, when ASEAN had a greater share than China (figure 6.4). More
recently, Indonesia has experienced net FDI outflows, while FDI inflows have
softened in Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines. Taiwan’s government
capitulated in August on its policy of trying to encourage local firms to invest
in Southeast Asia rather than in Mainland China. Leading high-tech
multinationals – eg Motorola and Nokia in telecommunications, NEC in
electronic equipment and Microsoft in computer software – have already
moved to establish footholds in China. China still lags behind in information
technology development, so it will need to continue to tap foreign investment
in this important growth area (figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5: Comparative information infrastructure (2000)
Mainline
Per 100

Mobile
Per 100

PCs
Per 1000

Internet hosts
Per 10,000

China 11.1 6.5 1.5 0.5
India 3.2 0.3 0.4 0.3
Indonesia 3.1 1.7 0.9 1.2
Japan 65.3 52.6 31.5 365.6
S. Korea 46.3 56.6 19.0 84.1
Malaysia 19.9 21.3 9.4 29.3
Philippines 3.9 8.2 1.9 2.5
Singapore 48.4 68.3 48.3 437.5
Taiwan 56.8 80.3 22.4 492.3
All low/middle
income countries

7.9 32.0 16.8 7.2

Source: World Bank (2001, p.10).

Of course, the global economic slowdown and homegrown economic, political
and social problems have also hindered FDI inflows to Southeast Asia; but it
would be naïve to dismiss the impact, actual and potential, of the rising
competitive threat from China. Similar to China, the economies in Southeast
Asia are developing and depend heavily on foreign capital, skills and
technologies. With the opening of China’s markets it would be irresponsible
for Southeast Asian governments and business leaders to assume that the
region’s natural resources and cheap and abundant labour are sufficient to
attract adequate FDI. Indeed, foreign investors have been apprehensive toward
Southeast Asia ever since the 1997-98 Asian crisis.

To win back foreign investors, Southeast Asian must stay focused. The region
needs to be flexible in adapting to China’s rise by:

• Demonstrating a strong commitment to free market principles.

• Implementing structural economic reforms and prudent macroeconomic
policies.

• Improving the institutional infrastructure.

• Maintaining social and political stability.

Failure to adapt to China’s rise could result in two broad outcomes:
protectionism or currency adjustment. If China truly dominates Asia’s exports
and attracts substantial foreign investment away from other Asian countries,
the renminbi would have to rise against other Asian currencies, helping to
even things out.

China is attracting some FDI away
from Southeast Asia

To win back foreign investors,
Southeast Asian must stay focused
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Hollowing out: In contrast with Southeast Asia, the economies in Northeast
Asia do not compete heavily with China in third markets. However, Japan,
Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea face a different challenge, ie managing
the economic dislocation caused by a hollowing out of industry as the “push”
and “pull” forces of increased competition and the liberalisation of China’s
services industry results in more factories moving to lower cost China. Indeed,
multinational companies are increasingly choosing to ally directly with
Chinese manufacturers which are producing more sophisticated products at
lower cost and almost of the same quality as their counterparts elsewhere in
Northeast Asia. Last year, Chinese students accounted for about one quarter of
foreign students in Harvard Business School; while over 50 science and
technology parks have been established in China. The manufacturing sectors
in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore still have significant scope for
further outsourcing to China, especially the latter as its domestic market is
small. The region’s one notable exception is Hong Kong (figure 6.6).

Figure 6.6: Size of Asian manufacturing sectors versus GDP per capita
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Recent developments in Japan offer a useful case study of the latent pressures
of hollowing out. Despite the cost of transport (often by air), a broad array of
goods, ranging from mushrooms to clothing, have a lower retail price if
imported from China than if produced in Japan. From an economic
perspective, it is not therefore surprising that a growing number of Japanese
low-end manufacturing and agriculture producers are relocating to China.74

Nor is it surprising that, with a moribund economy, Japanese consumers have
become more cost-conscious and have acquired a taste for cheaper Chinese
products of similar quality to those produced in Japan.

It is this hollowing-out dynamic which triggered the Sino-Japanese trade
dispute last year. Undercut by Chinese imports and faced with the threat of
losing market share, Japan’s outmoded dinosaur industries – such as
agriculture – lobbied successfully in April 2001 for the government to invoke
safeguard WTO emergency tariffs on imported leeks, shitake mushrooms and
rushes, most of which are grown in China. Japan’s necktie and towel
manufacturers want similar action. China retaliated by imposing tariffs of
100% on Japanese cars, mobile phones and air conditioners. The irony is that

74 One of the best examples is Fast Retailing, a Japanese textile company that has outsourced
90% of its manufacturing to Chinese firms, and has developed a Uniqlo brand of low-cost clothes
that is now chic on Japan’s high streets. Two Japanese textile manufacturers, Mitsubishi Rayon
and Teijin, have been rejuvenated after outsourcing to China. Toshiba recently stopped making
televisions in Japan, expanding production in China instead, while Sony plans to use Chinese
manufacturers for its new game consoles.

Northeast Asia is most at risk
from hollowing out

Hollowing out lies behind an
ongoing trade dispute with Japan
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it is really a “Japan versus Japan” dispute, for many Japanese subsidiaries
operating in China produce the aforementioned products for export back to
Japan. Japan, realizing that it had nothing to gain from escalating this trade
war, backed down in a last-minute deal in December. The short-term
adjustment costs notwithstanding, it makes economic sense for Japanese
manufacturers to build plants in China (underlining Japan’s role as a supplier
of capital and technology to China) in return for access to cheap Chinese
labour and natural resources. Indeed, more and more of Japan’s nimble private
companies are looking to China for expansion. Japanese retailer Aeon, for
example, has about 400 stores, mostly in Japan, and plans to open 70 more in
China by 2006.

The governments in Japan and the newly industrialised Asian economies
should not oppose the market-driven hollowing out process: rather, they
should focus on minimising the resulting headwinds by promoting the services
and high tech industries in which these economies still have a comparative
advantage. However, to maintain this comparative advantage these countries
need to build knowledge-based economies which can nurture new niche
industries. To do this, government and industry alike will need:

• To invest in R&D and education to foster new inventions and ideas.

• To promote high environmental standards to ensure a good quality of life
and attract and retain the best talent.

• To promote the application of the new technologies.

• To allow market forces to function freely to foster innovation.
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7. Playing On The Global Stage

The backdrop of [shared history] cannot be forgotten or
lost in understanding the dynamics of Chinese-Western
relations today. It is not a question of old, unsettled
grievances, but of the historical context upon which such
relations have been established. Laurence J Brahm (2001)

Latent potential to actual power

Since the start of the 19th century, the world’s most populous country has
consistently punched beneath its weight (to adapt former British foreign
secretary Douglas Hurd’s phrase) on the global stage, both politically and
economically. In the second half of the 20th century, even as one of the five
permanent members of the UN Security Council (UNSC) and an established
nuclear power, it has failed to register in world politics to the extent that might
have been expected. But since 1978, economics – and, therefore, trade – have
led the way in China’s international relations. As this process has gathered
momentum, other economies have had to make space for China. At the start of
the 21st century, China’s accession to the WTO will accelerate that process.

Inevitably, the rest of the world is also facing what may prove to be an even
bigger, related challenge – that is, accommodating China’s aspirations in
international politics as it looks to “transform its latent potential into actual
power”.75 If China is successful – and we judge it will be – there will be a
significant shift in the balance of power within the international system which
will not take place entirely on the West’s terms. Although this shift will not be
marked in the time span considered in this study, the conduct of the next few
years – both within China and more widely – will help shape the way in which
it ultimately manifests itself. An outcome of international turmoil is not
impossible, especially given the historical context; but it is far from inevitable.

Michael Swaine and Ashley Tellis sum up China’s “grand strategy”, both
historically and today, as compromising three interrelated strands:

• Keeping domestic order in the face of various social pressures.

• Defense against what China sees as persistent external threats to its
territory and sovereignty.

• Gaining and retaining regional and geopolitical influence as a major,
perhaps primary, state. 76

For most of China’s history this has come down to trying to maintain authority
within its own territory and border security at its vulnerable periphery, through
strong and authoritarian government at the centre. In recent times, this has
manifested itself in a way which Messrs Swaine and Tellis define as “a hybrid
‘weak-strong’ state security strategy” combining “elements of traditional
‘strong state’ efforts to control the strategic periphery through military and
political means with elements of a ‘weak state’ approach employing a
primarily territorial-defence-oriented force structure and a relatively high level
of involvement in diplomatic balance and manœuvre.” They continue:
“Following…the absorption of many former periphery areas…and the
emergence of strong industrial powers along China’s periphery, China’s weak-
strong state approach has produced a calculative strategy, characterised by:

75 “Interpreting China’s Grand Strategy: Past, Present, and Future” by Michael D Swaine and
Ashley J Tellis (Rand, 2000).
76 Op. Cit.
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• A non-ideological policy approach keyed to market-led economic growth
and the maintenance of amicable…relations with all states, especially the
major powers.

• A deliberate restraint in the use of force…combined with efforts to
modernise and incrementally streamline the Chinese military.

• An expanded involvement in regional and global interstate politics and
various international, multilateral fora, with an emphasis…on…
asymmetric gains.”

“Under China’s calculative strategy, confrontation or conflict with the United
States or its allies in Asia would most likely occur as a result of ‘normal’
disputes between states – especially those disputes arising from perceived
threats to China’s domestic order and well-being and China’s territorial integrity
[including, most critically in Beijing’s eyes, the ‘One China’ principle vis-à-
vis Taiwan] – and not from explicit or implicit great power struggles…”

In the absence of a collapse into chaos of China’s existing order (which
Messrs Swaine and Tellis consider unlikely), the trend of economic, military
and domestic political developments is such that China is likely to continue
with its current strategy well into the 2020s. Transition to a new strategy could
then take a further two decades before China’s powers are commensurate with
those of other great powers, notably the US. However, the incremental growth
in Chinese power throughout this period will result in a more assertive China
in the long term based on, inter alia:

• Enhancing (actual and relative) military capability (see box 1.3).

• Acquiring new allies to develop a sphere of influence.

• Acquiring new territory (eg the disputed Spratly Islands) and reclaiming
old territory (eg Taiwan) for both resource and symbolic reasons.

• Looking to rewrite existing international rules consistent with its own
philosophies, practice and objectives.

Assuming that their analysis and forecast turn out to be correct, Messrs
Swaine and Tellis believe that the correct strategic approach for the West (and,
by implication, other global and regional powers) to adopt is one of “realistic
engagement”, arguing that neither “preemptive containment” nor “preemptive
appeasement” is consistent with constructive relations in the long run.

The impact of 11 September

Messrs Swaine and Tellis were writing before the attacks on the US of 11
September 2001. At face value, the responses to those attacks were not
obviously entirely welcome in Beijing. Consider:

• Beijing had previously consistently objected to “interference” in a state’s
internal affairs, which action against the Taliban (as opposed to al-Qa’ida
alone) could arguably be construed as being.

• Beijing devotes significant diplomatic effort to its relations with the
Central Asian Republics to meet China’s long-term energy needs. A
“collateral” gain to the US, a potential rival for those energy resources, is
increased influence for Washington in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan at least
(see box 7.2).

• The growing rapport between Presidents Bush and Putin, founded on
Russian support for the war against terrorism, makes it more likely that
Moscow will accommodate the US in some way over Missile Defence.

• Furthermore, improved relations between Moscow and the West generally
could in due course lead to Nato membership for Russia, which would not
be comfortable for China.

Incremental growth in China’s
power will gradually bring in

a more assertive policy approach
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engagement” with China

China’s response to the events of
11 September has been
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• Japan’s support for the US has enabled Prime Minister Koizumi to
accelerate changes to the Japanese constitution, which had previously
seemed likely but some way off, allowing Tokyo to deploy its forces more
widely in the region.

Until very recently, such developments would have been unlikely to elicit a
helpful response from Beijing. It is, therefore, a mark of how China is
changing that the Chinese government has been supportive of the US in a
manner which goes beyond the one clear gain it has to make from action
against the Taliban and al-Qa’ida: an end to Afghanistan’s support for Islamic
fundamentalists in Xinjiang.77 A proximate motivating factor was the desire of
Beijing to mend fences with Washington following the US “spyplane”
incident in March 2001. But we judge that underlying this is the strategic
consideration that improved international relations are central to China
achieving its domestic economic goals.

The immediate consequence of Beijing adopting a “realistic engagement”
approach to seize the diplomatic opportunity which the events of 11
September had presented was a significantly bigger boost to Sino-US relations
at the time of President Bush’s visit to China around the October 2001 APEC
summit than had been expected. The longer-term consequence could well be a
step change in China’s diplomacy across the board to the sort of proactive and
positive engagement which may well have been based on enlightened self-
interest but which should encourage others to respond in similar manner.

The legacy of the past

That said, for China to move decisively to “realistic engagement” there is still
a significant historical legacy to be overcome in Beijing (as well as in other
capitals). Messrs Swaine and Tellis note the possibility that a more assertive
China may look to “redress [perceived] past wrongs”. But, as noted at the start
of this chapter, sinologist Laurence Brahm is more optimistic on this score,
while acknowledging that shared history will inevitably play a part in China’s
international relations relations.78

Foreshadowing a major objective of the modern era, Western policy in the 19th

century was aimed at securing unlimited access to China’s market
(underpinned by geopolitical rivalry among the Western powers). But the
means by which this objective was pursued (noted in chapter 1) were starkly
different from today’s approach to enhancing market access. The crushing
blow which was dealt to China’s self-esteem in the second half of the 19th and
first half of the 20th century through such dealings with the wider world is an
historical legacy which still bears on the country’s projection onto the
international stage.

China/US: The key 21st century relationship

Republicans see China as a threat; Democrats view it as
a laboratory for the spread of American values.
Henry Kissinger (1998)

The – sometimes conflicting – strands of “grand” politics and of trade both
still lie at the heart of contemporary China/US relations. There they will
remain for the foreseeable future. But the historical legacy is complex. In the

77 In fact, this has been one post-11 September bone of contention with the US refusing to respond
to China’s call for international support dealing with the Uighur separatists. Nor is it clear
whether the US will hand over Chinese nationals captured fighting for the Taliban – although, as
yet, China has not requested their return. Nevertheless, China has agreed to the establishment of
a joint group on terrorist funds and is likely to permit the FBI to set up a liaison office in Beijing.
78 “China’s Century: The Awakening Of The Next Economic Powerhouse” by Laurence J Brahm
(Wiley, 2001).
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first half of the 20th century US policy was generally sympathetic towards, and
supportive of, China.79 Washington provided significant support to the
Nationalists during the Second World War (1939-45), despite a difficult
relationship with Chiang Kai-shek and the corrupt nature of his regime.
However, had it not been for the Korean War (1950-53), the US would
probably not have intervened to prevent a PLA attack on Taiwan and the
probable obliteration of the KMT after the CCP had secured power on the
mainland. As it was, the intervention of the US Seventh Fleet in 1950 to block
an invasion marked a real turning point.

Sino-US relations remained glacial until 1971, when Beijing secured China’s
seat in the United Nations (and, therefore, on the UN Security Council) and
Henry Kissinger’s secret diplomacy led to President Richard Nixon’s historic
visit to Beijing in 1972. The prime motivation for this shift was shared
hostility towards the Soviet Union. But, even at this early stage in the 1970s,
for Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping at least there was a strong element of
looking to better China’s economic lot – a factor which deepened significantly
after 1978 and was helped by the US shifting its diplomatic recognition from
Taipei to Beijing in 1979 and subscribing to the “One China” principle.80

Nevertheless, this was an understandably uneasy relationship which almost
foundered entirely over the Tiananmen Square protests in 1989 and was
further called to question, in Washington at least, by the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991.

Despite an increasingly hawkish tone towards China among Republicans in
the US Congress and labour/human rights-related concerns among Democrats,
the second Clinton Administration (1997-2001) initially oversaw a marked
improvement in relations. In 1997, President Jiang Zemin visited the US and
was given full honours by the White House. A return visit by President
Clinton the following year was marked by a joint declaration of “strategic
partnership”. But latterly allegations that China had stolen military secrets
from the US, the strengthening of US security ties with Japan (see below), and
– above all – NATO’s accidental bombing of the Chinese Embassy in
Belgrade in 1999 during the Kosovo conflict (a conflict which China saw as
precedent-setting and strongly opposed in any case), all contributed to another
sharp downturn.

Some salve was applied by the Clinton Administration’s success in securing a
Congressional vote to give China Permanent Normal Trade Relations (PNTR),
where previously the annual US congressional vote on Most Favoured Nation
(MFN) trade status for China and the accompanying (if officially decoupled)
clamour on human rights had been a regular source of friction. But then
President-designate Bush’s declaration that China was a potential “strategic
competitor” rather than a “strategic partner” was a further irritant to the
authorities in Beijing which, as the Economist highlighted at the time, have a
difficult balance to strike keeping both the US and China’s nationalist element
happy.81 On the other hand, the successful conclusion of China’s WTO
accession negotiations under the Bush Administration’s “watch” provided a
boost even before the events of 11 September 2001.

There is, however, a constant risk that an unforeseen event – like the EP3
“spyplane” incident last year – could set back relations unless carefully
handled by both parties. And overshadowing Sino-US relations in their

79 In “Modern China: A Companion to a Rising Power” (2000), Graham Hutchings writes of
US/China relations in this period: “…idealism was at work in America’s relations with China,
though events sometimes suggested otherwise. For many Americans, China was less a country
than a symbol of hope. Weak and bullied, it attracted strong sympathy…[and] some Americans
imagined they enjoyed a natural affinity with the Chinese.”
80 Encapsulated in the 16 December 1978 “Communiqué on the Establishment of Diplomatic
Relations Between China and the USA”.
81 “A Chinese Puzzle”, The Economist, 21 April 2001.
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entirety is the long-running major irritant of continued US support for the
regime in Taiwan (see box 7.1). On the other hand, bilateral China/US trade –
although far from friction-free – remains a major force for closer ties between
the two countries. Furthermore, as already noted, Beijing and Washington
were able to find common cause over Afghanistan in the wake of the events of
11 September and relations warmed significantly on the back of the visits of
President Bush and Secretary of State Powell to Shanghai for the October
2001 APEC summit.

Box 7.1: Taiwan – A Policy Tightrope

The US Administration’s decision to shift diplomatic relations to Beijing from Taipei on 1 January 1979 was
accompanied by the termination of the US/Taiwan Mutual Defence Treaty and by the withdrawal of the US military
presence there. This was incorporated in the US’s March 1979 Taiwan Relations Act which, importantly, relied on
the principle of Taiwan’s future being determined by peaceful means.

In its 1978 negotiations with the PRC, the US had made it clear that it would continue to supply Taiwan with
military equipment for its defence. In 1982, it elaborated that position in a joint communiqué with China which
softened the then policy of US arms sales to Taiwan significantly. However, peace moves which had provided the
background to that agreement failed to bear fruit and China has continued to refuse to renounce the possible use of
force to resolve its differences with Taiwan.

In response, the US evolved a policy of “strategic ambiguity”, which allowed it to develop its relations with Beijing
while retaining commercial and cultural ties with Taiwan, and which discouraged both independence moves in
Taiwan and resort to force by China. This held the line until the mid-1990s, when Taiwan made significant shifts
towards democratisation, and Sino-US relations were overshadowed by Tiananmen and wider human rights concerns
as well as trade-related disputes. President Clinton’s decision to sanction an unofficial visit by Taiwanese President
Lee Teng-hui was a considerable coup for Taiwan. The backlash from Beijing reached a crescendo when China
launched military exercises across the straits from Taiwan to coincide with the island’s first democratic presidential
elections. President Clinton ordered two US navy battle groups into the region, resulting in something of a stand-off
until the elections were peacefully concluded and some measure of “normality” restored.

There was no repetition at the time of the March 2000 Taiwanese presidential elections, despite a certain amount of
sabre-rattling in Beijing. But the build-up of missiles on the Fujian coast opposite Taiwan continues (an estimated
300 M-9 and M-11 short-range ballistic missiles now compared with 20 a decade ago). And the victory of the pro-
independence Democratic Progressive Party’s (DPP) Chen Shui-bian has alarmed Beijing which has rebuffed his
repeatedly proffered olive branches. However, a recent positive development has been China’s offer to Taiwan to
co-host some of the 2008 Olympic events and Taipei’s welcoming of the success of Beijing’s bid (see box 3.5).
Beijing’s immediate response to the DPP’s emergence from the December 2001 general election as the largest single
party in the legislature has been muted.

Whether this will be enough for the hawks on the Hill in Washington remains to be seen. The 1979 Taiwan
Relations Act notwithstanding, each April the Administration considers increasingly ambitious bids from Taiwan for
weapons – and does so against the background of strong Republican support for Taiwan and the threat of Congress
pursuing a Taiwan Security Enhancement Act which would commit the US more firmly to Taiwan’s defence. This
year, President Bush responded positively to Taipei’s request overall, but succeeded in subduing the inevitable
protests from Beijing somewhat by declining to sell Taiwan Arleigh Burke-class destroyers with the advanced Aegis
battle-management and anti-missile radar system, which would have been seen as a major step towards the establishment
of theatre Missile Defence (MD).

Therein, nevertheless, lies a major potential pitfall arising from the Bush Administration’s commitment to the
development of missile defence. Experts consider that, for all its weight of numbers, the PLA would not be able to
launch a successful invasion of Taiwan even if the US elected not to intervene (see box 1.3). This may in part
account for the emphasis which China is placing on building up its cyber-warfare capability – efforts which are
being matched by Taiwan. For now, however, the threat of missile attack remains Beijing’s most potent means of
discouraging a declaration of independence on the part of Taiwan. Negate or minimise that threat through MD and
Beijing fears that secessionist voices in Taiwan would prevail. So, a difficult balancing act for Washington
continues.
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Figure 7.1: US bilateral trade balance with China and Japan
(US$bn 12 month sum)
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More broadly, American/Western culture(s) is making deeper and deeper
inroads into China and the lives of ordinary Chinese (in the cities at least).
Furthermore, around 300,000 Chinese have benefited from higher education in
the US since 1978; some of these are now starting to come to the top of the
bureaucracy and are likely to feature prominently in the fifth generation
leadership. But, given the historical backdrop and geopolitical context, even
this does not ensure better understanding – or even diminished scope for
misunderstanding – between Beijing and Washington in the years ahead.

Nevertheless, for now at least, relations are on the up – a trend we expect to be
reinforced when President Bush visits Beijing on 21-22 February 2002. There
is something of an established pattern of incoming US Administrations talking
tough on China initially, but taking a more measured – some would say
pragmatic – approach in practice downstream. But circumstances – and
China’s response to them – are resulting in a bigger boost than the history of
Sino-US relations would have suggested.

China/Japan: Regional role model to regional rival?

It is desirable not only for Japan but also the whole
world if the Chinese people become wealthier, start
seeking more political freedom and value the natural
environment more seriously. This will significantly
improve the…relationship between the two countries.
Toshihiko Kinoshita (28 March 2001)82

The Bush Administration’s early “strategic competitor” vision of China was
coupled with one of defence partnership with Japan. Prior to 11 September
2001, the idea of Japan easing its constitutional limitations on military activity
was anathema to Beijing.83 However, visiting Beijing on 8 October 2001,
Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi proffered a “heartfelt apology” for
Japan’s past conduct in China. Thereafter, the Chinese authorities raised no
protests when the Diet voted through constitutional changes to allow Japanese
naval support vessels to aid the US campaign in Afghanistan.

82 From an article by Professor Kinoshita (of the faculty of commercial sciences at Waseda
University in Tokyo) which was published in ChinaOnline.
83 Chinese sensitivity over US/Japan defence cooperation was highlighted again on 1 August 2001,
when Beijing expressed concern at its exclusion from a proposed Asia-Pacific security forum
which the US and Australia envisaged with Japan and, possibly, South Korea.
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The background to Chinese suspicion of Japan is the complex – at times,
catastrophic – nature of Sino-Japanese relations in the 20th century. At the start
of the century, Japan was held up by Chinese imperialists and nationalists
alike as a model for modernisation. But Japan’s seizure of Manchuria in 1931
and all-out war in 1937 left deep scars in China. In the immediate post-war
years, this was compounded by Japan (under US influence) signing the peace
treaty formally ending the Sino-Japanese war with Taiwan in 1952 and its use
by the US as regional hub for its military (40,000 of the US’s 100,000 or so
troops currently in East Asia are stationed in Japan).84

As with China/US relations, against this backdrop relatively minor irritants
can assume disproportionate importance if not carefully handled. These include:

• A long-running territorial dispute over the Senkaku islands.

• Chinese naval activity in the South China Sea.

• Japan’s resentment at China’s alleged ingratitude for aid money.

• The refusal of the Japanese courts to award war reparations to individual
claimants.

• The row over the way in which school textbooks in Japan portray the
Second World War.

• Prime Minister Koizumi’s 13 August 2001 visit to the Yaksukuni shrine
commemorating Japan’s war dead.

On the other hand, trade has built bridges since the 1960s, although this has
not been an entirely smooth process either. In the 1980s, China became
increasingly anxious over its trade deficit with Japan and the lack of Japanese
investment, perceiving this as latter-day exploitation. However, in the 1990s
there was a reversal in fortune: China now runs an increasingly large trade
surplus with Japan. And last year, a trade dispute broke out (see chapter 6).
Nevertheless, total bilateral trade now amounts to $85bn per annum.85

Figure 7.2: China’s imports from Japan and the rest of Asia
(% of total imports, 12 month moving average)
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84 Japan shifted from diplomatic recognition of Taipei to Beijing in 1972 as Sino-US relations
warmed. In return, the PRC formally waived the right to war reparations.
85 On 22 August, China’s chief trade negotiator Vice Minister Long Yongtu told the press: “I
think we can resolve [the current trade dispute with Japan] because China will become a WTO
member and we can find a solution within the framework of the WTO.” Japanese officials have
made it clear that they would not allow the dispute to stand in the way of Chinese accession.
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Figure 7.3: Japan’s trade balance with China
(Yen bn, 12 month sum)
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As for the future, Graham Hutchings concluded: “Above all, China is
determined to be strong enough itself – politically, economically and militarily
– to triumph in what is likely to be an era of growing rivalry with Japan.”86 He
is not alone in his assessment: on 19 December 2001, Japanese Foreign
Minister Makiko Tanaka said: “China is developing rapidly in the coastal
areas. It has joined the World Trade Organisation. It is rapidly joining the
capitalist economy. Japan is being left out.”

China/Russia: Marriages of convenience?

If we firmly and unfailingly implement [the July 2001
friendship] treaty, we will make Russian-Chinese relations
an example of friendship. Jiang Zemin (17 July 2001)

The rocky history of Sino-Soviet relations was noted in chapter 1. It is worth
underlining that, for all the ups and downs, the influence the Soviet Union had
on China remains readily apparent. Marxist-Leninism (as modified by Mao
and Deng) remains the official state political philosophy. The majority of
China’s third generation leaders were educated in the Soviet Union – President
Jiang Zemin is just one of several who speaks fluent Russian, from his student
days. And China’s bureaucracy is closely modeled on the Soviet approach.

The break-up of Soviet hegemony in eastern Europe in late 1989 was a deeply
worrying time for the authorities in Beijing, still haunted by the Tiananmen
Square protests (which coincided with the state visit to Beijing of Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev, the high-water mark in the new Sino-Soviet era of
mutual non-interference). Worse was to follow when the Communist Party
gave up its monopoly on power in Moscow in 1990, and when Boris Yeltsin
took over the reins and oversaw the dismantling of the Soviet Union in 1991.

China’s relations with post-1992 Russia benefited initially from good personal
relations between President Yeltsin and President Jiang Zemin and (now
former) Premier Li Peng; and from a number of common interests:

• Global security: At least until 11 September 2001, both China and
Russia have seen advantage in working together in their dealings with the
US. This led in 1996 (a time when China and the US were at loggerheads
over Taiwan and Russia was struggling with the implications of Nato’s
eastward expansion) to the declaration of a “strategic partnership” in an
emerging “multi-polar world”. More recently, both Russia and China

86 “Modern China: A Companion To A Rising Power” by Graham Hutchings, (Penguin, 2001).
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expressed concern over the US’s encouraging of Japan to take a more
active role in regional defence and over US Missile Defence proposals.87

• “Local” security: The break-up of the Soviet Union caused Beijing to
worry about possible support for separatists in Xinjiang province from the
bordering successor states of Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan and Tajikistan.
Together with Russia (which shares a 4,000km border with China), these
three Central Asian Republics (CARs) and China formed the “Shanghai
Five” to settle long-standing border disputes and resolve other questions
of mutual security. In June 2001, this group was joined by Uzbekistan and
evolved into the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (see box 7.2).

• Territorial integrity: Related to both global and local security, Russia
and China share concerns over the implications of Nato’s UN-sanctioned
“humanitarian intervention” in Kosovo. Both countries have their own
internal, ethnically-based separatist problems, in which attempts at
outside “interference” are most unwelcome (notably, and respectively, in
Chechnya and Tibet).

• Energy: See box 7.2.

• Arms sales: Post-Tiananmen, the US and the EU imposed an arms
embargo against China, which therefore turned to Russia which was eager
to earn foreign currency from the sale of (by Chinese standards) advanced
military hardware, including fighter aircraft and submarines.

The signing of a new 20-year Sino-Russian friendship treaty on 16 July 2001
marks another step forward, though perhaps one which will not live up to the
accompanying rhetoric. Concretely, it should:

• Help resolve the remaining border disputes between the two countries
(China settled its border differences with Kazakhstan and Kirghizstan in
1999, although a dispute with Tajikstan is still outstanding).

• Intensify cooperation against Islamic and Turkic groups on both sides of
the border which may pose some threat to territorial integrity.

• Encourage more bilateral trade (likely to rise from $8bn to $10bn this
year but still only a small fraction of China’s trade with the US and
Japan), as well as legitimising extensive unofficial trade in the immediate
environs of the Sino-Russian border.

• Lead to the establishment of stricter border controls to nip in the bud any
significant migratory flow out of China and into Russia’s sparsely
populated far east (although 100,000 Chinese are thought already to be
living and working illegally in Russia’s far east).

• Pave the way for construction of a 2,400km oil pipeline from Siberia to
China’s north-east. (China at present imports just 25,000bpd from Russia;
the new pipeline is intended to supply 20 million tonnes of crude per
annum by 2005 and 30 million tonnes by 2010.)

87 Washington’s announcement in December 2001 that it was withdrawing from its bilateral Anti-
Ballistic Missile (ABM) with Russia, thereby facilitating progress by the US with Missile Defence,
may signal at least a tentative understanding between Presidents Bush and Putin which may
discomfort China. See also below and box 7.3.
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•

Box 7.2: Energy Security – Diplomacy To The Fore

On 15 June 2001, the members of the “Shanghai Five” – China, Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan, Russia and Tajikistan –
joined with Uzbekistan to form a new regional forum, the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO). The focus of
the SCO is a shared interest in boosting economic ties (which China sees as an integral part of stimulating growth to
try to counter separatist tendencies in its north-western Xinjiang province) and addressing Afghanistan-backed
Islamic militancy (notably the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan which has led raids across the region for the past two
years). It is, to date, the only international organisation set up at China’s initiative.

Reminiscent of the “Great Game” of the 19th century, Russia and China also share an interest in countering US
influence in the central Asian republics – acceptance of a US military presence in the region post-11 September
notwithstanding. All but Tajikistan (which hosts 10,000 Russian troops on its border with Afghanistan), have
benefited from US military aid and the US is the biggest overseas investor in Kazakhstan, which is forecast to be
among the top five oil producers globally by 2010.

Herein lies another security issue central to China’s concerns: energy security. China is both the world’s third largest
producer and consumer of energy; and its share of global consumption is expected to rise from 9% in 1990 to 20% by
2010. The associated increase in absolute demand has obliged China to abandon its previous policy of energy self-
sufficiency, with consequent implications for its foreign policy priorities in the broad. In the case of oil, domestic
production has risen from 0.5mbpd in 1970 to around 4mbpd to meet approximately 20% of total current energy
demand. But consumption has risen faster still and China became a net oil importer in 1993, rising to net imports of
around 60 million tonnes per annum today. Furthermore, most of the existing domestic fields are mature and new
resources are most likely to be found in any quantity offshore (with all the associated technological and cost
problems) or in the remote Tarim Basin in Xinjiang. Consequently, China is forecast to need to import 60% of its oil
and 30% of its natural gas by 2020.

In her paper China’s Quest for Energy Security (Rand, 2000), Erica Strecker Downs notes that the Chinese
government has long regarded a dependency on imported energy as a potential strategic vulnerability which it will
continue to seek to minimise. To this end, China is already taking a number of measures, including aiming to move
from reliance on the spot market to contracted supply from specific exporters. The most significant concrete
manifestation of this to date is a procurement deal struck in 1997 with Kazakhstan which will also involve the
construction of a pipeline to China. This year’s friendship treaty with Russia, as well as the setting up of the SCO, are
further steps in the same direction. Farther afield, China has been in bilateral discussions with – and, in some case,
actual exploration and drilling for oil and gas in – Canada, Iraq, Kuwait, Mongolia, Papua New Guinea, Sudan,
Thailand and Venezuela.

In the context of energy security, the South China Sea assumes additional importance for two reasons. First, the
disputed Spratly and Paracels Islands lie in an area believed to be rich in oil and gas resources. Second, on the safe
assumption that China will also have to look to the Middle East for its oil supplies in the future, security of the sea
lanes – where China considers itself especially vulnerable to American power – becomes paramount in the eyes of
Beijing. Diplomatic efforts with others with claims in the area – Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines and Vietnam plus
Taiwan – may therefore intensify in the future (see box 7.5).

Figure 7.4: China’s net exports of crude petroleum oil
(Millions of tons, 12 month sum)
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The signing of the treaty was accompanied by a mutual expression of concern
of US Missile Defence proposals in the form of a statement of support for the
existing US/Russia Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (see box 7.3). However, it is
far from clear how this fits with President Putin’s surprise agreement with
President Bush in July 2001 to link US/Russia bilateral exchanges on Missile
Defence to strategic arms reduction talks, let alone any understanding which
may emerge following the former’s November 2001 visit to the US. For sure,
where China sees Missile Defence purely as a threat (especially to its “One
China” policy vis-à-vis Taiwan), Russia may well see advantage in gaining
access to related American technology as it worries about its southern
neighbours and Islamic separatism within its own borders.

But Russia’s objective over US
Missile Defence proposals

may differ to China’s

Box 7.3: China’s Nuclear Capability

China tested its first atomic bomb in 1964 and its first hydrogen bomb just four years later. Its programme, which
was launched in 1957, was initially aided by the Soviet Union. But China’s (unsuccessful) 1958 assault on the
nationalist-held island of Quemoy led to the withdrawal of Soviet assistance (and contributed significantly to the
breakdown of Sino-Soviet cooperation in the broad in 1960).

Experts estimate that China currently has around 20 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), capable of carrying a
single warhead and of reaching the whole of the United States, and a similar number which could reach the West
Coast. They are deployed in fixed silos (although China first tested a mobile ICBM in 1995); and their volatile liquid
fuel is stored separately, precluding rapid launch. Ability to detect incoming missiles and strike command and
control capability are limited.

Critics of US Missile Defence proposals worry that its development could encourage China to move to mobile
launchers, solid fuel technology and multiple warheads (MIRVs), as well as accelerating work on a neutron bomb (a
technology which Beijing claimed to have mastered in 1999).

As for international agreements:

• Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT): China signed the NPT in 1991 and its extension in 1995. However, pre-1991
it exported nuclear technology to a number of countries, including to some considered “rogue states” by
Washington and to Pakistan (which has since tested a nuclear device). In 1996, faced with the threat of US
sanctions, China agreed not to supply nuclear facilities to any country which refused to accept International
Atomic Energy Authority (IAEA) monitoring. In 1997 domestic law was introduced controlling nuclear exports.

• Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT): In 1996 when Beijing announced its intention to join the other four
then-declared nuclear powers (France, Russia, the UK, and the US) and sign the CTBT (immediately after it had
carried out its 44th nuclear test), it seemed possible that doing so would help China remain Asia’s only nuclear
power. However, in 1998 both India and Pakistan carried out nuclear tests – the former explicitly citing the
security threat posed by China as the main reason for its acquisition of a nuclear capability. China – together with
a number of other signatories – has still to ratify the treaty.

• Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR): In 1994 China stated that it would abide by the terms of the
MTCR, which was negotiated by the four other nuclear powers to outlaw the export of technology for missile
ranges and payload greater than 300km and 500kgm respectively, but declined to sign it.

• Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty: The 1972 treaty, from which the US will unilaterally withdraw in mid-
2002 in order to facilitate the development of its Missile Defence programme, is a purely bilateral agreement
between the US and Russia. This did not prevent a joint statement accompanying the 16 July 2001 Sino-Russian
friendship treaty which notes that “Russia and China stress the basic importance of the ABM treaty, which is a
cornerstone of strategic stability and the basis of reducing offensive weapons, and speak out for maintaining the
treaty in its current form”.

• Regional agreements: China is a party to agreements to keep the Antarctic, South America and the South
Pacific free of nuclear weapons.

Unilaterally, China has (uniquely) a declared “no first use” policy and has called for the complete destruction and
prohibition of nuclear weapons. But since the late 1980s Beijing has refused to countenance destruction of any of its
own capability until Russia and the US have cut theirs to levels comparable to China’s.
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Furthermore, some Russians already worry about advanced (conventional)
arms sales to China (amounting to around $1bn a year at present). It will
certainly not be lost on decision-makers in Moscow that China’s rise as an
economic power and associated increasing political influence has coincided
with a period of Russian post-imperial decline.

So, once again, Moscow and Beijing may find themselves together more by a
marriage of convenience than a true meeting of minds. And the impact on
Sino-Russian relations from the emergence of the fourth generation of leaders,
who were not educated in the Soviet Union, remains to be seen.

China/Europe: From unequal treaties to equal treatment

The problems that China faces are unprecedented in scale,
but the EU has experienced similar challenges. We have
to address the problems of our outermost regions, the need
for social and economic cohesion, and the modernisation
of our pension systems. Through sharing this experience,
and our cooperation programmes, we hope to ease the
transition in China. Chris Patten (19 May 2001)88

As noted in chapter 1, in the 19th century the European powers plus Japan,
Russia and the US imposed the so-called unequal treaties on China, whereby
(under the Most Favoured Nation principle) all benefited when any one of
them won new concessions in order to minimise rivalry among them.
Similarly, at the start of the 21st century, while bilateral relations between the
individual members of the European Union and China remain important (and,
perhaps, in some case paramount), the countries of Europe are working
together towards common aims and the EU per se increasingly finds itself in
pole position dealing with Beijing on its members’ collective behalf.

In part, this is an inevitable result of China’s increasing weight in global trade
terms and the long-standing arrangement whereby trade negotiations on behalf
of the EU as a whole are conducted by the European Commission (although it
should be noted that investment remains a matter of “mixed competence”
between the EU and its members so individual members states have negotiated
their own bilateral investment promotion and protection agreements with China).

Since 1998, from the European perspective the cornerstone of the EU’s
relationship with China has been the European Commission Communication
“Building a Comprehensive Partnership with China”, which built on an early 1995
“Communication on a Long-Term Policy for China-Europe Relations”.89 The 1998
update was precipitated by four post-1995 developments, ie:

• The strongly pro-reform agenda approved at the 15th CCP Congress in 1997;

• China’s “more assertive and more responsible” foreign policy role, both
regionally and globally, together with the “smooth and successful” handover
of Hong Kong.

• The 1997/8 Asian financial crisis, which was seen by the Commission as
underlining the need for further reform in China to guard against problems
experienced by others in region.

• Changes in the EU, including the launch of the single currency, enlargement
eastwards and the strengthening of Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP).

88 Taken from an article by the EU’s External Relations Commissioner which appeared in the
International Herald Tribune, 19 May 2001.
89 Respectively, “Building a Comprehensive Partnership with China: Communication from the
Commission” (25 March 1998) and “Communication on a Long-Term Policy for China Europe
Relations” (1995).
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The 1998 Communication stated that: “Such developments call both for long-term
vision and active engagement. Engaging China’s emerging economic and political
power, as well as integrating China into the international community, may prove
one of the most important external policy challenges facing Europe and other
partners in the 21st century.” It set out the following aims for the “new EU-China
partnership”:

• “Upgraded” dialogue to engage China more firmly in the international
community.

• Supporting China’s transition “to an open society based upon the rule of
law and the respect of human rights”.

• Integrating China into the world economy and world trading system and
supporting its process of economic and social reform.

• Linking Europe’s aid funding (of around 70m ECU pa at the time) more
closely to other aims, notably the promotion of human rights and China’s
WTO accession.

• Raising the EU’s profile in China.

On 15 May 2001, the Commission adopted a new Communication which
confirmed and elaborated on these “strategic orientations” with the aim of
“making EU policy more effective by broadening dialogue and cooperation and
fine-tuning existing instruments”.90 In particular it proposed:

• Developing expert talks on specific issues of shared concern and where
appropriate joint positions.

• More focus on the development of a legal framework and rule of law
consistent with the promotion of human rights.

• Aiding China’s transition into WTO membership and subsequent meeting
of its related obligations.91

• Broadening economic dialogue, strengthening business-to-business
dialogue and reinforcing mechanisms to deal with bilateral disputes.

In addition to the EU/China bilateral dialogue, a key element in Europe/China
relations is the informal but high profile Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM)
mechanism, a biennial series of heads of government/state meetings between the
EU member states and 10 Asian countries, including China, interspersed with
regular meetings at ministerial level on specific topics of shared interest.92

90 The Communication was published just prior to an official visit to China of the EU’s External
Relations Commissioner Chris Patten (who was formerly the last British Governor of Hong Kong
before the handover in 1997).
91 For example, on 4 December 2001 EU Trade Commissioner Pascal Lamy confirmed an EU
grant of a minimum of €20m to teach Chinese officials legal and regulatory issues arising from
WTO membership in general and IPR protection in particular. Mr Lamy also indicated that the
EU would look to behind-the-scenes mediation and arbitration in the first instance in trade
disputes rather than resorting to the WTO panel process.
92 In addition to the EU 15, the European Commission and China, the ASEM group includes
Brunei, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand
and Vietnam. It first met (ASEM I) in Bangkok in March 1996 and its next summit (ASEM IV) will
be held in Copenhagen in March 2002. It is explicitly not limited to intergovernmental
cooperation alone, also aiming to enhance regional ties in the civil sector; and, equally explicitly,
it is charged with developing “mutual understanding” between the two regions on political,
social, environmental and cultural issues as well as economic ones. 2001 has seen meetings of
finance ministers (in Kobe in January), foreign ministers (in Beijing in May) and economic
ministers (in Hanoi in September). In addition to economic issues, items on the 2001 agenda
include regional security issues in both Europe and Asia, the development of the European
Security and Defence Policy (ESDP), global environmental concerns, strengthening the UN,
world trade and efforts to launch a new WTO round, and human trafficking.
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Figure 7.5: China’s merchandise trade with the EU ($bn)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 (e)

Exports to the EU 19.1 19.8 23.8 28.1 30.3 38.2 41.0

Imports from the EU 21.3 19.9 19.2 20.7 25.5 30.8 35.8

Trade balance with
the EU

-2.2 -0.1 4.6 7.4 4.8 7.3 5.2

In developing its links with China, Europe has generally avoided trying to label the
relationship. However, be it through bilateral or plurilateral mechanisms, it is clear
that both Europe and China see the relationship as essentially a “comprehensive
partnership”, at the foundation of which are economic and commercial ties.
Furthermore, in its May 2001 Communication the Commission specifically argued
that Europe should engage China as a “growing power and economic powerhouse
of tomorrow”. Thus, at the start of the 21st century the era of the unequal treaty has
been left well and truly behind.

China and the region

When two elephants dance we will all be affected.
Surakiart Sathirathai (25 July 2001)93

Defining “the region” in this context is as hard as generalising over China’s
relations with its neighbours is potentially misleading – that is, beyond
acknowledging China’s aspiration to regional leadership, readily underlined, and
reinforced, by its chairing of APEC this year (see box 7.4).94 At a “local” level one
can consider China’s region to comprise the East Asian countries of the ASEM
group (plus North Korea, Laos and Myanmar which are geographically co-located
but not members of ASEM). But this would clearly be a narrow definition even by
“local” standards when China shares borders with Russia, Mongolia, three of the
central Asian republics, Pakistan, Nepal and India. Furthermore, a broad definition
of the “region” could sweep more widely across Asia-Pacific to include countries
in Australasia and Latin America (as APEC does), or embrace the Indian
subcontinent (as the ASEAN Regional Forum does), yet still not include all of
China’s neighbours (see box 7.5).

Alternatively, to consider China’s potential region of greatest political influence it
is perhaps appropriate to look to East Asia ex-Japan as a whole. For it is in this
context that China’s status as the only Asian country to enjoy permanent
membership of the UN Security Council arguably offers Beijing its greatest
advantage in the regional leadership stakes.95

But how ever it is defined, China’s sheer size is sufficient to ensure its status as a
major economic and political player in the region, and to lead to clashes of interest
with others looking to protect and/or expand their regional influence.

India is a past and potential rival, both regionally and more widely. That said,
despite mutual aspiration to emerging economies leadership, competition for
inward investment (which, to date, has very much favoured China over India) and
frequent significant bilateral clashes (including a short border war in 1962 from
which China emerged triumphant), it is doubtful whether policymakers in Beijing
really saw India as a serious competitor until 1998. For it was then that India first

93 The Thai foreign minister was speaking of US-China relations in the margins of the July 2001
meeting of the ASEAN Regional Forum.
94 It is no coincidence that Shanghai has been chosen for the 17-18 October APEC summit.
Writing in the Financial Times on 6 June 2001, Richard McGregor noted that: “Shanghai is
China’s showcase, an emphatic statement to the world and to its own people that it can deliver the
combination of prosperity and control that the Chinese regime seeks. The city has been designated
by Beijing as the laboratory for China’s biggest experiment in recent years – in private housing,
capital markets, state-owned enterprise reform and a social security system.”
95 Against this has to be set the fact of Japan’s status as the sole Asian member of G7/G8.
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conducted nuclear tests against a background of its defence minister George
Fernandes’s claim of a few days previously that it was China, not Pakistan, which
presented the greatest danger. Mr Fernandes’s statement clearly took Beijing by
surprise, not least since just two years previously Jiang Zemin’s visit to New
Delhi, the first by a Chinese president, had seemed to ease some of the underlying
unease between the two countries (even if relations still bore little comparison to
the Nehru/Zhou Enlai vision of the 1950s of Sino-Indian brotherhood).96

96 A lasting legacy to the Nehru/Zhou Enlai vision is the Bandung “five principles of peaceful
coexistence” which were first adopted by India and China in 1953 and endorsed by the Bandung
conference of 29 African and Asian leaders in 1954. The principles are: mutual respect for
territorial integrity and sovereignty; non-aggression; non-interference; mutual equality and
benefit; and peaceful coexistence. Beijing’s original motivation in formulating them was to
counter any move towards the establishment of potentially hostile blocs. More recently, the non-
interference principle has been used by the Chinese as a counter to their human rights critics.

Box 7.4: Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation – A Regional Leadership Platform?

In addition to China, APEC comprises Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Peru, the Philippines, Russia, Singapore, Taiwan (under the title Chinese
Taipei), Thailand, the United States and Vietnam. Together with the Asian Development Bank (and, shortly, the WTO), it
is one of the few major international bodies in which both China and Taiwan participate, the point being that membership is
of “economies” rather than states. Its 21 economies currently have a total population of 2.5 billion and a combined GDP of
over $21 trillion, and account for 47% of global trade. Significantly from Beijing’s perspective, its other members account
for over 75% of China’s foreign trade and over 80% of inward investment.

APEC was established in 1989 “to advance Asia-Pacific economic dynamism and sense of community” and describes itself
as “the primary regional vehicle for promoting open trade and practical economic and technical cooperation”. It is a
consensus organisation which holds annual informal Economic Leaders’ (ie ministerial) Meetings. Preparations for these
ministerials take place at Senior Officials Meetings (SOM) covering a wide agenda. Since its establishment, relevant
ministers have also come together to address education, energy, environment, finance, human resource development,
science and technology cooperation, promoting SMEs, telecommunications and IT, trade and transportation. In 1995 it set
up a private sector-based Business Advisory Council. Since 1993 it has had a small permanent secretariat based in
Singapore. The chair rotates annually.

The specific theme addressed in 2001 under the chairmanship of China is “meeting new challenges in the new century:
achieving common prosperity through participation and cooperation”, comprising:

• Sharing the benefits of globalisation and the new economy;

• Advancing trade and investment; and

• Promoting sustainable growth.

Preparing for the 2001 Summit in Shanghai, senior officials called for APEC’s stalled trade and investment liberalisation
agenda to be re-energised; specifically, in the context of the so-called Bogor Goals calling for free and open trade and
investment in the Pacific region for developed economies by 2010 and developing ones by 2020. However, the Summit
itself was dominated by the response to the events of 11 September.

China’s priority for APEC as a plurilateral forum has inclined more towards economic and technological cooperation
among members than liberalisation. But APEC is perhaps above all useful to Beijing as a place for conducting broad
bilateral diplomacy in the margins with a number of other members, not least the US and Taiwan (which boycotted the
Shanghai Summit following a row with Beijing over Taiwan’s representation). It has also been used to advantage by Hong
Kong, both before and since the handover of sovereignty, which does not otherwise have much opportunity for direct
representation in international fora.

Certainly, China has been keen to profit from its year chairing the group to advance its credentials as a regional leader, and
burnished these further at the 17-18 October Summit in Shanghai.
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No consideration of Sino-Indian relations can be divorced from China’s
traditionally close relations with Pakistan, which, for Beijing, have their root
in Sino-Soviet frictions in the 1960s and Moscow’s close alliance with New
Delhi and influence in Afghanistan at that time. For its part, in return for
Chinese support in its differences with India (including, until 11 September
2001, over Kashmir), Pakistan was highly instrumental in bringing about an
initial measure of Sino-US rapprochement around President Nixon’s 1972
visit to Beijing. In the 1980s and 1990s, China has been a major supplier of
nuclear and missile technology to Pakistan (see box 7.3). When Pakistan
followed India in 1998 with nuclear tests of its own, China was significantly
more condemnatory of the latter, underlining that Beijing continued to see
Islamabad as a key ally in the region.

However, there are increasing signs of a move towards a more balanced
posture – and it may be that the events of 11 September helped accelerate a
shift in thinking in Beijing which was, in any case, ongoing. Lying behind
such a shift is a combination of the increasing attractiveness of India as a trade
partner and concern in Beijing over growing Pakistani links to Muslim
extremism in the 1990s.

Nevertheless, Sino-Pakistan relations remain close. Pakistan’s General Pervez
Musharraf visited Beijing in both December 2001 and (en route to the South
Asia summit) early January 2002. However, after his second visit, the Chinese
Foreign Ministry publicly rebutted his claim that China would support
Pakistan “in all eventualities”, noting that: “The friendly, cooperative relations
between China and Pakistan are aimed at promoting bilateral ties and not
against a third country”.

Coincidentally, on 13 January 2002 Zhu Rongji arrived in New Delhi at the
start of the first visit to India by a Chinese premier for over a decade. The visit
was primarily economic in its objectives, aimed at boosting bilateral trade
from the current level of $2-3bn per annum (itself a ten-fold increase over the
past decade).97 Although (as expected) no major new initiatives emerged from
Zhu Rongji’s meeting with Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, the
two leaders did agree to cooperate more closely against terrorism, and made
some progress towards resolving the Sino-Indian border dispute which lay
behind the 1962 war. Zhu Rongji also visited Bangalore, where a number of
Chinese firms have set up business, and Bombay.

In terms of the traditional closeness of its alliance with China, Pakistan is outpaced
only by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). Yet Beijing also
formally recognises (since 1992) the Republic of Korea (ROK) with which
China has close commercial ties (Laioning – where most of China’s two million
ethnic Koreans live – and Shandong being the provinces which have benefited
most from South Korean investment); South Korean inflows of FDI to China
increased from $1.0bn in 1995 to $1.5bn in 2000. Furthermore, security analysts
consider that in the 1990s alliance with the ailing DPRK has become less of an
asset to China and more of a handicap. Nevertheless, for now at least, it suits
Beijing to continue to shore up Kim Jong-il’s regime in P’yongyang for all the
regional security concerns – and related international frictions – it raises; a
possible alternative of a united and nationalistic Korea is likely to be much less
appealing. But if/when peace – and, possibly, reunification – moves do get
seriously underway, China’s foot in each of the Korean camps presents it with a
potentially key role to play. 98

97 By comparison, China’s bilateral trade with the US is currently around $75bn pa.
98 See “Korea: Some Day We’ll Be Together”, Global Weekly Economic Monitor, 21 July 2000.
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The Chinese diaspora – bringing home the bacon

The overseas Chinese in Malaysia and other Asian
countries…have always had an almost natural flair for
business and an urge to acquire a higher level of
material wealth. Mahathir bin Mohamad (1999)

The presence of ethnic Koreans inside its borders have helped bring
significant economic benefits to China, but these pale into insignificance
alongside those which have accrued from there being so many ethnic Chinese
living outside Mainland China. Best estimates are that 25 million live in Hong
Kong, Macau and Taiwan, 20 million in Southeast Asia and five million
outside the region. Notwithstanding the fact that many left China (or their
antecedents did) under inauspicious circumstances, strong ties with the PRC
have been maintained. This has been encouraged in some instances by the
suspicion – and, often, envy – with which the immigrants and their
descendents have been viewed by indigenous populations. On occasion, this
has led to friction between the PRC, which takes a patriarchal interest in ethnic
Chinese outside its borders, and other governments, a factor which will
continue to weigh in Beijing’s regional diplomacy.

Chinese communities outside China, especially in East and Southeast Asia,
have generally prospered economically (figure 7.6). A study carried out for the
Australian government estimated that in 1995 Chinese expatriate
communities, despite being only around 5% of the PRC’s size in “population”
terms, generated the GDP equivalent of $450bn, equal to 90% of that of the
PRC itself. Thus, when Deng Xiaoping launched his reform drive in 1978 the
Chinese diaspora was well placed to pump capital and market and technical
expertise back into the Mainland, quickly establishing itself as the largest
single source of “foreign” investment.

Figure 7.6: Overseas Chinese:*

% Share of
population

% Share of market
capitalisation

Indonesia 3-4 73

Malaysia 30 69

Philippines 2 50-60

Singapore 78 81

Thailand 14 81

* Source: Asian Business Survey, The Economist, 7 April 2001.

Today, in what is perhaps the most surprising example of the benefits that
Chinese “overseas” are bringing to the Mainland, around 300,000 Taiwanese
businessmen (plus, in many cases, their families) are estimated to be living
and working in the PRC, bringing with them a total investment stock
approaching $50bn. In 2000, the Taiwanese government approved $2.54bn
investment there despite the freeze in political relations after Chen Shui-bian’s
election as Taiwanese firms in the hi-tech sector in particular look to enhance
their competitiveness and (moving away from the more traditional inward
investment strongholds of Guangdong and Fujian) to take advantage of the
dynamicism of Shanghai and its environs.99

Of course, the other consequence of China’s opening up is that the flow of
people – and, for that matter, investment – is not one-way. An estimated one
million Chinese have left the PRC – either legally or illegally – since 1978,
with present flows amounting to around 75,000 per annum, half of whom go
to the United States. Some of these are students who will return home after

99 See “Business Trumps Politics”, The Economist, 28 July 2001.
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their studies; and others will also prove to be temporary migrants. But that fact
in itself serves powerfully to underline the growing extent to which China is
becoming a player on the global stage.

Box 7.5: ASEAN – China Counterweight?

ASEAN, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, was founded in 1967 by Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand, partly to address the perceived threat of internal interference from China (then gripped by the
cultural revolution), including through ethnic Chinese residents in these countries. It now comprises additionally Brunei,
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam – the expansion being in part due to the desire of at least some of the original
members to strengthen its potential as a counterweight to Chinese regional influence. China itself participates in the
ASEAN plus three group together with Japan and South Korea.

China is also a member of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) which was set up in 1994 and which also brings Canada,
the EU, India, Japan, North Korea, Mongolia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Russia and the US to the table. Its
establishment followed the 1992 ASEAN Declaration on the South China Sea calling for territorial disputes there to be
settled peacefully. The stated objectives of the ARF are:

• To foster constructive dialogue and consultation on political and security issues of common interest and concern.

• To make significant contributions to efforts towards confidence-building and preventive diplomacy in the Asia-Pacific
region.

Within that envelope, specific focus is still very much on the South China Sea, where territorial disputes among Brunei,
China, Malaysia, the Philippines and Vietnam remain unresolved (although the headlines from the ARF’s most recent
meeting in July 2001 were dominated by spats between the US and the DPRK, China’s closest ally in the region). This
underpins the widely-held belief among security analysts that ASEAN in general and the ARF in particular has, to date,
failed to match early expectations of the organisations’ security enhancement role; and that divisions among ASEAN
members have diminished any impact which the two organisations might have as a regional counterweight to China.
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8. Riding The Tiger: Taiwan and Hong Kong

One country, two systems. Deng Xaioping (1982)

SARs – looking for unity

The 1982 constitution of the PRC enshrined the principle of the Special
Administrative Region (SAR) by which China’s leaders hoped to reunify the
country. It hinged on another principle: “One country, two systems”, under
which a given region would be largely autonomous in governance terms,
including its legal system, and have even greater economic freedom. Beijing
would retain responsibility for foreign and defence policy. Its primary target
was Taiwan. But Hong Kong became the first SAR in 1997, closely followed
by Macau in 1999 – which is where things rest for now at least.

Taiwan/China: Economically ever closer but political problems persist

Previous chapters have alluded to the apparently conflicting forces which are
at the centre of contemporary China/Taiwan relations. Potentially pulling the
two apart is a combination of the (recent) blossoming of democracy in Taiwan
and the fact that an ever-larger proportion of the population (in addition to
“native” Taiwanese with no recent Mainland antecedence) was born there and
has no personal memory of life on the Mainland. Election results in Taiwan
since March 2000 have done nothing to ease relations, as the row in October
2001 over Taiwanese representation at the APEC Summit in Shanghai – and
Taipei’s ultimate boycott – readily underlines (see boxes 7.1 and 8.1).100 But
drawing them together are ever-deepening commercial and economic ties
which can only be further strengthened after Taiwan (under the title Chinese
Taipei) followed the PRC into the WTO on 1 January 2002 (see Annex E).101

In the early 1990s, Taiwan enunciated the “Look South” policy in an attempt
to encourage Taiwanese companies to diversify outward investment to
Southeast Asia rather than China. This was toned down in 1996 with the softer
“no haste, be patient” slogan towards economic links with China. Then, at the
end of 2000, Taipei agreed to limited direct links – so-called “mini-links” –
between Taiwan’s offshore islands of Quemoy, Matsu and Fujian in response
to Beijing’s repeated requests for the establishment of full, postal, trade and
transport exchanges. Previously, direct contacts with China had been banned
by the Taiwanese authorities since 1949 (although, in practice, a considerable
amount of illegal contact has consistently taken place). And in August 2001

100 See “Taiwan/China: Conflicting Forces”, Global Weekly Economic Monitor, 17 August 2001.
101 Writing in the Financial Times on 11 April 2001, Mure Dickie and John Thornbill commented
that sentiment on Taiwan against unification was being eroded by growing economic ties (which
have buried the idea in Taiwan that the Mainland was “poor and backward”) and the softer
public line which Beijing has generally adopted in its dealings with Taiwan after its tough stance
prior to the 2000 election failed to prevent Chen Shui-bian’s win. Nevertheless, an opinion poll
commissioned by the Taiwanese cabinet in March still found just 24.4% in favour of unification
(up from 18.9% immediately after the 2000 election) and only 16% in favour of the “one country,
two systems” formula (admittedly an all-time high and up from 9.3% in April 2000). Messrs
Dickie and Thornbill also suggest that there are informal signs of some willingness on the part of
Beijing to move on from “one country, two systems” to bring Taiwan back into the fold.

According to the China Daily, on 31 December 2001 and 1 January 2002, President Jiang Zemin
said that WTO membership provided an opportunity to develop economic and trade relations
across the Taiwan Strait and renewed calls for reunification. Jiang Zemin said: “We will, on the
basis of the One China principle, continue to work towards an improvement of cross-Strait
relations, and enhance liaison and the exchange of visits between people of the Mainland and
Taiwan. In the new year, China will work toward the complete reunification of the motherland by
adhering to the basic policy of ‘peaceful reunification and one country, two systems’.” However,
since March 2000 Beijing has consistently declined to enter into dialogue with Chen Shui-bian
unless or until he embraces the “One China” principle (see box 8.1).

In an article entitled “Taiwan and China: Drifting Together” published on 5 January 2002, The
Economist came to a similar conclusion to our own over the implications of WTO accession for
cross-Strait relations.
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the 120-member Presidential Economic Development Advisory Council
(EDAC) recommended a complete about face, with proposals of sweeping
liberalisation of Taiwan’s economic relations with China, encapsulated in the
new slogan “active opening, effective administration”.

Box 8.1: Taiwan’s Turbulent Politics

From 1949 until the death of Chiang Kai-shek in 1975, Taiwan was effectively a dictatorship and remained under
martial law. The “One China” principle was not called into question since the Mainlander-dominated KMT (which
marginalised the native Taiwanese in political life to help maintain the fiction of a central government in exile)
subscribed firmly to the view that theirs was a temporary exile. Furthermore, the KMT dominated most other walks
of public life as well as the commercial sector. Chiang Kai-shek’s death and more and more countries abandoning
diplomatic ties with Taipei in favour of Beijing throughout the 1970s combined as a catalyst for change within the
KMT, which was accelerated in the 1980s by increasing pressure from the US in particular for democratisation. In
1988 martial law was finally lifted, the emergence of the pro-independence opposition Democratic Progressive Party
(DPP) was tolerated, and – perhaps most astonishing of all – the native Taiwanese Lee Teng-hui succeeded Chiang
Kai-shek’s son, Chiang Ching-kuo, as leader of the KMT and president.

Throughout the 1990s, Lee Teng-hui moved Taiwan steadily down the track of democracy. The KMT itself split as
the native Taiwanese influence at its helm increased, some of its Mainland members breaking away to form the
“One China”-supporting New Party (Hsin-Tang); and the DPP firmly established itself as the pro-independence
opposition party. Lee Teng-hui’s shift of the KMT to the middle ground between these two may have caused
concern in Beijing but it helped secure his victory in Taiwan’s first direct presidential election in 1996.

By the 2000 presidential election, the DPP had softened its public line on independence (although this did not stop
the authorities in Beijing threatening drastic measures if its candidate Chen Shui-bain prevailed). And Lee Teng-hui
had called for “special state-to-state relations” between China and Taiwan, further splitting the KMT and causing a
leading KMT member, James Soong, to resign from its ranks and run as a pro-“One China” candidate. The electoral
balance tilted in favour of the DPP and Chen Shui-bian secured a winning 39.3% of the vote as the KMT was ousted
from government after 51 years. Worse still from the KMT’s perspective: its candidate, Lien Chan, was beaten into third
place by James Soong.

In government the DPP immediately ran into problems. While some of these were of its own making and others
from external economic factors, it was not helped by the fact that the KMT still had majority control of the
Legislative Yuan. Beijing further muddied the waters by refusing to enter into dialogue with the new government
unless it publicly acknowledged the “One China” principle and by actively courting leading KMT members.

Despite its modest performance in government, the DPP won 87 seats out of 225 in the December 2001 legislature
elections (up from 66 in the outgoing legislature), making it the largest single party. This is not sufficient to give it a
majority even with the support of the Taiwan Solidarity Union, a new party backed by former president Lee, which
won 13 seats. The KMT suffered heavy losses (down from 110 to 68 seats) while James Soong’s pro-“One China”
People First Party won 46 seats at the first attempt. Commentators suggest that the electorate reacted against the
KMT tactics in the legislature since March 2000.

The new legislature starts its term in February 2002. On 21 January, Chen Shui-bian appointed his former aide, Yu
Shyi-kun, as premier charging him with putting together a fresh cabinet as it looked unlikely that opposition parties
would cooperate in the setting up of a coalition government. On the other hand, some senior KMT members,
shocked by successive election defeats, openly support co-operation with the DPP and there could be a further split
in its ranks and/or defections (which are not uncommon in Taiwanese politics – for example, in the latter stages of
the last legislature 20 KMT members defected to the PFP). But the KMT and the PFP have sufficient seats between
them to dominate the legislature if they can prevent defections and if they were able to bury their differences and co-
operate.

Whatever the immediate outcome, the KMT’s future as a political force is in question. And, despite growing support
for the PFP, the broad trend among the electorate seems increasingly to be leaning away from the “One China”
principle. Wisely, both before and in the immediate aftermath of the December 2001 election, Beijing has chosen
not to comment.
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The EDAC unanimously approved 322 proposals, and Chen Shui-bian has
promised to abide by suggestions reached by consensus. However, how
quickly these recommendations will be implemented is unclear, especially
given that some of them require prior negotiation with Beijing which is
insisting that Taipei concede that the island is part of “One China” before any
such talks occur. Nevertheless, the EDAC’s recommendations were
monumental, reflecting for the first time a government and business consensus
that, with escalating land and labour costs at home, enterprises needed to
reallocate resources across the Taiwan Strait to remain competitive.102 In the
last 15 years, Taiwan’s two-way trade with China has increased from virtually
nothing to now well over $30bn, annually.

The main EDAC proposals included:

• Relaxing a $50m ceiling on individual investments in China and
evaluation of larger projects on a case-by-case basis.

• Actively promoting direct transportation, trade and postal links.

• Allowing Taiwanese banks to set up branches in China.

• Allowing Chinese investment in Taiwan’s beleaguered real estate and
stock markets.

• Lifting a ban on tourists from the Mainland.

There has already been some progress with implementation. In December
2001, the government began relaxing a range of restrictions on investment in
China, including releasing a new list of 122 products Taiwanese businesses are
allowed to manufacture on the mainland, including notebook computers,
mobile phones and computer CD drives.

An obvious catalyst to the government’s relaxed stance is Taiwan’s accession
to the WTO, which requires further liberalisation of Taiwan’s trade regime
and, therefore, increased import competition. This will hurt some of Taiwan’s
government-protected traditional industries – notably agriculture, tobacco and
liquor, motor vehicles, pulp, paper and rubber products, primary steel
products, and industrial machinery. Taiwan’s Council of Agriculture estimates
that after accession the highly protected agricultural sector will lose over
100,000 jobs over five years, while the Council of Labour Affairs estimates
that 270,000 jobs will be lost overall, lifting the unemployment rate to a record
high of 8.0%, from 5.3% in November 2001. The island’s top economic
planning agency, the Council for Economic Planning and Development,
estimates that Taiwan’s trade surplus will narrow by 0.55% each year.

In the case of investment, the EDAC’s recommendations will, to a certain
extent, rubber stamp what Taiwanese businesses have been doing indirectly
for over a decade: investing in China through under-reporting and
“roundabout” means such as setting up shelf companies in Hong Kong,
Singapore, the British Virgin Islands and Cayman. Taiwan’s official figures
show that approved investment in China more than doubled in 2000 to $2.6bn;
unofficially, estimates of Taiwan’s total investments in China are between
$45bn and $70bn. And it is not just traditional industries that have outsourced
to China; according to The Economist, already about half of “Taiwanese”
computers, digital camera and motherboards are made on the Mainland; and
for scanners the figure is almost 90%.103

102 Day Sheng-tong, Chairman of the National Association of Small and Medium Enterprises of
Taiwan, often cites the example of the plain black umbrellas that use to be exported by Taiwan at
a price of nearly $30 per dozen. The same umbrellas are now produced on the mainland and are
shipped for just $8 per dozen.
103 “China’s Economic Challenge to East Asia: A Panda Breaks the Formation”, The Economist,
25 August 2001.
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This rapid hollowing of Taiwanese industry to China has undoubtedly
contributed to the island’s current record high unemployment, and its first
economic recession in 26 years. Encouragingly, Taiwan’s leaders have come
to realise that they can no longer resist the trend and that, from a longer-term
perspective, outsourcing to China makes economic sense and should
ultimately help revive Taiwan’s economy. However, with the powerful
competitive force of China and with all the other newly industrialised Asian
economies actively seeking to climb further up the value-added ladder,
Taiwan cannot afford to delay building a knowledge-based economy,
especially given that today anyone can access knowledge from anywhere in
the world and copy it at no cost. In the words of Pochih Chen, chairman of
Taiwan’s Council for Economic Planning and Development: “The only choice
is to make things that others can’t make, or can’t make as well as we do,
which means products involving a special element of knowledge”.104

In his inauguration address, Chen Shui-bian sketched out the vision of Taiwan
as a “Green Silicon Valley”, endowed with a knowledge-based economy, just
society and sustainable environment. To achieve this goal, the government needs:

• To take a proactive role in sustaining a healthy environment and assuring
a good quality of life to attract and (perhaps even more important given the
number of Taiwanese now working on the Mainland) retain the best talent.

• To foster an economic and institutional regime that provides incentives
for the efficient use of existing knowledge, the creation of new knowledge
and entrepreneurship.

• To promote education and the application of IT technology and the
Internet to spur innovation.

• To ensure reasonable modes of financing and appropriate tax incentives, a
sound legal infrastructure, significant public expenditure on R&D and
research centers, and easy access to venture capital to create new
knowledge or technologies.

For example, Taiwan could become a design centre for Chinese-produced
semiconductors, or an R&D centre for Chinese-based computer networks, or a
logistics hub for the Mainland efficiently to integrate the supply chain and to
handle inventories, distribution, delivery and after sales services. In many
ways, Taiwan is starting from an advantageous position as it has a
comparative advantage in chip design and R&D in several strategic high-tech
industries; and it is a world leader in setting up science-based industrial parks
such as Hsinchu Science Park – a fast-track way to develop synergies among
high-tech start-ups, universities and research institutes in close proximity.105 If
Taiwan makes a successful transition to a knowledge-based economy and
successfully develops niche markets – such as nano-technology,
biotechnology, 3G telecom service and IC design – the Council for Economic
Planning and Development estimates that, post-WTO accession, Taiwan’s
GDP could grow by an additional 0.64 percentage points each year. Recently,
there have been some encouraging signs. In late 2001, the government
announced that it would allow exemption of business income tax for foreign
companies that set up their regional headquarters on the island, and pledged to
increase financial support for venture capital firms and R&D investment by
the private sector.

104 Chen, P. “Towards a knowledge-based economy: Taiwan’s strengths, strategies and
prospects”, Industry of Free China, Council for Economic Planning and Development, Vol. 91,
No. 6, June 2001, page 137.
105 Hsinchu Park is one of the world’s top science parks. It comprises an area of 605 hectares and
hosts 289 high-tech companies, producing products ranging from integrated circuits to
biomedical devices.
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We judge that, although politics could obstruct the process of economic
integration, on balance it is more likely that economic ties, boosted by the
official linkages which WTO membership will necessitate, will lead to a more
constructive political dialogue between Beijing and Taipei. Indeed, ultimately
it could just be that economic reasoning brings Taipei and Beijing to the
political negotiating table. Which could be Beijing’s game plan all along.

Hong Kong/China: the tale of the ancient teapot

In 1995, politburo member and CPPCC chairman Li Ruihuan made a speech
on the future of Hong Kong in which he told of an elderly woman who agreed
to sell her ancient and valuable teapot. Unfortunately – not understanding that
the quality of its tea (and, therefore the value of the pot) relied on the deposits
which had built up on its interior over the years – she cleaned the pot out.

Seven years after Chairman Li’s speech, the 1997 handover of Hong Kong
from British to Chinese sovereignty remains a major diplomatic and practical
success story. The process essentially began in 1972 when Beijing (newly
installed in China’s seat at the UN) succeeded in having both Hong Kong and
Macau removed from the UN’s list of colonial territories to be granted
independence, thereby effectively having them recognised as occupied parts of
China. But it was not until 1982 (with the lease on Hong Kong’s New
Territories due to expire just 15 years later) that Britain and China began
“talks about talks”, leading to September 1984’s Joint Declaration. That
process was not without its difficulties – to the point where deteriorating
market confidence in Hong Kong’s future obliged the government to adopt a
fixed peg against the US dollar, which protected the currency through the
politically turbulent times which followed (as well as the 1997-8 Asian
financial crisis).

From the time of the Joint Declaration, the main task confronting British and
Chinese negotiators was to work out the detail of how the principle of the SAR
would work in practice (see box 8.2). Any doubts that China would stick to its
side of the agreement were initially softened as Deng Xiaoping’s economic
reforms began to grip the Mainland, especially in the form of the SEZ set up in
neighbouring Shenzhen in 1980, which specifically sought to profit from
Hong Kong’s proximity, investment and expertise. But it was not only
Guangdong province which was transformed by the burgeoning economic
links; Hong Kong too benefited enormously as it became China’s most
important entrepôt with the wider world (including Taiwan). However, the
events of Tiananmen Square in 1989 and rows about the building of the new
airport and tentative attempts by Britain to bring some greater measure of
democracy to Hong Kong led to continued friction between Beijing and
London, which not only raised question marks over Hong Kong’s future (and
frequently unsettled markets), but also sullied UK/China relations more
broadly. Nevertheless, on 30 June 1997 the hand-over itself ultimately went
off remarkably smoothly (and, with the inevitable frictions of that process out
of the way, UK/China bilateral relations immediately improved significantly).

Since then, some concerns have arisen. The first major one was the decision in
1999 by the National People’s Congress in Beijing to overturn a ruling by
Hong Kong’s Court of Final Appeal over right of abode after the HKSAR
government had sought to restrict the rights of children born on the Mainland
of one or more parents living in the SAR. Had the Court of Final Appeal’s
ruling been upheld it would have opened the gates to an estimated 1.5 million
immigrants from the Mainland with the consequence that, in its effect, this
was a popular outcome in the minds of many in the SAR. But others
emphasised the limited control which it suggested Hong Kong’s own courts
exercised over the authorities there and claimed that it was not consistent with
the “high degree of autonomy” Hong Kong was promised under China’s rule.
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Not that that was the final word. In July 2001, in a case seen as related, the
Court of Final Appeal effectively granted right of abode to 2,200 children born
in Hong Kong to parents from the Mainland, incurring criticism from the
authorities in Beijing for going against the spirit of the previous ruling. This
time, however, the HKSAR authorities elected not to seek a final ruling from
the National People’s Congress. Nevertheless, on 10 January 2002 the court
went on to rule against thousands of Chinese nationals to come to Hong Kong
to be reunited with their families. The court concluded that the 5,000 or so
plaintiffs were not eligible to enter Hong Kong under its January 1999
judgement because of Beijing’s subsequent interpretation which had
effectively overruled it. But it did find in favour of some immigrants – perhaps
as many as 500 – who had been advised by the Hong Kong authorities that
they need not launch legal proceedings and would be treated in accordance
with the January 1999 ruling. This is still not likely to be the final word on
immigration.

The decision not to turn to the NPC in July 2001 – together with the
government’s decision to admit Li Shaomin into Hong Kong in late July just
days after he had been convicted on the Mainland of spying for Taiwan and
expelled from China – may have much to do with the importance both the
HKSAR authorities and Beijing place on maintaining international (including
market) confidence in Hong Kong. Earlier in the year, Chief Executive Tung
Chee-hwa attracted press criticism for referring to the Falun Gong as an “evil
cult” – although more recently the consensus has been that in Hong Kong such
words are unlikely to be matched by deeds. And on 11 July, the government
forced through legislation clarifying that Beijing had the power to sack Hong
Kong’s chief executive, which critics – including in the international press –
have claimed is another blow against Hong Kong’s “high degree of autonomy”.

Box 8.2: The Basic Law – Back To The Future?

The Basic Law, first put forward by China and the UK in 1990, is essentially a filling out of the detail of the
principle of the SAR, by which Hong Kong will be governed until 2047 (50 years after the handover). Many
commentators have likened it to the agreements which Beijing was obliged to strike in the 19th century permitting the
setting up of the international settlements, albeit with Beijing acting as the ex post “foreign power” in this instance.
As far as governance is concerned, the main essence of its 160 articles is as follows:

• Hong Kong enjoys more or less total autonomy in all areas other than foreign relations and defence.

• The economic and legal systems inherited from British rule remain in place.

• The executive-led system of governance strongly resembles the governor-led system of British rule (with Chief
Executive Tung Chee-hwa, who is expected to be elected for a second five-year term on 6 March 2002 by the
796-member election committee, effectively assuming the mantle of governor).

• The chief executive is currently elected by committees, the members of which are drawn from different sections
of the community (effectively on appointment by Beijing). Nevertheless, direct election of the chief executive is
an “ultimate aim” of the Law which should be considered some time from 2007 onwards.

• Similar provisions exist for the appointment/election of the Legislative Council (Legco), where Britain first
introduced direct elections for 20 of the 60 seats in 1995 (with the result that the Democratic Party, led by
Martin Lee, were able to form a majority with their allies) only to see it replaced with a wholly appointed body
again after the handover. The current system of direct and indirect election favours special interest groups,
including business; but the Democrats still managed to win nine seats in the 1998 elections. In September 2000,
the number of directly elected seats rose from 20 to 24.

• Changes to the current electoral system require a two-thirds majority in the Legco and the approval of the chief
executive.

• Rulings on the Basic Law rest ultimately with the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress in
Beijing.
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Nevertheless, as The Economist of 4 August 2001 reported, even Democratic
Party leader Martin Lee concedes that – the odd setback notwithstanding –
Hong Kong’s freedoms have not been noticeably eroded since 1 July 1997.
This is a sentiment shared by Chris Patten, the last governor of Hong Kong
and now External Relations Commissioner at the European Commission, who
remarked on 25 July 2001: “As one of Hong Kong’s many friends, I am
delighted to see that Hong Kong people are continuing to succeed. Hong Kong
today remains a free society, and Hong Kong people have continued to
demonstrate how much they value the values that have made their community
so successful and prosperous. I have no doubt that they will continue to stand
up for those values in the future.”106 In short, the warning inherent in
Chairman Li Ruihuan’s fable appears to have been taken to heart.

As for the WTO, under the terms of the Joint Declaration Hong Kong retains
its existing separate membership after Chinese accession. China’s accession
has been welcomed in the HKSAR which, owing to its unique position as an
entrepôt for trade and investment between the mainland and the rest of the
world, should benefit in the short term.107 The Hong Kong Monetary Authority
estimates that China’s WTO entry could boost Hong Kong’s annual GDP
growth by between 0.5% and 1.0%.108

Nevertheless, we judge that Hong Kong cannot rest on its past achievements.
For, as China develops, Hong Kong’s role as a gateway to the mainland will
diminish. Indeed, with China’s coastal cities, such as Guangzhou and
Shenzhen, aggressively pursuing development of logistic hubs, Hong Kong
needs to integrate rapidly with the Pearl River delta, and stay ahead of the
competition as a trade and investment-related services hub. In short, if Hong
Kong wants to maintain its high standard of living in the medium to long run
the city needs to re-invent itself again.

We have identified four main areas in which China’s WTO accession will
impact on Hong Kong’s economy.109

Merchandise trade: While some 30% of Hong Kong’s domestic exports are
shipped directly to the Mainland, the reduction in China’s trade barriers will
have only a modest impact on these exports, as about three-quarters of Hong
Kong’s domestic exports to the Mainland are used as inputs by China to
produce exports. And China’s trade regime on processing imports is already
very liberal. However, in contrast with most other countries, Hong Kong’s
domestic exports account for only a fraction (11.5%) of total merchandise
exports. The remaining 88.5% are re-exports – products which have been
previously imported into Hong Kong and which are re-exported without
having undergone in Hong Kong a manufacturing process which has changed
permanently the shape, nature, form or utility of the product. Hong Kong’s re-
export trade should flourish after China’s WTO entry, as over 90% of Hong
Kong’s re-exports comprise goods shipped to and from mainland China. Hong
Kong’s value-added on re-exports to the Mainland is estimated at around 6%,
which is much smaller than on re-exports from the Mainland (around 27%).110

106 Commissioner Patten was commenting on the Commission’s Third Annual Report on the
HKSAR which noted that, generally speaking, the “one country, two systems” principle continued
to work well in 2000. Copies of the report are available from the Europa website
<www.europa.int>.
107 Hong Kong is one of the world’s most open economies, with its exports of goods and services
making up 1.5 times GDP.
108 “The WTO: China’s Future and Hong Kong’s Opportunity”, Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Quarterly Bulletin, November 2000, page 112.
109 For a more detailed evaluation of the impact of China’s WTO entry on Hong Kong business
see “China’s Entry into the WTO and the Impact on Hong Kong Business”, A Hong Kong
General Chamber of Commerce report, June 2000.
110 People’s Republic of China – Hong Kong Special administrative Region: Selected Issues and
Statistical Appendix, IMF staff country report, No. 00/48, March 2000.
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Exports of services: Hong Kong is uniquely positioned to benefit as a
middleman in supplying sought-after services to foreign investors wanting to
do business in China. This process is already happening. Hong Kong’s
services exports have become the fastest-growing component of its trade
account, and now account for 26% of GDP. Hong Kong is already highly
regarded as a trade-related services hub in the fields of telecommunications,
distribution, transportation, professional services (financial, accounting, legal,
marketing) and tourism. Moreover, Hong Kong businesses have the expertise
to help foreign companies enter China’s diverse and complex market, helped
by the fact that they share a common language and culture with their
counterparts on the Mainland. Also, Hong Kong’s world-class professional
services will be in demand by Mainland Chinese enterprises, as they endeavor
to restructure. Its capital markets will also benefit, as Hong Kong is China’s
main offshore financial conduit and funding centre.

Foreign investment: Hong Kong-based companies have been among the first
to grasp the business opportunities on the Mainland. Hong Kong is the largest
foreign direct investor in Mainland China, accounting for 38% of the $40.7bn
in total FDI inflows in 2000. The liberalisation of China’s services sector and
enterprise restructuring will result in strong outflows of FDI from Hong Kong
to the Mainland, which (barring an economic crisis in China) will result in an
increase in repatriation of profits from the Mainland to Hong Kong. The
strong outflows of FDI from Hong Kong should be closely matched by strong
inflows, as more foreign companies use Hong Kong as their regional
headquarters for conducting business on the Mainland. Indeed, the HKMA is
considering a proposal to slash the minimum asset requirement, from
HK$16bn to HK$5bn, for foreign banks to set up branches in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong industry certainly has a comparative advantage in its close
proximity to, and well-established connections with, the Mainland. Also,
Hong Kong’s understanding of the Chinese business culture and its use of
English as the business language should attract foreign companies – as should
the free movement of information, capital and human resources. Hong Kong
has an efficient government, a non-intrusive but effective regulatory system,
and a low and simple tax regime.

Textiles: Compared with other developed economies, Hong Kong is well
advanced in the hollowing-out process; its services sector comprises 89.0% of
GDP, compared with just 5.5% for its manufacturing sector. The one
exception is Hong Kong’s clothing and footwear industry, which is still quite
large. It generates nearly one-half of Hong Kong’s domestic exports, employs
88,600 people and accounts for 1.5% of GDP. Under the WTO agreement,
quotas on China’s exports of clothing and textiles will be eliminated by 2005,
the implication being that the Mainland will become an increasing competitive
threat to Hong Kong’s textile industry. We judge that there will be a growing
incentive for Hong Kong’s textile industry to relocate to the Mainland, which
could lead to short-run disruptions, such as the need to re-deploy labour from
the textile industry, where the skill set could be quite limited.

As for Hong Kong’s role as an entrepôt, in the medium term this will diminish
as China’s coastal cities – such as Shanghai – develop their own service
industries and trade centres, and as Taiwan strengthens its economic ties with
China. Armed with a strong entrepreneurial spirit, Hong Kong has
successfully adapted in the past, having developed from point of entry to a
manufacturing centre to an international financial services hub. Hong Kong
could become a logistics centre or a financial/IT hub, servicing the Mainland’s
economy. However, developing a knowledge-based economy will not be easy,
as competition from China’s coastal cities, Singapore, Taiwan and South
Korea will be fierce. A proactive role by Hong Kong’s government through
increased spending on education, R&D and the environment will certainly help.
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The other interesting development likely over the medium to long run is a
closer integration between the Hong Kong and Mainland economies. There is
already evidence of this. The correlation coefficient of real GDP growth
between Hong Kong and the US decreased from 0.20 over 1979-89 to –0.12
over 1990-2000; over the same period, the correlation coefficient of GDP
growth between Hong Kong and the Mainland increased from 0.03 to 0.30. If
Hong Kong’s economic cycle continues to become more closely correlated
with that of China – as we expect – an economic case can be made for re-
pegging the Hong Kong dollar to the Chinese renminbi after China’s capital
account is fully convertible.

In the days immediately before China’s 11 December 2001 WTO accession
Beijing announced that it was looking seriously at a proposal from Hong Kong
for a bilateral free trade agreement (FTA).111 With many of China’s coastal
cities aggressively pursuing development of logistic hubs, a growing concern
in Hong Kong is that its traditional position as an entrepôt for merchandise
trade between the rest of the world and the mainland could quickly diminish.
Hence the recent push by Hong Kong to win preferential access to the
Mainland’s market for trade and investment-related services before China
opens up its markets to comply with its WTO commitments. Hong Kong’s
banks, telecommunications and distribution companies would surely benefit
from expanded access to the Mainland’s markets before its competitors.

However, there will almost certainly be objections from Mainland businesses
already anxious about the degree of liberalisation in the pipeline; and third
countries will likely be concerned not to let Hong Kong steal a march on them
after all the effort which went into the WTO accession negotiations.
Nevertheless, the mere fact that an FTA is being seriously considered by the
authorities in both Beijing and Hong Kong is indicative of ever-closer
economic integration. Indeed, China is also considering a qualified domestic
institutional investor scheme, which would allow selected Mainland investors
with appropriate QDDI certification to invest in Hong Kong’s capital markets.
Also, China’s government is considering whether to invest more of the
country’s $200bn plus foreign exchange reserves in Hong Kong.

111 See, for example, “HK warms to idea of free trade deal with Beijing” by Rahul Jacob,
Financial Times, 7 December 2001
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9. Equities

To get rich is glorious. Deng Xiaoping112

Introduction

Chapter 4 considered the development of China’s stock market and the challenges
it faces. In this chapter, our equities analysts look in some detail at six sectors
of potential interest to foreign investors. Main conclusions are as follows.

In the banking sector, although foreign banks can already transact yuan
business, this is restricted to foreign corporations within tight geographic
confines. This will change by 2007, and foreign banks will have full access.
However, the sector will remain highly regulated and as such local banks
should not suffer greatly at the hands of foreign competitors, as matters such
as asset quality and creditor rights will not be addressed fully anytime soon.
These will remain matters of concern for potential foreign entrants.

Oil and gas companies have been at the forefront of the government’s
privatisation drive. However, the three major companies in this sector –
Petrochina (0857.HK, 5-Sell, HK$1.32), Sinopec (0386.HK, 2-Buy, HK$1.44)
and CNOOC (0883.HK, 4-Market Underperform, HK$7.23) – face a tough
time, as they need substantial investment to upgrade and expand output and
the infrastructure of the country’s hydrocarbon sector. They will also be hit by
lower oil prices this year. Of the three, we favour Sinopec because of its strong
downstream exposure and much lower sensitivity to crude oil prices.

Red-chip conglomerates are in a state of flux. Originally set up as windows
for the central or provincial governments to raise money from the international
capital markets, they have now lost this role as China moves towards a market
economy where funding is more readily available. These companies now need
to reinvent themselves. In our coverage universe, we believe that Beijing
Enterprises (392.HK, 2-Buy, HK$10.00) is best positioned to do so.

In the power sector, we believe both Beijing Datang (991.HK, 2-Buy,
HK$2.50) and Huaneng Power International (902.HK, 2-Buy, HK$4.775) are
well positioned for potential asset acquisition growth relating to imminent
industry reform. Huaneng Power’s plants are located in the east coast export
zone and, as such, are susceptible to a fall in power demand should exports
remain lacklustre because of weak global demand. Beijing Datang is
somewhat more insulated by Beijing’s spending in preparation for the 2008
Olympics (see box 3.5). Neither company enjoys power purchase agreements,
unlike their Hong Kong and Thai counterparts; we therefore argue that these
stocks are not defensive, as their bottom-lines are directly affected by the
demand for power. We expect the regulatory landscape to become clearer as
early as the second quarter of this year, and we believe an early release of the
reform plan will benefit both Chinese power companies.

The telecommunications market, already large, is set to grow substantially.
By 2005, we project the market will grow to 330 million subscribers, worth on
our estimates $38bn. It is basically split between China Mobile (0941.HK, 3-
Market Perform, HK$24.10) and China Unicom (0762.HK, 1-Strong Buy,
HK$7.95). Of the two, we are more positive on China Unicom. Any change in
the market will depend on how the government deals with a number of issues,
including the entry of foreign operators; the awarding of new licenses; the new

112 The precise provenance of this – perhaps the most quoted of Deng Xiaoping’s aphorisms –
remains uncertain – indeed, there is some doubt as to whether he ever used this precise phrase at
all. But it is widely attributed to him from the early 1980s.
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Telecom law; the restructuring of China Telecom (Fixed); and changes to
existing tariffs and billings methods.

The media sector is probably the most regulated of all those we cover. We
expect limited direct foreign participation in the publishing and broadcasting
segments in the foreseeable future. However, as foreign participation increases
in other sectors of the economy, this should provide an additional spur to
overall advertising expenditure. Furthermore, we identify a positive
correlation between GDP growth and advertising. However, investment
opportunities in the sector are currently limited to a handful of Hong Kong-
listed broadcasters and outdoor media companies.

Banks

China currently allows foreign banks to conduct yuan business. They are
limited at present to lending to foreign corporations in Shanghai and
Shenzhen, but these geographic restrictions are to be lifted gradually over the
next five years. Additionally, in 2004 (two years after China’s accession to the
WTO) foreign banks will be permitted to conduct local currency business with
Chinese firms – and then with all customers, including individuals, by 2007.

We judge that WTO membership will have minimal impact on the local
banking sector. One of the greatest constraints for foreign banks was lack of
RMB funding, which is limited to short-term interbank facilities. Within the next
five years, foreign banks will gain access to the 1.4 trillion yuan in deposits.

Nonetheless, the market-opening measures are still likely to be too little;
China’s banking industry is highly regulated (the government controls credit
terms and authorises borrowers) and is characterised by high levels of NPLs,
while creditors lack power under China’s existing bankruptcy laws. Foreign
banks need to feel comfortable about credit quality before pursuing lending
operations. However, numerous Chinese borrowers have declared themselves
either unable or unwilling to repay their debts. In this scenario, foreign lenders
have little recourse to re-coup their funds.

Key issues which still need to be addressed are asset quality and creditor
rights. Until these are resolved, we would not expect banks to lend aggressively
to Mainland corporations. Entry into the WTO would not improve the credit
worthiness of Chinese corporations.

Bank of East Asia (BEA) (23HK, rated 4-Underperform, HK$16.70):
BEA’s core banking operations are likely to remain weak as margins are
coming under intense pressure and there is still a lack of quality lending
opportunities. BEA has indicated that it is looking to acquire a stake in a
Chinese bank, similar to HSBC’s acquisition (see below).

BEA has the largest exposure to China, with 14 outlets (seven branches and
seven representative offices) and 12% of its loan book lent to China-related
companies. Over the longer term, when China opens up retail lending BEA
will have a head start on its competitors due to its extensive network. The
most likely area banks will target is mortgages, an area where BEA has
experience – albeit Hong Kong dollar-loans to Hong Kong residents backed
by Hong Kong collateral. With an increase in competition from larger foreign
competitors, we expect margins on China loans to decline.

HSBC holdings (5HK, rated 3-Market perform, HK$88.00): China still
only accounts for only 1 to 2% of HSBC’s loan book, and does not make any
meaningful contributions. It has a small network which spans 11 major cities,
including nine branches (in Beijing, Dalian, Guangzhou, Qingdao, Shanghai,
Shenzhen, Tianjin, Wuhan and Xiamen), a sub-branch (in Puxi, Shanghai) and
two representative offices (in Chengdu and Chongqing).
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Nonetheless, management is always looking for ways to expand its presence.
It recently bought an 8%-stake in the 196-branch, Bank of Shanghai (not
listed, not rated) in late December 2001 for 518m yuan (approximately $63m)
in cash.

HSBC is the first foreign bank to obtain a holding in a Mainland Chinese bank
since the country's accession to the WTO; many expect a flurry of overseas
investment in China's banking sector to follow. That said, we do not believe
that this minority stake, without any management control, will make any
meaningful contribution; it is more of a “political” move.

Oil and gas

China’s oil and gas companies have led the Chinese government’s effort to
drive the country’s privatisation efforts. As such, they are symbols of the
government’s desire to reform the SOEs while sharing the benefits of that
reform with the investing public through the public listing of the stocks.

In record time, China succeeded in listing three major oil and gas companies:
Petrochina (0857.HK, 5-Sell, HK$1.32) and Sinopec (0386.HK, 2-Buy,
HK$1.44), world-class sized integrated firms, and CNOOC (0883.HK, 4-
Market Underperform, HK$7.23), the world’s largest and fastest-growing pure
exploration and production company. These companies together account for
virtually all of China’s oil and gas assets.

China’s oil and gas firms face two key challenges:

• A massive investment programme is required, of around 100bn yuan a
year for the foreseeable future, to upgrade and expand the output and
infrastructure of the country’s hydrocarbons sector.

• Existing operations need to be restructured and re-organised to improve
efficiency, profitability and returns.

All three listed firms have thrown themselves whole-heartedly into this endeavour,
and are instituting changes which would have been unimaginable in China – or
any other Emerging Market country for that matter – just a year or so ago.

The investment prospects for the three listed firms are currently being driven
by broader trends in the oil and gas market. Crude oil prices, which have been
at exceptionally high levels for the past three years, are now adjusting down to
more normal – mid-cycle – levels. Because of this cyclical adjustment, we expect
crude oil prices to fall from an average of $26 per barrel in 2001 to $17 this year.

The expected sharp reduction in oil prices will be an overwhelming factor
pressuring the earnings of these companies, despite tremendous successes on
the part of the companies to reduce costs and grow their business. As a result
of the expected decline in earnings, we expect shares of Petrochina and
CNOOC, both leveraged to the price of crude oil, to underperform broader
equity markets in Asia. Sinopec, because of its strong downstream exposure,
and much lower sensitivity to crude oil prices, should outperform the other two
companies – and, in our opinion, also outperform the broader equity markets.

Red-chip conglomerates

Red-chip conglomerates were initially structured to be “windows” of the
central and provincial governments to raise money from international capital
markets. They had historically demanded political values for their access to
“good deals” from the government, as was most evident in the 1997-98 red-
chip rally. This has changed, however, as China moves inexorably towards a
market-driven economy in which capital is more readily available, especially
for promising projects. Rich domestic valuations and declining interest rates
have all created more options for the China-based projects which had
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historically queued up for red-chip funding. Therefore, the past three years
have seen red-chip companies face two kinds of problems. First, the pace of
new acquisitions has slowed and acquired projects often produce little near-to-
medium term profits; second, internal problems also started to be unveiled as
components of their extremely diverse portfolios under-performed.

Faced with these challenges, some red-chip companies have started to refocus
on their areas of expertise by active streamlining. However, we believe the
road ahead is still long and challenging for most red-chip conglomerates; and
only those with the following qualities will be able to create long-term value
for shareholders:

• A critical mass of promising core businesses which can serve as profit
growth driver for the whole group.

• A capable management team properly incentivised.

• Recognition of strategic imperatives and willingness to act on the part of
both management and controlling shareholders.

• Real opportunities for growth in areas of expertise.

That said, we believe these companies, trading at an average of 10-12x 2002
expected earnings, can sometimes provide investors value in sectors where
there are not enough options to invest in – such as food & beverage and
logistics – provided the overall group is in good shape.

We consider that Beijing Enterprises (392.HK, 2-Buy, HK$10.00) is such a
company. It features quality, well-positioned-for-growth core businesses,
principally in the consumer and infrastructure areas in our view. Our base case
estimates imply 2000-03 EPS CAGR of 12%, which compares very
favourably with other red-chip conglomerates. We believe there is also an
option value to the stock price if Beijing Enterprises succeeded in acquiring
one or two large-scale projects in the near term. Recently, the group
announced a tourism joint venture with Beijing Tourism Group and Hutchison
China, aiming to enhance the returns on its tourism assets. Trading at 10 time
2002 expected earnings, we believe Beijing Enterprises will continue to be a
preferred investment vehicle to gain exposure to China’s booming dairy and
brewery industries and Beijing city infrastructure.

We are less sanguine on the other red chips in our coverage universe. We hold
neutral to negative views on CITIC Pacific (267.HK, 4-Market Underperform,
HK$14.65) and Shanghai Industrial (363.HK, 4-Market Underperform,
HK$15.00), as both these companies lack inspiring near-to-medium-term
growth prospects. CITIC Pacific has over the past few years followed various
“hot” trends – aviation, telecoms, property, infrastructure – but shown little
staying power and added little value along the way. Around execution abilities, we
still await appropriate equity returns to justify CITIC Pacific’s relatively rich
ratings (P/Es of 16x in 2001 and 14x in 2002, with 0.7% 2000-03 core EPS
CAGR). The group’s telecom strategy in China looks uncertain, with the fibre-
optic network business still lacking a license and CITIC Guoan’s cable TV
businesses stagnating (and looking difficult to make further acquisitions).

Shanghai Industrial, meanwhile, shares similar characteristics to CITIC Pacific, as
the group’s investment focuses have shifted from infrastructure/consumer
since its 1996 IPO to IT in 1999 to semiconductor and logistics in 2000 and
2001. However, over 75% of its current earnings still come from toll road
guaranteed returns and auto parts manufacturing which, in aggregate, are
expected to grow at only 1 to 2% p.a. Although we are cautiously optimistic
on the long-term outlook for its IT and logistics projects, we think Shanghai
Industrial should take a more proactive approach to restructure its under-
performing units, ie auto-parts, tobacco, and printing. Trading at 10.5x P/E to
2001 earnings to 3-year CAGR of 5%, the stock looks unattractive.
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While COSCO Pacific (1199.HK, 4-Market Underperform, HK$4.275) is the
only focused operating conglomerate in our universe – it specialises in land-
based, marine-related service businesses, principal among which are container
leasing and container terminal operations – we believe that a combination of
structural and cyclical factors make the stock unattractive at its current
valuation level. We remain concerned at COSCO Pacific’s near-to-medium
term outlook, as leasing rates are expected to fall more sharply over 2002 as
demand for shipping services falls and box prices slump. COSCO Pacific’s
client base diversification away from its parent means that it will not be
exempt from these adverse movements. Opportunities to expand the group’s
container terminals portfolio now look decidedly scant, given the relatively
easy availability of capital in China and competition for container terminal
projects. Our forecast for 2000-03 EPS CAGR is a meagre 2%, which makes
the stock’s current multiple of 7.3x 2001E earnings look relatively high.

Power

We judge that there is some risk to investors who are already discounting
China posting the strongest Asian GDP growth in 2002. Specifically, if
economic growth is worse than expected power consumption growth in 2002
will be lower than forecast. The Chinese IPPs do not have protective power
purchase agreements (PPAs) such as those for the listed Hong Kong and Thai
power firms. Any slowdown in export growth will have the most impact on
Huaneng Power (HPI) (902.HK, 2-Buy, HK$4.775) as the company’s plants
are all located along the east coast export zones. As Beijing is more insulated
from the export slowdown and better shielded with massive 2008 Olympic
Games related infrastructure spending (of $20 billion) underway, we believe
the power consumption growth outlook is more robust for Beijing Datang
(991.HK, 2-Buy, HK$2.50).

We consider that Chinese IPP stocks are not defensive, as their income is not
protected by any contracts and no expenses are allowed to be passed through.
Instead, earnings and dividends payable move directly in line with the macro
environment, growth opportunities these companies may be able to secure and
regulatory changes.

In late November 2001, China’s top telecom regulator was quoted in the local
press as confirming that the break-up of the state’s fixed-line giant China
Telecom into northern and southern firms would go ahead. The State Council
is currently debating banking sector reforms. We believe the various reform
proposals for the power industry will be considered by the State Council after
these two exercises and that a decision on the future format of the power
industry will be ready in late 2Q02/early 3Q02.

We also believe that the current ban on existing plant acquisitions by local or
foreign companies under State Document 69 will not be lifted until that time.
To help achieve the network expansion, efficiency improvement and capex
funding targets for State Power Corp (SPC), management change is also being
effected to implement and accelerate the restructuring programme. On 10
January 2002, Chairman of HPI, Li Xiao Peng, was appointed a deputy
general manager of SPC. He will continue to be the chairman of HPI. Li Xiao
Peng’s move to SPC should also help accelerate the restructuring plan. HPI is
well positioned for SPC’s forthcoming asset sales.

We have tracked the EV/EBITDA relative to the five-year EBITDA CAGR
for both Datang and HPI since listing as shown in figures 9.1 and 9.2. The
horizontal lines in these two charts mark the 0.8x EV/EBITDA relative to the
five-year EBITA CAGR level.

As shown in figure 9.1, Datang’s stock has only very briefly broken the 0.8x
level on the upside for four trading days in its listing history. However, as we
move to use 2005 data to compute EBITDA CAGR for HPI after the company
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released earnings for FY00 in April 2001, the stock’s EV/EBITDA relative to
five-year (2000-2005) EBITDA CAGR moved up as our estimate for the
company’s five-year EBITDA CAGR slows down. This implies that HPI
needs to build or acquire plants to keep improving its EBITDA CAGR to
maintain its valuation level below the historical 0.8x ceiling.

Figure 9.1: Beijing Datang: EV/EBITDA relative to 5-year EBITDA growth
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Fig. 9.2: Huaneng Power (HPI): EV/EBITDA relative to 5-year EBITDA growth
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This slowing growth could lower the cap of the valuation range and, hence,
upside for HPI more so than for Datang. Given the 0.8x EV/EBITDA relative
to EBITDA CAGR all-time high, we believe that our target price multiple of
0.6x is still reasonable; it is certainly consistent with our macroeconomic
outlook of GDP growth of around 7% over the next few years (see chapter 3).

Having seen HPI and Beijing Datang advance in absolute terms by 156% and
176% respectively and their multiples expand in the 12 months running up to
the end of May 2001, we believe a margin squeeze scenario going into 2002
may lead to a contraction in the multiple before growth by acquisition
(through the implementation of the industry reform plan) comes about.

Figure 9.3 shows the operating and net profit margins for HPI and Datang
since they were listed. Our projected net profit margin for HPI in FY02 is
20.7%, closer to that achieved in 2001 when HPI’s average EV/EBITDA
relative to five-year EBITDA CAGR multiple was 0.8x. However, HPI is currently
trading at 0.90x which is already higher than the historical high of 0.8x. Figure
9.4 shows the different share prices for HPI and Datang if the stocks trade at
0.4x, 0.5x, 0.6x, 0.7x and 0.8x and 0.9x multiples.
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Figure 9.3: Operating and Net Margin Against EV/EBITDA relative to 5-year EBITDA

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Huaneng Power (HPI)

Operating Margin 29.2% 29.2% 27.7% 33.2% 28.4% 31.1% 31.3% 30.3%

Net Margin 26.2% 27.5% 24.7% 22.7% 17.8% 19.8% 21.0% 20.7%

Average Multiple 0.39 0.39 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.45 0.80

Beijing Datang

Operating Margin N/A N/A 35.2% 34.9% 35.0% 35.9% 34.4% 33.9%

Net Margin N/A N/A 20.0% 21.6% 21.6% 21.7% 20.1% 19.6%

Average Multiple N/A N/A 0.67 0.41 0.35 0.27 0.49
Source: Lehman Brothers and company data

Figure 9.4: EV/EBITDA relative to 5-yr growth at different share price level

Current 0.4x 0.5x 0.6x 0.7x 0.8x 0.9x Current Target
Price Multiple Price

HPI (US$) 24.2 6.25 10.0 13.5 17.0 20.5 24.2 0.90 25.5
HPI (HK$) 4.775 1.225 1.95 2.7 3.35 4.05 4.775 0.90 5.0

Datang (HK$) 2.575 2.20 2.70 3.25 3.775 4.30 4.85 0.47 3.4
Source: Lehman Brothers and company data

Chinese IPPs could raise funding to acquire plants from the government (State
Power Corporation) which will lead to fast earnings growth. However, the
asset acquisition ban is still in place.

Some investors have been buying China stocks including the power stocks
because they believe that stronger economic growth in China will give these
power stocks a defensive edge. However, China power stocks are not
defensive stocks. They are growth stocks, and their bottom line is not
protected by any agreements. If there is any negative surprise on the economic
front, it may lead to a valuation squeeze (which could happen before earnings
estimates are lowered by analysts); the share prices could fall ahead of the
earnings forecasts, which would come down with the real economic slowdown.

Unless HPI can begin constructing new plants (which will contribute earnings
in three years time or so) or is allowed to acquire existing plants in the near
future, its valuation is unlikely to become attractive compared with the historical
range, as acquisition-related growth options will not be available until 2H02.

Telecommunications

The medium-term growth outlook for the China mobile market remains
robust, despite the already substantial gains in penetration over the past few
years and intensifying price competition. After adding 31.5 million new
subscribers during 1H01, we forecast subscriber net additions of 60.4 million
for the full year. Looking forward to 2005, we project the market will grow to
330 million subscribers, representing a penetration rate of 25% (figure 9.5).
This translates to a $38bn market by 2005 (19% CAGR from $15.7bn in
2000), assuming an average ARPU of Rmb83 ($10) per subscriber in 2005.

Figure 9.5: China mobile market projections

2000 2001E 2002E 2003E 2004E 2005E

PRC Population (mn) 1,271 1,282 1,294 1,305 1,317 1,329

Mobile Users, Y/E (mn) 85.3 145.7 205.9 255.0 297.0 329.8

Net Adds during Year (mn) 42.0 60.4 60.2 49.2 42.0 32.7

Penetration 6.7% 11.4% 15.9% 19.5% 22.6% 24.8%

Source: MII, Lehman Brothers estimates
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The competitive environment, while having intensified greatly, still remains
relatively benign compared with other markets, as there are only two
competing operators: China Mobile (0941.HK, 3-Market Perform, HK$24.10)
and China Unicom (0762.HK, 1-Strong Buy, HK$7.95). However, market
positioning could change significantly depending on how the government
tackles the following issues:

• The entry of foreign telecom operators into China.

• The awarding of new telecom licenses.

• The planned Telecom Law.

• The impending restructuring of China Telecom (Fixed).

• Possible changes to the existing tariff and billing regime (such as the
imposition of “Calling Party Pays”).

For the near-to-medium term, we are more positive on China Unicom Ltd.
than China Mobile HK. Both companies have lost some lustre after reporting
disappointing 1H01 results and the “easy” growth is probably over. But we
believe that a case for owning these stocks is supported by:

• The relative insulation of the Chinese economy from external shocks
which should be positive for Chinese equities.

• The telcos’ domestic-focused operations and high margins, which give
them defensive characteristics.

• Solid financials, as both companies have net cash positions. Furthermore,
both companies’ business plans for their existing networks are already
funded.

• Relatively high-quality management teams.

• Attractive valuations relative to their global competitors.

We prefer China Unicom of the two operators, for the following reasons:

• Unicom is expected to continue to gain market share at China Mobile’s
expense, benefiting from government support.

• It offers double China Mobile’s earnings growth at similar FY02E
valuations.

• China Unicom trades at larger discount to our fair value estimate than
China Mobile.

Media

China’s 2.6 billion eyeballs make it potentially the world’s biggest media growth
opportunity – the final frontier for the global media majors. The growth of the
advertising market has been impressive. Total advertising expenditure grew at
a CAGR of 26% in the ten years between 1990 and 2000. According to our
estimates, we expect total adex to grow at a CAGR of 13% between 2000 and
2005, which would imply a $8.7 billion market opportunity in 2005.

Pay-TV and content production aside, the fortunes of the media sector are
closely related to the prospects for advertising expenditure – which, in turn, is
closely correlated to GDP, with a beta greater than one. China has enjoyed
annual GDP growth rates of between 7% and 14% over the last 10 years. We
are optimistic that China can sustain average GDP growth of around 7% per
annum over the next decade (see box 3.6).

In figure 9.6, we can see that, historically, China’s adex growth rates have
consistently outperformed its GDP growth rates, and that China’s advertising
expenditure is positively correlated to GDP with a high beta of 2.41 on our
estimates. For the purpose of calculating beta, we have normalised the adex
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growth rate in 1992, as we believe it was exaggerated by the impact of Deng
Xiaoping’s southern tour in late 1991 which sparked a huge wave of
enthusiasm for economic reform across the country and a surge in economic
activity (in 1992, GDP growth surged to 14.2% from 9.2% in 1991).

Figure 9.6: China’s advertising expenditure and real GDP (% y-o-y growth)
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In terms of the growth outlook for the advertising market and the media sector,
the prospect of continued rapid growth in GDP is complemented by the
relatively immature nature of the PRC media market. After all, until the early
1980s advertising, as a purely capitalist concept, was virtually unheard of.
Moreover, large swathes of the Chinese economy remain insulated from
competition. As competition increases from both domestic and overseas
companies post-WTO entry, we expect this to provide upward impetus for
advertising expenditure.

Given its political sensitivity, the media sector has been a virtual no-go area
for private companies until comparatively recently. However, the ongoing
process of China’s economic integration with the rest of the world has created
its own positive dynamic, as both rulers and ruled demand and require increased
access to a much bigger pool of information. We believe that the logic of China’s
economic development process make this positive momentum unstoppable
and irreversible. However, in common with many other countries, China keeps
a close eye on the media sector, and imposes foreign ownership restrictions.
Notwithstanding recent moves to grant limited access to a handful of foreign
media companies (such as AOL Time Warner, News Corp’s STAR TV unit and
Hong Kong’s TVB), we believe that many of these restrictions are likely to
remain in place for the foreseeable future, limiting opportunities for investors
seeking exposure to the growth of the underlying market. Some of the main
restrictions which apply to the media sector in figure 9.7 are highlighted below.

Figure 9.7: China’s media regulations in a nutshell

• Foreign ownership of television channels, cable networks and publications is prohibited.

• Investment in pay television possible through technology as per the Cable Regulations Act.

• Programs and advertising need authorization prior to broadcasting.

• Cable Operators can broadcast foreign content only from one of the 22 authorised foreign
broadcasters.

• No more than 30% foreign content can be broadcast by cable operators, and none of it
during prime time hours.

• Foreign companies cannot uplink content for broadcasting.

• Private ownership of satellite dishes is outlawed under the 1994 Cable Regulations Act.

• Programs which threaten national security, create social disorder, or distribute pornography
are prohibited.

Source: Lehman Brothers

Growth prospects are enhanced as
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China presents a challenging regulatory environment for investors in many
sectors. However, the media sector is particularly opaque. Not only is it highly
sensitive in a political sense, but the big money generated from advertisers has
created a complex mixture of competing and overlapping interests. Moreover,
two State Council-level ministries, the SARFT and the MII, share authority
over the cable TV industry which has compounded the regulatory confusion.

China’s admission to the WTO should serve to help sustain the country’s high
long-term economic growth rate, and, as such, should serve to underpin the
growth of advertising expenditure. Moreover, increased foreign competition in
other areas of the economy should also serve to spur advertising and, over
time, increase the ratio of adex to GDP. However, WTO will not directly bring
increased access for foreign media companies, as the media sector is largely
excluded from the provisions governing China’s entry. More positively,
though, China’s faster and deeper integration with the rest of the world should
incrementally increase opportunities for foreign players over the longer term.

At the moment, investors have limited opportunities to tap into the growth of
the PRC media sector. While a number of outdoor advertising companies are
expected to list on local and overseas stock markets in the near future (Clear
Media (100.HK, Not Rated, HK$5.85), an outdoor advertising company,
recently listed in Hong Kong), aside from the loosely regulated outdoor
advertising segment, for most practical purposes investors are currently
limited to Hong Kong-listed Phoenix Satellite TV (8002.HK, 4-Market
Underperform, HK$1.01) and TVB (511HK, 2-Buy, HK$33.40). While we
like both companies on a qualitative basis, Phoenix’s rich valuation is a
deterrent. We prefer TVB, which offers a more attractive risk-reward
proposition in our view, given that the company’s much-improved prospects
in China have yet to be reflected in its share price.
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10. Doing The Business

Who dares claim he is 100 per cent sure of success and that he
is taking no risks? No-one can ever be 100 per cent sure at the
outset that what he is doing is correct. Deng Xiaoping (1992)

At the outset, we floated three questions which firms and investors looking at
China are asking:

• “What are the opportunities and risks?”

• “Should we be there?”

• “How do we go about doing business there?”

In the preceding chapters, we have focused on – and tried to set in the broader
context – the first question. In this chapter we look at the second and third.

Being there

On the basis of our analysis, the answer to the question: “Should we be there?”
is a cautious “yes” for multinational companies and institutional investors with
a global footprint. China is on a firm trend toward a market-based economy,
and WTO entry will accelerate this. It would take a great deal now to stop – let
alone reverse – China’s direction.

Furthermore, the pace and momentum are dramatic. Spurred by globalisation
and the information age, no other country – let alone the world’s most
populous nation – has ever been under so much pressure to develop
economically in so short a period of time. China’s economy stands to offer
exciting business and capital market opportunities to foreigners over the next
ten years or so.

But there should be no mistaking that the risks will also be substantial. They
will be especially large over the next two to three years, as WTO accession
will result in painful adjustment costs in conjunction with unfinished financial
and SOE reforms, as well as rapid urbanisation. But our near-term assessment
is that, provided macroeconomic policies remain accommodative, the
economy will weather this difficult period, very likely averaging GDP growth
of around 7%.

Farther out, the coupling of gigantic possibilities with enormous challenges is,
perhaps, best illustrated by our projection of China’s economic growth. On the
one hand, China will be one of the world’s fastest growing economies over the
next two decades, very likely averaging around 6% per annum. Even on fairly
conservative assumptions, it will probably displace Japan sometime before
2030 to become the second largest economy after the US. On the other hand,
twenty years from now, because of its sheer size and population, China’s $3.6
trillion economy will still only have a GDP per capita equivalent to around
$3,000 – less than that of Chile today. Consequently, China will still be a
developing economy, grappling with social, economic and (almost inevitably)
political challenges.

Succeeding there

Even if there are no significant setbacks, many foreign firms are likely to set
foot in China in the next decade and effectively fail. We doubt that there is a
fixed formula for success in China; but we judge the following twelve points
to be essential – but not encyclopaedic – elements for success.

China stands to offer business
and capital market opportunities in

the next five years

But the risks may be large for the
next two years

China should average 6% pa
growth for the next two decades but

GDP per capita will still only be
around $3,000

There is no fixed formula to ensure
business success in China, but

there are some essential elements
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• The China context: All economies have their individual idiosyncrasies.
But, perhaps above all others, China’s history, culture and “present
realities” make it a unique environment. They should not be ignored: for,
like it or not, “Chinese characteristics” will continue to bear heavily on
commerce there. Furthermore, because of its sheer size, China is best
viewed as a multi-country market: homogeneous investment strategies are
unlikely to succeed in a market which is socially, culturally and
historically heterogeneous.

• The profit motive: The “conventional wisdom” of the early 1980s that
firms should be prepared to make early losses in China because of its
long-term potential is nonsense. Chinese understand the profit motive.
And, for all their reputed ability to take the long view, they do not
understand – or respect – those who seemingly ignore it. Once an
apparent willingness to bear a loss is established it can prove remarkably
difficult to turn that stance around and into profit.

• Building from the bottom: On the other hand, there is no place for firms
looking to get in, make a quick “killing”, and get out again. The best
returns are going to be made by those firms which are prepared to invest
real time and effort in China – including at the level of their most senior
executives. And keep in mind that significant amounts of both will likely
be necessary to identify, and then establish, an initial niche.

• Patience pays: Significant amounts of work on the ground may be
necessary even to identify an initial niche. Putting this together with the
previous point, the best way forward is often to begin modestly, establish
a profit-making base and build from there as and when opportunities arise
and/or can be created. Flexibility in management which combines short-
term contingency plans with long-term objectives is best suited to China’s
constantly and rapidly changing landscape.

• A spirit of partnership: Engaging commercially in China is effectively
entering into partnership with the authorities (central and local) – albeit
often a non-contractual one in a strictly legal sense. Fostering that sense
of partnership should be a prime objective.

• Networks work: Sound personal contacts and networks are essential. A
spirit of partnership is the key to China’s guanxi (or personal networks),
the primary mechanism for getting things done.

• Legal limits: The traditional over-arching philosophy of ren zhi – the rule
of man – prevails. But significant improvements in both the legal
framework and its implementation in the past few years – to the point
where it is even possible now to bring a successful action against the state
– do offer increasing amounts of protection to investors.

• Inevitable slowdowns: Like that of any economy, China’s progress will
not be smooth, for both cyclical and structural reasons. Firms operating in
China should be prepared to put up with setbacks too, as the economy
goes through “lean years” alongside the “fat”.

• Responsible investment: As the restructuring of SOEs continues, China
– in the sense of both the authorities and civil society – is likely to look
increasingly to investors for something more than jobs and economic
growth. Furthermore, Western lobby groups – and even shareholders –
will likely press for high standards of corporate citizenship.

• The global context: China’s emergence as a major global player, both
economically and politically, is not going to be entirely comfortable for
other players, either regionally or more widely. Frictions are inevitable,
and may well spill over into commercial relations. But, overall the
probability is that, for the foreseeable future at least, these will be
contained and/or defused without long-term negative impact on firms
prepared to ride out the squalls.

“Chinese characteristics” in the
heterogeneous market must
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11. Tabby, Tiger or T Rex?

If China remains domestically cohesive, it is destined to
become a major power and, as such, will have an enhanced
capacity to challenge the United States. Henry Kissinger (2001)

Dr Kissinger, writing before the events of 11 September, was considering
China specifically from the perspective of US foreign policy in the 21st

century.113 It follows that, from our broader perspective, China will provide a
growing challenge for the world one way or the other. After two decades of
reform, it already has a fair claim to the status of economic “tiger”. And the
past decade has seen a growing shift towards China adopting a more pro-
active and wide-ranging role in international relations.

These transitions will not always be comfortable for others, both in the region
and more widely. But that does not mean that China’s emergence as a major
economic and political power inevitably poses a threat to others. As Beijing
has amply demonstrated in the context of the war on terrorism, it has the
capacity – and inclination – to be a partner rather than, as some fear, a
predator. But, as Dr Kissinger suggested, China’s weight on the global stage
will be more a reflection of its domestic evolution than of external factors.

Conflicting forces

At the heart of China’s progress since 1978 is an apparent paradox – the
determination of its leaders to push forward with economic reform while
maintaining something akin to the political status quo. To date, they have been
successful, albeit at some cost in terms of criticism from the West over civil
liberties. Furthermore, the lesson of some other economies in the region is
that, provided they are benefiting from economic reform, the majority of
Chinese may be prepared to forego additional political rights for the
foreseeable future.

However, experience elsewhere also suggests that additional economic rights
alone will not suffice in the longer term and that, ultimately, the pressure for
political reform will become irresistible. The increasing integration of China’s
economy with the global economy is only likely to accelerate that process.

The temptation among conservatives may therefore be to slow the pace of
economic reform. However, this would inevitably slow growth and likely
increase pressure for political reform all the sooner. From the political
perspective of China’s leaders – as well as for the overall wellbeing of China’s
economy – we judge that the “correct” course is to push forward with
economic reform at the quickest possible pace consistent with economic
stability. This is, of course, much easier said than done.

Nevertheless, if there is one key lesson from its transformation to date, it is
that China has built up a credible track record in managing the economy since
Deng Xiaoping’s nanxun of 1992, despite the hectic pace of change. First, it
engineered a soft landing from high inflation; second, it coped with volatile
external conditions during both the 1997-98 Asian crisis and the current global
slowdown. The strengths which have underpinned its successes to date
remain: a strong administrative capacity; high savings; a massive, literate
labour force; and inflows of investment and expertise from non-Mainland
Chinese.

113 “Does America Need A Foreign Policy? Toward A Diplomacy for the 21st Century”, Henry
Kissinger (Simon & Schuster, 2001).
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If anything, globalisation, the information age and greater foreign competition
from WTO accession are set to accelerate still further China’s already fast-
tracked economic development; while the staging of the Olympic Games in
2008 will bring increased international recognition and national pride. This
will create new challenges. China’s economic reforms are so closely
intertwined that, if they occur too rapidly, social unrest could flare up –
especially with the urban unemployment rate already in the double digits and
set to grow. So, moving forward with economic reform too quickly could be
just as upsetting to the political status quo as moving too slowly to satisfy
individuals’ economic aspirations.

China’s leaders will be keen to avoid this. To do so, the headwinds from rapid
urbanisation, increased foreign competition and financial and SOE reforms
must be delicately balanced with accommodative monetary and fiscal policies,
the promotion of foreign investment and private enterprises, and the
development of capital markets and the western region.

The appropriate sequencing of reform is also essential. For example, fully to
open China’s stock market to foreigner investors requires liberalisation of the
capital account. However, a lesson learnt from the multitude of emerging
market crises is that, in a world of high capital mobility, liberalising the capital
account too quickly – in particular, before strengthening domestic economic
fundamentals – can result in a balance of payments crisis. Hence we judge that
foreign investors will be frustrated by the slow pace of capital account
liberalisation, and that a freely floating Chinese renminbi is unlikely before
2005 at the earliest.

In sum, to achieve their objective of sustaining the “correct” pace of economic
reform to ensure political stability, China’s leaders will need to ensure that
those reforms are appropriately sequenced and implemented in a harmonised
and pragmatic manner.

Signposts and setbacks

Looking forward, we have identified eight main challenges for China’s leaders
– five essentially economic, and three primarily political. And we have
highlighted under each (in italics) a number of indicators that we will be
monitoring, in order to see if there is any evidence of the momentum of reform
starting to flag. Failure to overcome the economic challenges would increase
the chances of internal political dissent. Furthermore, failure to overcome the
political challenges could have adverse economic consequences.

The eight key challenges are:

• Financial sector reform: NPLs of the state banks (including those taken
over by the AMCs) account for over 40% of total loans. The ultimate cost
to the government of financial sector recapitalisation will be 29% of GDP,
but in the worst case could be as high as 54% of GDP.

Political interference in lending decisions. NPLs increase again.
Government reluctance to recapitalise banks. AMCs slow to dispose of
bad assets. No real effort to reform non-bank financial institutions. State
banks shielded from non-state bank competition. Interest rate
deregulation delayed. Capital market liberalisation postponed.

• Restructuring of SOEs: This programme has reached the halfway mark.
A key consequence of it has been a steep rise in the urban unemployment
rate, to around 13%. Many inefficient SOEs are still being buttressed with
government subsidies and cheap bank credit, and the process of
transferring social welfare obligations from the SOEs to government
bodies has been slow.

Too rapid reform could trigger
social unrest

Appropriate sequencing of reforms
is essential

We have identified eight major
challenges facing China’s leaders

Financial sector recapitalisation
needs could escalate alarmingly

Dismantling SOEs could see a
further steep rise in unemployment
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New bankruptcy law delayed. Failure to utilise the AMCs and the stock
market to enhance corporate governance. Banks ignore credit risk. SOEs
are protected from foreign competition.

• Dealing with the adjustment costs of WTO: After 16 years of
negotiation China joined the WTO on 11 December 2001. The overall
benefits notwithstanding, greater foreign competition will cause short-
term disruption to the economy in the form of rising bankruptcies and the
displacement of workers.

Shielding local enterprises from foreign competition. Tightening
monetary and fiscal policy too early. Reneging on WTO agreements.

• Managing urbanisation and overcoming disparities in regional
development between the east and the interior: The World Bank
estimates that agricultural employment will fall from 48% of total
employment today to 25% by 2020, which would fundamentally change
the lives of some 200m people.

Slowdown in investment in the central and western regions. Slowing
progress on rural industrialisation and agricultural reforms. Rural-urban
income disparity continues to widen and urban unemployment rate
increases further. Social unrest becomes more prevalent.

• The development of a social safety net: With the demise of the SOEs,
the government must take over the obligations of providing social
welfare, including pensions, health, education, housing and job security.
This could cost the government 3% of GDP per annum.

Slow progress in developing a national pension system. Delays in
liberalising capital markets and in creating mutual and insurance funds.
Imprudent fiscal policy allows public debt to escalate out of control.

• Accommodating civil society pressures: Civil society is becoming more
active in addressing issues such as the environment and corruption and
will likely look to flex its muscles in other policy areas too. At the core of
these moves will be demands for greater transparency and accountability.

Repression of pressure groups. Closing of media outlets critical of the
government.

• Relations with Taiwan: WTO membership ensures a deepening dialogue
between Beijing and Taipei as well as augmenting the already significant
momentum of economic ties. However, for now at least popular sentiment
in Taiwan looks to be leaning away from the “One China” principle.

Failure to expand limited direct links established this year; Taipei
authorities’ rhetoric shifts further from the “One China” principle;
hardening anti-Taiwanese rhetoric emanating from Beijing;
intensification of PLA’s regular military exercises off Taiwan.

• International relations: China’s move to more proactive international
diplomacy has been accelerated by the events of 11 September. It has
adopted a positive stance to the war on terrorism where previously it has
tended to oppose Western “intervention” in other states. This has been a
significant factor in boosting China/US relations – the key relationship.
There will be ups and downs ahead but the overall trend may be positive.

Obstructiveness in international fora. Arms sales to states supporting
terrorism. Consistent refusal/failure to comply with WTO rulings.
Sustained increase in tension with the US (including over Taiwan).
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Confounding the courtiers and the critics

Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every
time we fall. Confucius (551-479BC)

The biggest risk is procrastination in implementing the requisite reforms, an
outcome which would be reflected first and most starkly in the financial
system – the lifeblood of any economy – but subsequently in a rapid escalation
in public debt to over 100% of GDP by 2010. Recent international experience
aptly demonstrates the trap of pursuing growth before reform. The result can
be a short, sharp, financial crisis – such as in Mexico, emerging Asia, Russia
and Turkey – or a drawn-out comatose economy, Japan-style.

Globalisation and the opening up of China’s economy will be important
undercurrents pushing economic reform. But it is crucial that politics do not
obstruct this process, especially over the next two to three years. We are
confident that China’s leaders have learnt the lessons of history (China’s own
and that of other economies), and we are also encouraged that each generation
of Chinese leaders has become progressively more pro-reform. We expect this
pattern to continue with the fourth generation.

Our conclusion, therefore, is that China will probably succeed in completing
the transition from a command to a market economy, albeit not without some
temporary setbacks and some (from a financial market perspective in
particular) frustrating delays in taking requisite steps. It follows that we expect
this transition to take place within an envelope of relative political stability,
albeit stability which is marked by a gradual growth in popular support for
political reform. China’s economy should grow by around 7% per annum over
the next few years, and over the next twenty years the economy has the
potential to sustain an average growth rate of around 6% per annum.

In sum, for the past two decades China has simultaneously succeeded in
dismaying some of the foreigners who have courted it, and in confounding
many of its critics by the remarkable progress it has made. At the start of the
21st century, we judge that that pattern is set to continue for the foreseeable
future. However, we are in no doubt that, for the first time in two centuries,
China is set to realise many of its “gigantic possibilities”, the challenges which
are still posed by its “present realities” notwithstanding.

Delaying necessary reforms carries
significant risks

China’s leaders have learnt from
the country’s history and others’

experience

China is set to realise its “gigantic
possibilities”, its “present
realities” notwithstanding
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ANNEX A
Chronology

1030-221BC The Zhou dynasty. Chinese civilisation grows from early agricultural settlements in the Yellow
River basin. The city of Ji develops on the site of modern Beijing. Confucianism is established as the
dominant philosophy and, until 1911, the official state creed.

221-207BC Qin Shi Huangdi unifies China, shaping institutions – which dominate Chinese governance
throughout imperial history – on the foundations of the Qin state which had been based since the 8th

century BC in what is now Shaanxi province. Construction of the Great Wall begins, the burden of
which contributes significantly to the downfall of the Qin dynasty after just 15 years.

206BC-AD220 The Han dynasty, known as the golden age of Chinese philosophy and characterised by strong
central government and efficient bureaucracy, oversees the expansion of China’s boundaries to close
to the present day.

265-420 The Western (265-316) and Eastern (317-420) Jin dynasties.

420-581 The Southern and Northern Dynasties.

581-618 Sui dynasty reunites China for the first time since AD220 but falls relatively rapidly thanks to foreign
adventurism.

618-907 Tang dynasty oversees the consolidation of China as one of the world’s wealthiest and most
powerful regions.

960-1279 Song dynasty builds new relationship between government and society by establishing the principle
of a small but highly centralised bureaucracy led by scholar-officials selected by competitive
examination.

1215 Genghis Khan’s Mongols overrun Beijing. Song rule restricted to southern China.

1260 Kublai Khan founds the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty and reunites China.

1271 Marco Polo begins 17 years of service at the court of Kublai Khan in Khan Balik, Beijing.

1368 Start of the Ming dynasty, which oversaw the construction of the Forbidden City and the bulk of the
Great Wall.

1644 Start of the Qing (Manchu) dynasty which extends China’s rule over its Asian periphery including
Tibet and takes imperial China to the height of its strength and prosperity by the mid-18th century

1838-42 First Opium War culminating in the Treaty of Nanjing under which Britain obliges China to open
five of its ports to unrestricted foreign trade; to cede land where Britons can reside; and to trade
without being subject to Chinese law. Similar concessions to other European powers and the US
quickly follow.

1842 British possession of Hong Kong.

1860 Second Opium War. British possession of Kowloon peninsula.

1895 Chinese defeat at the hands of Japan leads to the setting up of a Japanese concession in Shanghai and
Japan’s annexation of Taiwan.

1898 Britain extends its possession of Hong Kong further by forcing a 99-year lease on the New
Territories from the enfeebled Qing dynasty.

1900 Boxer Rebellion, leading to the occupation and pillaging of Beijing by an eight-power international
expeditionary force as the Qing dynasty reaches its nadir.
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1905 Japan’s victory over Russia breaks the latter’s hold over southern Manchuria.

1906 Overhaul of traditional civil service into modern-style ministries.

1907 Failed attempt by Sun Yat-sen, the leading “first-generation” revolutionary, to overthrow the Qing dynasty.

1908 Launch of an eight-year programme of constitutional reform.

1911 Republican revolution ends imperial rule.

Republican government with, first, Sun Yat-sen as president, then Yuan Shikai. Nationalist Kuomintang
(KMT) emerges as largest party in China’s first true parliamentary elections, only to be crushed by Yuan
Shikai as he seeks to establish a new imperialism.

1914 Japan seizes German possessions in Shandong.

1915 Yuan Shikai accepts Japan’s Twenty-One Demands on territory and privileges, leading to the rise in 1919 of
the May Fourth Movement, the root of modern Chinese nationalism.

1916 Death of Yuan Shikai.

1919 Treaty of Versailles formally cedes Germany’s rights over Shandong to Japan.

1921 Founding (in Shanghai) and first congress of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).

1922 Japan agrees to restore Shandong to China.

1924 First national congress of the KMT pledges to cooperate with the CCP over the reunification of China. Sun
Yat-sen appoints Chiang Kai-shek chief of staff of the new National Revolutionary Army.

1925 Death of Sun Yat-sen.

1927 Split of the KMT and CCP, the latter being defeated in Shanghai by Chiang Kai-shek and driven to military
insurrection basing itself in the rural areas. The CCP establishes the Red Army (later the People’s
Liberation Army).

1928 Chiang Kai-shek establishes nationalist government in Nanjing.

1930 Britain voluntarily restores the Weihaiwei enclave in Shandong province to China, retrospectively seen as a
turning point in colonialism in China and the rise of Chinese nationalism.

1931 Japan seizes Manchuria.

1935 Communists embark on the Long March to north Shaanxi to escape nationalist forces as Mao Zedong
reasserts his authority after three years in the comparative doldrums.

1936 Nationalists and communists unite against Japan.

1937 Start of the Sino-Japanese War.

1943 Britain and the United States abrogate extraterritoriality in China.

1945 China signs United Nations charter and recovers Taiwan. Mao Zedong establishes himself as CCP paramount
leader at the party’s 7th national congress.

1946 US mediation fails to prevent civil war erupting between the communists and the nationalists.

1949 Chiang Kai-shek’s nationalist government flees to Taiwan. People’s Republic of China (PRC) founded in Beijing.

1950 Against the backdrop of the Korean War, the US Seventh Fleet is ordered to protect Taiwan. PLA occupies
Tibet. China signs Treaty of Friendship with the Soviet Union.
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1953 Launch of PRC’s first Five-Year Plan.

957 Mao Zedong launches the Hundred Flowers Movement of intellectual expression, only for it to be crushed
by the Anti-Rightest Movement as criticism of the regime escalates.

1958 Mao Zedong launches the disastrous Great Leap Forward leading to over 20 million deaths from famine in
1959-62.

1960 Sino-Soviet split leads to two decades of Cold War.

1962 Sino-Indian border war.

1966 Launch of the Cultural Revolution, driven by Mao Zedong and Defence Minister (and Mao Zedong’s most
likely successor) Lin Biao who had in the early 1960s turned the PLA into the protector of revolutionary
purity and guarantor of CCP power.

1971 PRC takes over China’s seat at the UN from the Taiwan-based nationalists. US President Richard Nixon’s
National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger secretly visits China.

Power struggle between Mao Zedong and Lin Biao ends when the latter is killed in a plane crash, leaving a
power vacuum to be filled by the radical Gang of Four, led by Mao Zedong’s wife Jiang Qing, as the
civilian administration regains the upper hand from the military.

1972 President Nixon visits Beijing. Japan severs ties with Taiwan and recognises China.

1973 Deng Xiaoping, disgraced and sent into internal exile in 1966, is partially rehabilitated.

1975 Chiang Kai-shek dies.

1976 Premier Zhou Enlai dies in January, to be succeeded by Hua Guofeng, leading to public commemoration of
Zhou Enlai in Tiananmen Square which develops into explicit criticism of the Gang of Four and is
suppressed on their instructions.

Mao Zedong dies in September, with Hua Guofeng again succeeding and attempting to perpetuate the aims
of the Cultural Revolution. In October the Gang of Four is arrested.

1977 Denunciation of the Gang of Four as Deng Xiaoping returns to power.

1978 Deng Xiaoping launches free market reforms and the Open Door policy.

1979 US switches diplomatic relations from Taiwan to China and the US Congress passes the Taiwan Relations
Act governing unofficial relations with Taipei.

Democracy Wall Movement, launched in 1978 in the form of outpourings of dissent, is suppressed
although its ideas resurface in the 1989 Tiananmen Square movement.

1980 Launch of Special Economic Zones.

1981 Gang of Four, after a televised trial, are given long prison sentences. CCP denounces the Cultural
Revolution and reappraises Mao Zedong as having made “gross mistakes”, albeit ones which were
secondary to his contributions.

1982 Britain and China agree to talks on the future of Hong Kong, which are formally launched in 1983.

1983 Crisis of confidence in Hong Kong leads to US dollar pegging of Hong Kong dollar.

1984 Britain and China agree to Hong Kong handover in 1997.

1986 Taiwan’s first opposition party, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), is allowed to meet.

China applies to join the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 36 years after denouncing it as
a “capitalist club” and withdrawing.
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1987 Taiwan ends martial law and allows its citizens to visit the Mainland.

CCP calls for faster reforms to take China beyond the “initial stage” of socialism.

1988 Li Peng confirmed as premier.

Accession of Lee Teng-hui as chairman of the KMT and president of Taiwan.

1989 President Mikhail Gorbachev visits Beijing as Sino-Soviet relations are normalised.

Rise and suppression of the Tiananmen Square Movement. Jiang Zemin appointed leader of the CCP.

1992 Deng Xiaoping, although officially retired, undertakes his “southern journey” to reinvigorate the stalled
economic reform process leading to the CCP’s call for a “socialist market economy”.

1994 Jiang Zemin becomes president. Vice Premier Zhu Rongji, China’s de facto economic “tsar” since 1991,
launches a major programme of structural reform as he attempts to rein in both the provinces and inflation.

1995 Taiwan’s first direct presidential elections, following in the wake of Lee Teng-hui’s 1995 visit to the US,
precipitate a crisis in the Taiwan Straits.

1997 Deng Xiaoping dies.

Hong Kong restored to Chinese rule.

1998 US President Bill Clinton visits China, following President Jiang Zemin’s 1997 visit to the US.

China and Taiwan resume high-level unofficial contacts.

1999 NATO’s accidental bombing of Chinese embassy in Belgrade.

China regains sovereignty over Macau.

2000 DPP’s Chen Shui-bian elected president of Taiwan.

2001 China holds the (annually rotating) presidency of APEC.

US President George Bush visits Shanghai for the APEC Summit and bilateral meetings with President Jiang
Zemin in October.

The DPP emerges as the largest single party in the legislature after Taiwan’s December general election.

China accedes to the WTO on 11 December.

2002 Taiwan accedes to the WTO on 1 January.
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ANNEX B

Common Abbreviations

ABM Anti-Ballistic Missile (Treaty)
ADB Asian Development Bank
AMC Asset Management Company
ASEM Asia-Europe Meeting
APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation
ARF ASEAN Regional Forum
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations
BIS Bank for International Settlements
BOP Balance of Payments
CFSP (EU) Common Foreign and Security Policy
CCP Chinese Communist Party
CPPCC Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference
CSRC China Securities Regulatory Commission
CTBT Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
DPP (Taiwanese) Democratic Progressive Party (Min-chu Chin-pu Tang)
DPRK Democratic People’s Republic of (North) Korea
EDAC (Taiwanese Presidential) Economic Development Advisory Committee
EU European Union
FDI Foreign Direct Investment
FTA Free Trade Agreement
IAEA International Atomic Energy Authority
IMF International Monetary Fund
IOC International Olympic Committee
IPR Intellectual Property Rights
ITIC International Trust and Investment Corporation
KMT Kuomintang or National Party
MD Missile Defence (formerly National Missile Defence or NMD)
MFN Most Favoured Nation
MTCR Missile Technology Control Regime
Nato North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
NBS (China’s) National Bureau of Statistics
NGO Non-Government Organisation
NPC National People’s Congress
NPL Non-Performing Loan
NPT Non-Proliferation Treaty
PBOC People’s Bank of China
PFP (Taiwanese) People First Party (Ch’inmintang)
PLA People’s Liberation Army (originally the Red Army)
PNTR Permanent Normal Trade Relations
PRC People’s Republic of China
RMB Yuan renmimbi
ROK Republic of (South) Korea
SAR Special Administrative Region
SCO Shanghai Co-operation Organisation
SEZ Special Economic Zone
SOE State Owned Enterprise
TVE Township and Village Enterprise
UN United Nations
UNDP United Nations Development Programme
UNGA UN General Assembly
UNSC UN Security Council
WTO World Trade Organisation
y-o-y Year-on-Year
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ANNEX C

Key Statistics: China

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Social Indicators

Population, m 1224 1236 1248 1259 1266

Unemployment rate, % 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1

Gross Domestic Product

Nominal, US$ bn 816.5 898.2 946.3 991.4 1080.0

Nominal GDP per capita, US$ 672 731 762 791 855

Real GDP growth rate 9.6 8.8 7.8 7.1 8.0

GDP by industry, % total

- Agriculture 20.5 19.1 18.6 17.6 15.9

- Industry 42.8 43.5 42.6 42.8 44.3

- Construction 6.7 6.5 6.7 6.7 6.6

- Services 30.1 30.9 32.1 32.9 33.2

Gross domestic savings % GDP 41.5 41.8 41.3 39.9 38.7

Balance of Payments:

Exports, US$ bn 151.0 182.8 183.8 194.9 249.2

Top 4 export markets, % total:

US 17.6 17.8 20.6 21.6 20.9

Hong Kong 21.6 23.9 21.3 18.8 17.9

Japan 20.5 17.5 16.2 16.7 16.7

EU 13.2 13.1 15.3 15.6 15.4

Imports, US$ bn 138.8 142.4 140.2 165.7 225.1

Current Account, US$ bn 7.2 29.7 29.3 15.7 20.5

- % of GDP 0.9 3.3 3.1 1.6 1.9

FDI, US$ bn 40.2 44.2 43.8 38.8 38.4

External debt (US$ bn) 116.3 131.0 146.0 151.8 145.7

- % of GDP 14.2 14.5 15.2 15.3 13.5

Foreign exchange reserves, US$ bn 105.0 139.9 145.0 154.7 165.6

Financial Market Indicators

Exchange rate, per US$ 8.30 8.28 8.28 8.28 8.28

Interest rate, %: 1 year deposit rate 7.47 5.67 3.78 2.25 2.25

Stock market, Shanghai, A share index 955 1259 1220 1452 2192

Monetary indicators

CPI Inflation, % 8.3 2.8 -0.8 -1.4 0.4

M2 money supply growth rate 25.3 20.7 13.8 14.7 12.3

Fiscal indicators

Fiscal balance, % GDP -0.8 -0.8 -1.2 -2.1 -2.8

Public debt, % GDP - 12.3 16.4 20.7 22.6

Sources: Government statistics, Asian Development bank Asia Economic Monitor 2001, Asian Development Bank Asian
Development Outlook 2001, World Bank East Asia Update October 2001.
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Key Statistics: Hong Kong

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Social Indicators

Population, m 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.7

Unemployment rate, % 2.9 2.2 4.4 6.2 5.1

Gross Domestic Product

Nominal, US$ bn 154.2 170.2 159.0 154.1 159.7

Nominal GDP per capita, US$ 23962 26235 24300 23321 23963

Real GDP growth rate 4.5 5.0 -5.3 3.0 10.5

GDP by industry, % total

Agriculture 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Manufacturing 6.9 6.1 5.8 5.5 5.5

Construction 5.5 5.4 5.7 5.5 5.1

Services 87.5 86.5 87.9 89.2 89.4

Gross domestic savings, % GDP 30.7 31.1 30.1 30.4 32.3

Balance of Payments:

Domestic exports, US$ bn 27.4 27.3 24.3 22 23.2

Re-exports, US$ bn 153.4 160.8 149.6 151.9 178.7

Top 4 export markets, % total:

China 34.3 34.9 34.5 33.3 34.5

US 21.1 21.6 23.2 23.7 23.2

EU 14.9 14.7 15.7 16.1 15.3

Japan 6.6 6.1 5.2 5.4 5.6

Imports, US$ bn 221.3 232.5 208.3 202.5 236.3

Current Account, US$ bn - -6.2 3.9 11.5 8.9

- % of GDP - -3.6 2.5 7.5 5.6

FDI, US$ bn - - 14.8 24.6 64.5

External debt, US$ bn - - - - -

- % of GDP - - - - -

Foreign reserves, US$ bn 63.8 92.3 89.6 96.3 107.6

Financial Market Indicators

Exchange rate, per US$ 7.73 7.74 7.75 7.76 7.79

Interest rate, %: 3 month inter-bank rate 5.50 9.13 5.06 5.69 5.75

Stock market, Hang Seng index 13451 10723 10049 16962 15096

Monetary indicators

CPI inflation, % 6.3 5.8 2.9 -4.0 -3.7

M2 money supply growth rate 11.1 12.4 6.3 8.4 8.2

Fiscal indicators

Fiscal balance, % GDP 2.2 6.6 -1.8 0.8 -0.9

Public debt, % GDP - - - - -

Sources: Government statistics, Asian Development bank Asia Economic Monitor 2001, Asian Development Bank Asian Development
Outlook 2001, World Bank East Asia Update October 2001.
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Key statistics: Taiwan

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Social Indicators

Population, m 21.4 21.6 21.8 22.0 22.1

Unemployment rate, % 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.9 3.0

Gross Domestic Product

Nominal, US$ bn 279.6 287.7 249.3 288.2 308.4

Nominal GDP per capita, US$ 12325 12298 11253 12102 13023

Real GDP growth rate 6.1 6.7 4.6 5.4 5.9

GDP by industry, % total

- Agriculture 3.2 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.5

- Industry 30.8 30.7 30.4 30.6 31.0

- Construction 4.9 4.8 4.5 4.0 3.6

- Services 63.1 64.0 64.8 65.1 64.8

Gross domestic savings, % GDP 29.8 30.5 28.2 29.8 28.4

Balance of Payments:

Exports, US$ bn 132.4 123.2 132.7 142.9 159.5

Top 4 export markets, % total

US 23.2 24.2 26.6 25.5 23.5

Hong Kong 23 23.4 22.4 21.3 21.1

Japan 11.8 9.6 8.4 9.8 11.2

EU 12.7 13.2 15.5 14.6 14.0

Imports, US$ bn 123.0 117.7 129.6 134.8 152.7

Current Account, US$ bn 10.9 7.1 3.4 8.4 8.9

- % of GDP 3.9 2.5 1.4 2.9 2.9

FDI, US$ bn 1.9 2.2 0.2 2.9 4.9

External debt, US$ bn - - - 38.3 34.8

- % of GDP - - - 13.3 11.3

Foreign exchange reserves, US$ bn 88.0 83.5 90.3 106.2 106.7

Financial Market Indicators

Exchange rate, per US$ 27.5 32.6 32.2 31.4 33.0

Interest rate, %: rediscount rate 5.00 5.25 4.75 4.50 4.63

Stock market, weighted index 6934 8187 6418 8449 4739

Monetary indicators

CPI inflation, % 3.1 0.9 1.7 0.2 1.3

M2 money supply growth rate 9.2 8.3 8.8 8.3 7.0

Fiscal indicators

Fiscal balance, % GDP -4.2 -3.8 -3.4 -6.0 -4.8

Public debt, % GDP - - - - 34.2

Sources: Government statistics, Asian Development bank Asia Economic Monitor 2001, Asian Development Bank Asian Development
Outlook 2001, World Bank East Asia Update October 2001.
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ANNEX D

China’s WTO Accession Terms – Implications for Major Sectors

WTO entry is a necessary choice for promoting China’s continuing rapid and healthy economic
development. We must realise that some industries, enterprises and products will inevitably suffer in the
short term. Whether the benefits outweigh the disadvantages will depend on our work. Zhu Rongji (10
December 2001)

Sorting out the precise terms of China’s accession to the World Trade Organisation is not straightforward. The
negotiation process involves bilateral agreements with many of the 142 (prior to China’s accession) WTO members.
Under the overarching WTO principle of Most Favoured Nation (MFN) the “best” bilateral concessions made by
China then apply universally. The final accession agreement between China and the WTO runs to over 900 pages. It
includes a comprehensive package of trade and investment liberalisation, typically phased-in over two to five years,
under which China will reduce tariff and non-tariff restrictions; limit farm subsidies; provide full trading and
distribution rights to foreign firms; and open up its services sector; while the rest of the world will eliminate quotas
on China’s exports of clothing and textiles. Set out below is a summary of our provisional analysis of some of the key
points with the caveat that the precise impact of the package will only become clear as implementation rolls forward
in the coming months.

Agriculture

• Cap future spending on farm subsidies at 8.5% of the value of domestic farm production.

• Reduce tariffs on agricultural products to the 9-18% range by 2004 from 20% currently.

Note: An 8.5% subsidy ceiling is well above present levels and probably not affordable despite the
government/party’s wish to protect its important rural constituency from the full impact of market opening. Even
with generous subsidies China’s agricultural producers stand to be major losers as tariff cuts and freer imports bring
in higher quality grain and soya imports and cheaper meat.

Industrial goods

• Reduce average tariffs on non-agricultural products to 9.4% over five years from 18.5% currently.

• Eliminate import quotas and non-tariff restrictions within five years.

• Give full trading and distribution rights for imported goods of foreign companies.

Note: China’s 120 domestic auto producers will be one of the hardest hit industries, with a major shake-out post-
accession; cheaper imports could also hurt foreign joint ventures. China has pledged to cut automobile import tariffs
to 60-80% in the next two years and to 25% by mid-2006 (compared to 80-100% in 2001). There will be no
restrictions on category, type and model of motor vehicles produced in joint ventures within two years. China’s high-
tech and wood and paper industries will also experience major tariff cuts.

Banking

• Foreign banks will be allowed to offer yuan services to Chinese enterprises two years after accession, and to all
Chinese clients, including individuals, five years after WTO entry. Specifically, upon WTO accession, foreign
banks can offer limited yuan services in Shenzhen, Shanghai, Dalian and Tianjin. One year after accession they
will be allowed to operate in Guangzhou, Qingdao, Nanjing and Wuhan, and four more provinces after two
years, and so on until no geographical restrictions after five years. To qualify, foreign funded lenders need to
have operated in China for at least three years, with a minimum of two consecutive years of profit.

Note: Chinese officials claim that foreign banks could end up with more than half the domestic market for fee-based
banking services. In 5-10 years, foreign banks could capture 15% of the market for foreign exchange deposits, 10%
of yuan deposits, 20-30% of foreign exchange loans and 15% of yuan loans, luring away qualified staff from
domestic banks in the process. In response, China is pushing its banking sector to modernise.
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Distribution/Retail

• Phased out restrictions on distribution services for most products within three years.

• Scrap joint venture restrictions on large department stores and virtually all chain stores, together with space
restrictions for foreign-owned stores.

• Foreign companies with existing domestic investments will be able to undertake wholesale business with a Chinese
partner on accession.

Note: Foreign firms will be able to cut intermediate steps in distribution and set up their own networks.

Energy

• Gradually liberalise its state monopoly crude and processed oil sectors with 4m tonnes of oil products and 10% of
crude imports to go to the private sector.

• Liberalise retail oil distribution three years after accession, with foreign firms allowed at least 30 wholly-owned
petrol stations each and more through joint ventures with Chinese oil majors. Wholesale market to be opened within
five years.

• Permit oil product imports of 16.58m tonnes on entry, expanding 15% annually until 2005 when the quota will be
scrapped.

Note: China will give up its virtual monopoly in the oil sector, allowing private traders to import oil products and
foreign firms to set up petrol kiosks. But this should not threaten domestic oil giants.

Insurance

• Allow foreign firms to be able to choose Chinese joint venture partners freely.

• Permit “Effective management control” in life insurance joint ventures but with a 50% ceiling to foreign stakes.

• Allow 51% ownership in non-life insurance on accession, rising to 100% after two years.

• Completely open the re-insurance business on accession.

• Phase out geographical restrictions (presently effectively nationwide except Shanghai and Guangzhou) over three
years; foreign insurers to be allowed into group, health and pensions over five years and permit wholly owned non-
life subsidiaries in two years.

Note: Competition for domestic insurers (currently controlling 99% of the market) will stiffen considerably as foreign
firms get much easier access.

Securities

• Permit Sino-foreign joint ventures in domestic securities investment funds, with the foreign partner required to have
registered capital of at least 300m yuan. Foreign firms will be allowed a stake in joint ventures of 33% initially,
rising to 49% after three years after accession. The joint venture fund management firms would operate on equal
terms with their domestic counterparts, ie they can underwrite and trade A-shares, B-shares and H-shares and
government and corporate bonds. Also, from 2004, foreign companies will be allowed to form joint ventures with
Chinese firms in domestic security brokerages, but foreign ownership will be limited to 33%.

Note: Securities underwriting contributes only an average of 10-15% of Chinese bank earnings (brokerage fees and
proprietary trading making up the bulk of revenues). Financial consultancy and fund management are also weak.
Domestic brokerages are looking for foreign partners for their expertise and capital strength. Foreign fund managers are
now providing domestic firms with expertise in running open-ended mutual funds as a first step towards setting up joint
venture fund management companies in China.
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Telecommunications

• Permit 25% foreign stake in mobile telecoms firms immediately, rising to 35% after one year and 49% after
three years. The joint ventures must have 2bn yuan in registered capital once they are set up.

• Permit 25% stakes for fixed line and long distance after three years, and 49% after six years.

• Permit immediate 30% stake in Internet, paging and other value-added services, in Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou, rising to 50% in two years when geographical constraints are also lifted.

• Phase out tariffs on telecoms equipment by 2005.

Note: State-owned telecoms firms may be hit as competition heats up, with foreign investment enhancing
infrastructure and services. More network operators could generate more business for domestic equipment
manufacturers. Lower tariffs should have little impact, as domestic makers do not rely on tariff protection.

Other

• Allow foreign firms with foreign majority control to provide a broad range of professional services, including
accountancy, legal, taxation and management consultancy.

• Allow foreign movie companies to form joint ventures for distribution of video and sound recordings.

• Allow 100% foreign-owned hotels after three years.

• Adhere to the WTO’s intellectual property agreement on protection of patents, copyrights and trademarks.

Note: The protocols of accession will include important stipulations designed to increase the transparency of China’s
trade regime and provide for judicial review of administrative decisions. It will also specify procedures for judicial
review of administrative actions, require the phasing out of the general restrictions on trading rights, require
elimination of multi-tier pricing systems, and require state-owned enterprises to make their purchasing and sales
decisions based solely on commercial considerations.

As for China’s WTO partners, they have undertaken to:

• Eliminate quotas on China’s textile and clothing exports under the WTO Agreement on Textiles and Clothing
(previously known as the Multi-Fibre Arrangement) by 2005, subject to special safeguard provisions through to
2008.

Note: Unlike most other developing country exporters, China was excluded from the 1995 Uruguay Round
Agreement on Textiles and Clothing, in which WTO members agreed to phase out and eliminate textile and apparel
quotas over a 10-year period (1995-2005).

• Maintain anti-dumping methodology (treating China as a non-market economy) for 15 years after WTO
accession.

Note: China’s domestic textile/apparel sector will be one of the few direct net beneficiaries from accession.
However, the use of safeguards could delay the potential gains to China from increased output and exports of textile
and apparel productions.

Sources:

http://www.uschina.org

http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/bilateral/china/wto.htm
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ANNEX E

Chinese Taipei’s WTO Accession Terms – Implications For Major Sectors

Based on our New York discussions with the Chinese, I am confident we have a common understanding
that both China and Taiwan will be invited to accede to the WTO at the same WTO General Council
Session, and that Taiwan will join the WTO under the language agreed to in 1992, namely as the
Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu (referred to as Chinese Taipei). The
United States will not accept any other outcome. Letter from President Clinton to the Senate and
House Leadership (12 September 2000)

As is the case for China (see Annex D), sorting out the precise terms of Taiwan’s accession to the World Trade
Organisation is not straightforward. Set out below is our preliminary assessment of the main impact on Taiwan, with
the caveat that (again, as with China) the precise impact of the package will only become clear as implementation rolls
forward in the coming months.

Generally

Tariffs on around 4,500 items with an average nominal rate of 8.22% will be cut to 7.65% a year after accession and
5.7% after two years. Of these, almost 3500 items are industrial goods with a current rate of 6.15% falling to 6.1% and
then 4.3%; the balance are agricultural, currently averaging over 20% but falling to 15.5% and then 12.9%.

Taiwan will bring down the weighted-average tariff on 6,814 items to 4.81%. Most tariff cuts will take place upon
WTO accession (68%). For the remaining 2217 (32%) tariff lines reduction/elimination will take place over specific
time periods (“staging”). Most will be implemented by the year 2002, except for 405 products mainly in the chemicals,
iron and steel, auto parts and plywood sectors (year 2004), and 46 tariff lines in the motor vehicles sector (year 2008).
(Source: From EU September agreement with Taiwan.)

Tariff “spikes” presently exist for autos, alcoholic beverages, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, medicines, aircraft, wood,
steel and toys and games. These will gradually be eliminated.

Taiwan presently operates a dual system of import restrictions: List 1, which covers 270 items banned from import
without a special permit; and List 2, which covers 181 items the import of which is subject to pre-set conditions. A
further 811 items require additional documentation usually involving ministerial approval. WTO accession will see
List 1 dramatically reduced and a review and appeal system for the lists put in place.

Agriculture

High tariffs currently combine with a number of non-tariff barriers – import licences, sanitary restrictions and subsidies
– to protect Taiwan’s farmers. The pre-accession tariff equivalent for the sector is estimated at 45%, dropping to 20%
post-accession as subsidies, price support and guaranteed state purchasing are gradually eliminated or replaced with
WTO-compatible measures. But some tariffs and quotas will remain and some experts expect new barriers to spring up
(eg in connection with the WTO’s Sanitary and Phyto-Sanitary (SPS) rules).

Autos

Again, quotas and area restrictions protect Taiwan’s subsidised domestic producers (which enjoy an 85% market share,
employ 3.1% of the manufacturing labour force and account for 4.6% of industrial production value). On accession,
area restrictions will be scrapped and quotas gradually increased. But tariffs, currently at 30%, will only be cut
gradually to 17.5% after 10 years. Disparities in Commodity Tax which presently favour smaller, domestically built
vehicles will be eased.

Similar measures will be applied to auto parts; and there will also be considerable easing of import restrictions on
motorcycles (for which there is a huge domestic market with almost half the 23m population owning one) over two years.

Tariffs will be gradually lowered to 17.5% by the year 2008. Taiwan’s tariff quota on car imports will be set at 159,220
units a year upon accession, increasing this by 20% a year toward full liberalization to be achieved eight years after
accession. Taiwan will remove its ban on diesel passenger cars and motor cycles above 150cc no more than two years
after accession, and will remove discriminatory tax incentives, which encourage manufacturers to use domestically
produced engines and bodywork.
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Electronics

Tariffs on semiconductors, now at less than 1%, will fall to zero. Tariffs on semiconductor manufacturing equipment
will be halved from 6%. Tariffs on consumer electronic goods are also set to decrease.

Services

Taiwan will remove foreign equity restrictions in all services sectors except in specific sectors, such as telecoms,
where foreign companies will nonetheless be able to hold controlling stakes. In financial services, Taiwan will
substantially improve market access. In maritime services, Taiwan will allow foreign shipping companies to set up
wholly-owned subsidiaries, arranging entering/leaving harbors for their own ships, solicit goods and/or passengers and
operate their own sea-container terminals. Foreign-owned companies will also be able to provide maritime agency,
freight forwarding, container station and depot services.

Financial services

Prior approval for new kinds of insurance policy will be phased out and restrictions on foreign access to the Taipei
stock market are likely to continue to be lifted.

Foreign investment

There is an expectation that, in association with WTO accession, Taiwan’s Foreign Investment Approval (FIA) system
for large foreign investments in manufacturing will gradually be phased out.

Within two years of accession, rules banning foreign investment in agriculture, alcohol production, auto rentals,
financial services (see above) and power generation will be eased. But mining, weapons manufacture, some types of
inland transportation and of real estate will remain closed. Some restrictions will remain in express parcel delivery, air
freight forwarding, distribution, advertising and professional services (doctors, lawyers etc). The maximum foreign
holding in Taiwanese telecoms enterprises (direct and indirect) will be raised from 20% to 60%.

Government procurement

Taiwan will sign the WTO’s plurilateral government procurement agreement (GPA), theoretically opening up about
$6bn pa of construction contracts to firms from the other 27 GPA signatories.

Intellectual property rights (IPRs)

Once Taiwan is bound by WTO rules, trade experts expect problems to arise over their enforcement.

Sources

http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/bilateral/china/pr190901_en.htm
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